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About this Book
Microsoft Word, on which this book is based, is arguably
one of the most creative and useful pieces of computer
software ever created; it's very easy to use yet extremely
powerful and versatile. You don't need special skills or
technical knowledge to obtain results of a professional
standard. Word can be used, for example, to help you
communicate with friends and family with greetings and
invitations or to apply for a job, run a small business,
advertise events or publish your memoirs. Perhaps, like me,
you could use Word to provide an income in retirement
while working in the comfort of your own home. This book
is part of the very successful "Older Generation" series
from Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd which includes my
best-selling book "Computing for the Older Generation-.
Early chapters of this new book outline the scope of the
modern word processor. the equipment needed and basic
skills such as the use of the keyboard. A rudimentary
knowledge of the Windows operating system, which
controls all aspects of computer activity, is essential and is
covered in a separate chapter. Help is also given for those
with special needs, such as impaired vision or mobility.
Microsoft Word and the Microsoft Works word processor
are discussed before getting down to the basics of entering
text, saving on disc and editing, formatting and printing.
Tasks such as typing a letter and saving your own
letterhead are also described.
Pictures from a digital camera, etc., can be inserted into
Word to enliven a document or personalize a family letter,
for example. These topics are described in some detail,
including the moving, resizing and cropping of pictures
after insertion into a Word document. Text in a newspaper -
style format of two or more columns is also discussed.



Smaller documents such as flyers, invitations, greetings
cards, etc., may require a more light-hearted approach. The
Word program offers a huge range of different fonts or
styles of lettering and these can be manipulated in different
shapes, using the WordArt feature. Ready-made templates
contain all the design and artwork for a stunning creation
such as a greeting card, invitation, advert or business card.
These more exotic features are discussed in a separate
chapter "Getting Creative".
Many people in retirement have the time to satisfy a long -
held ambition to produce a booklet, magazine or complete
book; this might be a history of their town or village, their
former company or their hobby. Alternatively it could be a
novel or a definitive work on a subject for which they have
vast experience. The production of such longer documents
including page numbering, headers and footers and various
page layouts is covered in a separate chapter. The insertion
into a Word document of extracts from other programs,
such as a spreadsheet, is also explained.
The final chapter shows how Word files and folders can be
organized into an efficient hierarchy or tree structure and
how to delete, copy or move files and folders between
different locations. Larger word processing projects require
a reliable system of backups, i.e. duplicate copies of
important work. This is covered together with essential
precautions to keep your computer free from viruses and
attack from Internet "hackers". Sending Word files as e-
mail attachments is described in detail.
The Appendices cover the Mail Merge Wizard used for
producing personalized versions of a letter and the Office
Clipboard, for copying, cutting and pasting multiple items.
My aim has been to produce a book which is useful and
easy to read and to pass on helpful word processing and
computing experience gained over more than 20 years.
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Introduction
What is Word Processing?
Nowadays the term word processor refers to a program
which you can buy on a CD and install on your computer,
along with all of your other software, such as programs to
surf the Internet or send e -mails, for example. Modern
word processing programs are much more than a

replacement for the typewriter. They are extremely
versatile and capable of producing all sorts of documents
and publications, such as the text book shown below.
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Although very powerful, modern word processors are very
easy to use - you don't need to be a trained typist although
it's a good idea to acquire some basic keyboard skills.



1 Introduction

Word Processing -A Brief Overview
The following are the basic word processing operations,
although they may not always be completed in the order
shown. All of the tasks are discussed in detail later in this
book.

Entering Text
Text is typed in using the keyboard. You may prefer to
prepare a rough, hand-written draft initially. This will allow
you to concentrate on the composition of the document
without having to worry about the computing skills.
Eventually you will probably be able to type your ideas
straight into the computer when your typing skills improve.

Saving a Document
A permanent copy of a document is saved on a magnetic
disc for future use. A document saved on disc
is often called a file. A file can be retrieved
from disc and displayed on the screen where
it can be amended or added to.

Printing a Document
A copy of the document is printed on paper
so that it can be read away from the computer
or filed away for record purposes.

Editing a Document
A document can be amended on the screen to correct
spelling or grammatical mistakes or to change the content.
Software such as Microsoft Word and the Microsoft Works
word processor have built-in spelling and grammar
checkers and a thesaurus. Editing can take place while the
text is initially being entered; alternatively you can edit an
existing document after it has been retrieved from a disc.

2



Introduction 1

Formatting a Document

This involves the many special effects which alter the
appearance of a document. These include the layout of the
page, the size of the margins, the line spacing and text
effects such as:

Bold

Italics

Underlined.

Other formatting features include the automatic numbering
of lists; a list may also be highlighted using bullets, in
various shapes and sizes, as shown in the small list above.

Formatting effects can be switched on before a document is
initially entered; alternatively effects can be applied to an
existing document which has been retrieved from a disc
and displayed on the screen.

Desktop Publishing Effects
As discussed later, modern word processing programs
include many desktop publishing features such as different
fonts (styles and sizes of lettering) and text in newspaper
style columns.

Pictures can also be included within a page of text and
there are different ways of flowing the text around the
picture. The picture can be moved around the page and
enlarged or made smaller to achieve the desired result.

The WordArt feature allows text to be manipulated into
various shapes as shown below.

liorditt
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1 Introduction

Word Processing Software
The material in this book is
based on two closely -related
word processors. The first is
Microsoft Word, the most
popular word processing
program in the world, used in
most business and office
computers. The second is the
word processor supplied as part
of the Microsoft Works package
installed on many new home
computers. The two programs
are shown on the right listed in
an extract from the Start menu in the Microsoft Windows
system used to operate most computers.

Both of these word processing programs are easy to use,
yet capable of carrying out the most demanding of tasks.

Even in this electronic age the production of documents on
paper is still important for all types of communication. You
can even use a program like Microsoft Word to produce
Web pages for display on the Internet. Not surprisingly
word processing is probably the most common use of
computers in the world today.

In fact, the modern word processing system is light years
ahead of its early ancestor, the typewriter, and has three
major advantages:

The word processor is much easier to use

It is far more versatile

It is much more efficient.

These assertions are discussed on the following pages.

L!

Internet
Internet Explorer

E-mail
Microsoft Outlook

gMicrosoft Word

Pain:

Microsoft Works Word
Processor
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Introduction 1

Word Processors are Easy to Use
Anyone can produce stylish documents without any
particular skill or training. However, it may help to look
at a few professional documents first, to get some ideas
about style and layout. Many of us tend to overdo the fancy
text effects when first let loose on a word processor.

Icons

One of the reasons why the word processor is easy to use is
because many of the main tasks are represented on the
screen as icons or small pictures, as shown
below. All you have to do is move a mouse
pointer over the required screen object then
"click" or press a button on the mouse.

File Edit View Insert Format Tools Table

aaf:Ey xrEtlecl
For example, the three icons shown below on the right are
used, reading from left to right, to print a document, launch
the spelling and grammar checker and .
cut or remove a piece of text.

It is no longer necessary to learn complex commands in
what seemed like a foreign language. Nowadays all you
need to do is familiarize yourself with the icons for the
various tasks. If you let the mouse
pointer hover over an icon, a message C(lai, ti
pops up giving the icon's function, such

New Blank Doament
as starting a New Blank Document, as
shown on the right.
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1 Introduction

Menus

As an alternative to using icons, some tasks are listed in
menus which drop down on the screen. Shown below is an
extract from the File menu in Microsoft Word. When you
click over the word File on the left of the Menu Bar across
the top of the screen, the File menu drops down as shown in
the extract below. Similar drop -down menus appear under
Edit, View, and Insert, etc.

11111111111111111111111111111111P lam111111

Ede Eck yew Used Wad 10015 Toth

New- Ctrl+N

CtrI-0CIPeri. 

close

have Ctrl+S

Save leis-

Page Sett1P-

a Print Prexiew

111 Err* Ctrk-P

As shown above, the File menu includes some of the most
common word processing operations, such as starting a
new document, opening an existing one (retrieving from
disc), saving on disc and printing on paper. To launch a
particular operation from the menu, such as Save, for
example, it is only necessary to click the word in the list of
menu options, as shown above.

Keyboard Shortcuts
Please note that the letters at the right-hand side
of the above menu are key presses which can be
used as an alternative to clicking with the
mouse. Ctrl is short for the Control key. These
topics are discussed in more detail later in this book.

Ctrl+N

CtrI+O

6



Introduction 1

Word Processors are Versatile
To illustrate the range of activities possible with a modem
word processing program, here are a few sample tasks
which anyone can easily accomplish without any special
skill or training.

Letters to Friends and Family, etc.
You can easily produce letters and longer documents, for
example, to keep in touch with your friends and family.
These might include family photographs incorporated
within the text. Documents produced in a word processor
can be attached to e -mails and sent (immediately)
anywhere in the world, avoiding the cost, delay and
inconvenience of conventional postage.

Swallows Barn
Millers Dale
Staffordshire
SA3 ML6

6 June 2006
The Manager
The Eden Hotel

ClAnsaanci TIM
Tuscany

Dear SiriMadam
A friend has recommended your hotel to me and I would like to arrange a
holiday with you In May 2006. if possible.
I would be most gratetu! if you could send me a copy of your latest
brochure, including details of your facilities for the disabled and car hire.
I understand that your town is famous for Its health -giving mineral springs;
I would therefore be grateful for any further Information you can provide on
the various spas.

Yours faithfully

John Williamson

7



1 Introduction

Posters, Invitations, Cards and Flyers, etc.
You can create attractive posters to promote a local event
such as a charity evening or a sponsored walk. This could
include various desktop publishing effects, such as different
styles and sizes of text and drawings and pictures, known
as clip -art. Using similar word processing techniques you
can:

Design a business card or a flyer to promote a small
business you might be starting up.

Prepare your own greeting cards and invitations.

Documents created in Microsoft Word and Works can be
based on ready-made templates such as the birthday card
shown below.

Happy

irthclay!

Robert
01 0.1

All you have to do is to select the required template then
enter your own text to replace the "dummy" words initially
provided in the template.
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Longer Documents
The word processing program enables you to produce
professional -looking reports and documents. You might,
for example, produce a report about a local issue such as a
planning or a road safety matter, for example. This could
include bulleted lists, graphs, photographs and tables of
figures. Or you might want to write about your favourite
holiday destination, including photographs you have taken.

Venice
STAG/WS SQUARE
There is so much to see in Venice that you
may need more than one visit to take in the
major sights A good place to start is St
Mark's Square The square was originally
just a space in front of the Basilica of St
Mark, the private chapel of the Doge or
head of the Venetian state

As well as the magnificent architecture of
the Basilica, there are shops and open air
cafes around the square The BailIra was
originally dedicated to St Mark in 831 but
was destroyed by fire in an uprising n 976
The mined buildings were res:ored and
consecrated in 1094 Next to St Mark's
Basilica is the Ducal or Doge's Palace,
started in the 9th century and bull for the
Doge and the justices of Venice

THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS
This connects the Doge's palate to the
Prisons and denves its name from the
reaction of the pnsoners on their way to
begin their sentences

THE GRAND CANAL
Perhaps the gr %test wonder of Venice is its
location in the lagoon off the mainland cf
Italy The Grand Canal through :he middle
of Venice and the network of smaller
canals around it are the main route b.;
which most visitors arrive and all supplies
are delivered to the city As there are ins
cars or Imes this makes walkrig around
the city a weal pleasure
Of course, no visit to Venice would be
complete without a ride on the canals in
one of the many famous Gondolas



1 Introduction

Magazines, Newsletters and Books

Many people use word processors to publish a regular
magazine or newsletter for a club, church or community,
with text in two or more columns in a similar format to a
newspaper. Alternatively you could write your life story for
your family archives or document the history of your town
or village.

Some older people have an urge to publish their own text
book or write their first novel; as a senior citizen myself,
the word processor has enabled me to become a self-
employed author of over 20 books such as this one.
Everything in the finished book, including the final layout
and graphics, has been produced using the word processing
program Microsoft Word. An extract from an earlier book
created in Microsoft Word is shown below.
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The word processor displays the pages on the screen just as
they will appear in the finished book.
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Word Processors are Efficient
Some of the advantages of the word processor, compared
with traditional methods such as the manual typewriter are:

Corrections can be made on the screen before
printing on paper, so there is no evidence of any
alterations. Several copies can easily be printed.

Documents are saved on disc, then retrieved later.
This allows a document to be used again, perhaps
with small changes such as a new date. There is no
need to spend time retyping the whole document

Text can be edited more easily - whole blocks of
text can be inserted, deleted or moved to a new
position in the document.

The Find and Replace feature enables a word (or
group of words) to be exchanged for another word
or words, wherever they occur in a document. For
example, replace "house" with "property".
Text can be formatted with effects such as bold and
italic and in various fonts (styles of lettering) as
shown in the French Script example below.

The layout of the page can easily be changed, with
different margins, line spacing, pictures,
photographs and newspaper -style columns.

Very little force is needed to operate a computer
keyboard compared with the manual typewriter.

Modern word processors contain many additional features
such as spelling and grammar checkers, a thesaurus and a
word count facility.

11



1 Introduction

Glossary of Word Processing Terms
Backup

Duplicate or backup copies of important work are often
made for security, on a CD or a removable hard disc drive.

Clip -Art

Libraries of ready-made pictures, drawings, cartoons and
photographs which can be included in a document.

Desktop Publishing Effects
These include a wide choice of fonts or styles and sizes of
lettering, text manipulated into different shapes and text in
columns. Also pictures/photos incorporated into the page.

Editing a Document
Editing involves correcting spelling or grammatical
mistakes or changing the content or layout. Modern word
processors usually include built-in spelling and grammar
checkers and a thesaurus.

File

This is any sort of document or program saved on a
magnetic disc. In word processing a file might be anything
from a small business card, invitation or greeting card or
letters, reports to a complete book or magazine.

Formatting a Document
This involves changing the appearance of a document by
setting the page layout, sizes of margins, line spacing and
effects such as italics, underlined text, tables and bullets.
Icon

An icon is a small picture on the screen representing an
operation such as printing, saving on disc, etc. Operations
are launched by "clicking" the appropriate icon.

12
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Keyboard Shortcuts
Combinations of key presses used to perform various
operations as an alternative to using the mouse. For
example, CtrI+P causes the current document to be printed.
(Ctrl+P means hold down the key marked Ctrl and
simultaneously press the P key.)

Magnetic Disc
Originally documents were saved on small removable
magnetic or "floppy" discs, now largely replaced by
removable CDs and hard discs inside of the computer.

Menu
A list of operations or options which drops down on the
screen when selected from the Menu Bar. Operations are
initiated by "clicking" the appropriate option in the menu.

Microsoft Office
A suite of programs which includes Microsoft Word and
several other important programs. The current version at
the time of writing is called Microsoft Office XP.

Microsoft Windows
This is the program used to "drive" or operate most
computers and is known as the operating system. It works
in the background whenever you are using the computer
and is used for controlling the screen display, the menus,
and all of the peripheral devices such as disc drives,
printers, keyboard, etc. The current version at the time of
writing is called Microsoft Windows XP.

Microsoft Word
This is the leading word processing program used in
business and by professional and home users worldwide.

13



1 Introduction

Microsoft Works

A suite of several programs designed to do a range of tasks
including word processing, spreadsheet (accounts, etc.),
database (for keeping records) and a calendar, amongst
other things. Microsoft Works includes a similar word
processor to Microsoft Word.

Mouse

A small hand-held device used to move a pointer around
the screen to point at and select, by "clicking", icons and
menu options.

Printing a Document

Making a copy of a document on paper so that it can be
perused away from the computer.

Program
A set of instructions stored inside the computer. Separate
programs are used for tasks such as word processing,
drawing, accounts, or surfing the Internet, etc. A new
program is usually purchased on one or more CDs and
copied onto the computer's internal hard disc. The program
can then be "run" from the hard disc whenever it is needed.
The original CD(s) should be stored away in a safe place.
Saving a Document

Making a permanent copy of a document, usually on the
hard disc built into the computer.
Template

A ready-made design for a document such as a poster
which you can tailor to your own requirements. Your own
words can be added to replace the "dummy" text provided.

14
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Creating a Home Office
This section looks at the preparations needed to create the
right environment for word processing in your home. The
place where you work at the computer will be referred to as
the "home office" although in practice this may be no more
than a corner of your living room or bedroom, etc. It may
be worth considering the following points:

Where is the best location for the computer?

What additional furniture is needed?

What computing equipment is needed?

Choosing a Location for Your Home Office
Obvious constraints on the siting of your computer are the
available free space in your home, the amount of money
you have to spend and the sort of "work" you intend to do
with the computer. In my experience, if you are able to
create a professional -standard working environment, this
will be reflected in the quality of the material you are able
to produce.

If you are intending to do demanding work with the word
processor - for example, starting a small business,
producing a magazine or writing a novel - then ideally you
need a separate area where you can work away from
household distractions. You also need plenty of desk space
for laying out documents; some shelves and at least one
filing cabinet can be very useful.

Initially I worked in a small office built into the corner of
our garage; although quite Spartan, this had the advantage
of being separate from the house, so that it felt almost like
going out to work.

15
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When our sons left home I was able to move into a spare
bedroom and enjoy the luxury of carpets and central
heating.

Another popular solution for a home office is to use a shed
or summerhouse in the garden, although this can be
expensive to set up initially.

Your home office should, if possible, be located in a secure
place in your home or garden - computing equipment is a
favourite target for burglars. It's also a good idea to mark
expensive items, perhaps with your postcode, for example.
This can be done invisibly with an infra -red security pen
Visible marking with a permanent marker may act as a
deterrent to thieves.

16
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Power Points
Several power points are necessary for a complete word
processing system including printer and scanner, etc.
Trailing extension leads are untidy and potentially
dangerous and power points built into a wall are preferable.

Telephone Sockets
Most people these days want an Internet connection, so you
need at least one telephone socket near to the computer. If
you can afford to subscribe to a broadband Internet service,
this will allow you to have an ordinary telephone on your
desk and use it at the same time as the Internet.

You can provide an extra telephone socket using one of the
cheap extension leads available from most DIY stores. This
may involve drilling holes in walls, etc., and perhaps
threading the cable through the roof space of your home.

Networking Two or More Computers
If you have more than one computer in your home, you
may wish to consider setting up a network. This will allow
several computers to share one Internet connection. You
can also transfer files, i.e. documents, etc., between
networked computers Traditional networks use cables to
connect computers but this often involves drilling walls and
trailing cables around the house or office. A wireless
network allows computers around the house to share
resources such as files, printers and an Internet connection
without the need for trailing cables or holes drilled in walls.

With a wireless network, one computer is connected to a
convenient telephone socket but any further computers can
be located anywhere in the house (or garden). These
additional computers are connected to the first computer by
radio frequency signals.
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After several years of using a network based on cables I
have recently changed to a wireless network. This was
surprisingly easy to set up - it really was a genuine case of
"plug and play".

Our home network now consists of a desktop computer for
general family use and a second desktop machine used
solely for word processing or "typesetting" computer
books. We also have a laptop machine which can be used
anywhere in the house or garden. The wireless network
means you can use a laptop computer to work (or play) in
the garden on a summer's day and still be connected to the
Internet. A wireless network is also ideal if your home
office is based in a garden shed or summerhouse, as there is
no need to install any network cables across the garden.

Furniture for Your Home Office
If you intend to spend long hours word processing, then a
number of health factors need to be considered. Correct
posture is essential, so if possible buy an adjustable office
chair and a special computer desk or work station.
Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) is a well-known consequence
of long hours spent typing, so it is essential to adjust your
seat height to give a comfortable working position, with
arms roughly level. Frequent stretching exercises and
regular breaks away from the keyboard - every hour, say -
are often recommended to avoid this problem.
Over the years I have obtained some good furniture
bargains from firms specializing in second-hand office
desks, chairs and cabinets, etc. Quite often this includes
purpose-built computer desks which are as good as new.
Second-hand office furniture from the business world tends
to be more robust and of higher quality than the "flat
packs" sold in some of the large stores.
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Self -Employment Issues

A word processor can be used to earn extra income in
retirement. You might. for example, take on work for local
businesses and organizations such as colleges and
universities. A modern word processor such as Microsoft
Word, etc., can certainly be used for all sorts of commercial
activities such as producing advertising posters, leaflets,
business cards or invitations and typesetting books such as
this one.

During your working life you are likely to have acquired
valuable skills which might lead to consultancy work in
your particular field. The results of your deliberations will
need to be presented in report form to a high standard.
There may be opportunities for some part-time teaching in
your area, in a subject in which you have experience. Or
you might be able to teach basic skills such as adult literacy
and numeracy. Teaching notes and handouts for students
need to be well presented these days - handwritten notes
and documents containing obvious typing corrections are
no longer acceptable. You need to have competence with a
word processor for all of these activities.

When setting up a small business many of your start-up
costs can be deducted from your profits and so reduce your
tax bill. Certainly any office equipment and furniture will
be eligible, as well as the cost of heating and lighting the
office area as a fraction of your household bills.

You should also seek professional advice to find out the tax
and insurance implications of becoming self-employed and
working from home. You will need to register as self-
employed and, above a certain income, pay the appropriate
National Insurance contributions.
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A Few Myths About Computers
Older people can't use computers. False. I am
over sixty and my oldest ever student was in his
eighties. A friend in his seventies builds and repairs
computers as a small business; unfortunately he
can't get on his own computer because his mother-
in-law (in her 90s) is always using it! Accessibility
features are provided in Microsoft Windows to help
people with mobility or eyesight problems.

Computers are of no use to older people. Older
people have the time to learn new skills and to
develop hobbies involving word processing. These
might include producing newsletters and magazines
for clubs and community groups. Letters and
documents can be improved by word processing
and including photographs, etc.

Computers are always breaking down. I have
several computers and there have been no major
problems in the last five years.

Computers are difficult to use. The advent of the
"graphical user interface" means you don't have to
learn complicated commands. You just point at
icons (little pictures on the screen) and click a
mouse button in order to carry out a task.

You can easily lose hours of work. An author once
lost an entire novel representing about a year's hard
work. However, making backup copies, as
discussed later in this book, should prevent you
from losing important work. Using these cheap and
simple methods I have managed to produce over 20
books without ever losing a single page of text.
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2

Word Processing
Equipment

Obtaining a Computer
Most people buy a type of computer known as a PC - after
the original IBM Personal Computer. This standard of
machine, also sometimes referred to as "IBM compatible",
is dominant in home and business computing worldwide.

There are many different manufacturers of PC -type
computers but they all conform to the same standard; the
PC is the "platform" for which the majority of new
software (i.e. programs) is developed. PCs are readily
available in many large stores and mail order companies
supplying new machines and components at what seem to
be very low prices compared with a few years ago. At the
time of writing you can buy a new computer system, often
containing a printer and software (including a word
processing program), for under £500. However, if you are
working to a tight budget, you could probably pick up a
perfectly adequate second-hand machine for under L100.
Word processing is not a very demanding task for a
computer and it's certainly not essential to have the very
latest equipment.

It's a good idea to try to find a small local company, with a
good reputation, perhaps employing only a few people.
They usually build new computers, carry out repairs and if
necessary visit your home to install the system and connect
it to the Internet.
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The Parts of a Word Processing System
The next few pages discuss briefly some of the essential
components of computer systems - but only to the extent
that they are relevant to word processing

The essential components discussed here are:

The keyboard

The mouse

The screen or monitor

The tower or base unit

The hard disc drive

The CD/ DVD drive

The printer

The scanner

The digital camera

The Internet connection.

Shown above is a complete word processing system
including computer, laser printer and a scanner on the left.
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The Keyboard
Keyboards have been around since the first typewriters but
they have not yet been replaced, to any great extent, by
modern inventions such as voice recognition systems.

LITI#LIII I

Most keyboards still follow the QWERTY convention,
which refers to the order of the first six letter keys as
shown above and below.

Keyboards and typing skills are discussed in more detail
later in this book. Many people, including myself, don't
learn to type properly and consequently waste a lot of time,
especially in the early stages of word processing. It's worth
acquiring some keyboard skills, perhaps by investing in a
typing tutor program.
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The Mouse
The mouse is a small hand-held
device containing two or three
buttons and is used to move a
pointer around the screen. Screen
objects such as icons (small
pictures) and options on a menu are
selected by pointing and "clicking" the left mouse button.

The mouse can typically be used for tasks such as:

Starting programs from a screen icon

Opening a "folder" containing documents

Displaying a menu and selecting an option.

Shown below is an extract from the Windows Start menu.
Any of the programs or features can be launched by
clicking the left mouse button while the pointer is over the
name or icon.

EMicrosoft Word J Help and Support

41P Search

TOMicrosoftIA Works Word Run...

Processor

All Programs I>

Turn Off Computer

These topics are discussed in more detail later in the
chapter on Microsoft Windows.
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The Monitor
The choice of monitor (or screen) depends on how much
you want to spend. Typical monitor sizes range from 15
inches through to 22 inches. These measurements are
measured diagonally across the screen and are nominal.
The actual viewing area may be about an inch less, because
of the plastic case surrounding the CRT (Cathode Ray
Tube). If you intend to do a lot of exacting work such as
DeskTop Publishing or Graphics, or if you have impaired
vision, try to obtain the largest screen you can afford. CRT
monitors typically cost f60-£350.

Very slim, flat screens (known as TFT monitors) are now
available; these are more expensive (typically f130
upwards) but ideal if you're limited for desk space.
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2 Word Processing Equipment

Enlarging the Screen Display
The Microsoft Windows XP operating system supplied
with most new PC computers includes a screen Magnifier to
help anyone with impaired vision. This enables any section
of the screen to be enlarged and viewed in its own window.

The Paint Shop Pro Window
Once you have elected the image t
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The Paint Shop Pro Window
Once you have selected the unage to be etited, from
whatever source, the unage w opened m Paint Shot Pro

The Magnifier is one of a number of Accessibility Features
provided in Windows XP and discussed later in this book.
You can also change the resolution, i.e. the size of the text
and screen objects such as icons, as discussed later.

Improving the Quality of the Display
Please note that the quality of the screen display depends
not only on the monitor but also on the electronic
components in the computer used to produce the on -screen
graphics. These components are often supplied on a
graphics card, a small circuit board plugged into the
computer's main motherboard. Alternatively the graphics
may be controlled by electronics components built into the
motherboard - often referred to as "on board" graphics. It
is often possible to improve the screen display (for
graphics, etc.) by fitting a high performance graphics card.
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The Base Unit
The base unit is at the heart of the computer
system. Nowadays the base unit is often in the
form of a tower, as shown on the right. This can
stand upright on the floor, thereby saving desk
space.

This creates a less cluttered desk, with more
space for documents, as shown below.

Desktop base units are also available as flat boxes on which
the monitor can be placed.
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The base unit contains essential components of the
computer such as the processor, the memory, the
motherboard, the hard disc drive, the CD/DVD drive and
the floppy disc drive. The components in the base unit are
connected to the main circuit board of the computer, known
as the motherboard.

CD/DVD Drives
Many computers are now supplied with a combined CD
and DVD drive, known as a "combo" drive. These are
capable of reading existing CDs and DVDs and some can
also write (i.e. record) new CDs and DVDs.

A DVD drive or combined CD/DVD drive will, for
example, allow you to relax by watching a film on your
computer after slaving for hours over the word processor.

Floppy Disc Drive
The smallest slot on the base unit is
the floppy disc drive. Floppy discs are
declining in popularity since their
storage capacity is very limited
compared with CDs.

CD versus Floppy Disc
A CD -R costing a few pence can store several hundred
times as much data as a floppy disc. I use CD -Rs for
making backups (i.e. security copies) of all of my work -a
floppy disc is too small to hold say, a chapter of this book,
for example. A CD -R can hold several books such as this
one, including screenshots and photographs, which take up
a lot of storage space.

3% Floppy (A:)
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The Processor
This is the "brains" of the computer and carries out all of
the instructions sent into the processor by the program you
are using. Well known brands are the Intel Pentium and
Celeron and the AMD Athlon. The speed at which the
processor works determines the performance of the
computer. Currently new computers are being advertised
offering processor speeds of around 3GHz. This is a
measure of how many thousands of millions of instructions
per second the processor can carry out.

Machines with faster processors are available at a greater
price. As a general rule, if you are intending to use your
computer for tasks such as word processing, desktop
publishing, keeping accounts and records, sending and
receiving e -mails and searching the Internet, then a basic
processor of perhaps 1 or 2GHz will be quite good enough.

It's not necessary for the general user to keep up with all
the latest offerings from the processor manufacturers. For
example, one of my machines has a relatively out-of-date
1GHz processor but this is quite adequate for the sort of
tasks listed above and the word processing and DTP tasks
described in detail later in this book.

If you later find that you need a more powerful processor, it
may be possible to "upgrade" your existing computer.
Check before buying a new system whether the processor
can be upgraded at a later date. It may simply be a case of
unplugging the old processor and replacing it with the new
one. This is much cheaper than buying a new computer.

You don't need the latest "gee -whiz" computer - you
can do impressive word processing and DTP work with
any PC machine bought in the last few years.
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The Memory
The memory (also known as RAM or Random Access
Memory) is a set of microchips which act as a store for the
data or information typed in at the keyboard. The memory
also holds the programs that you are currently using. The
memory is only a temporary store. Like the processor, the
size of the memory can have a major effect on the
performance of the computer. Modern programs, with all of
their graphics, windows and icons, demand massive
amounts of memory. Photographs are also memory hungry.

If your computer is short of memory, programs will run
very slowly. Therefore it's best to buy a computer with as
much memory as possible. Currently machines are being
sold with 256 or 512MB of memory. If buying a new
machine, aim for at least 256MB to start off with. Memory
is usually relatively cheap, although prices do fluctuate. It's
a 10 minute job to plug extra memory into the computer at
a later date. Expect to pay around f20-£30 for the extra
memory or RAM chips, also known as SIMMs.

Please note: Memory is Volatile

Any data (text, photographs, etc.) stored in the
memory during a computing session is lost as soon
as the computer is switched off. Any data you wish to
keep must be saved on a magnetic storage medium
such as your hard disc drive, discussed shortly.

(The term MB above stands for Megabyte. This is roughly
a million bytes - one byte being the amount of memory or
disc space needed to store a character. A character is a
letter of the alphabet, a digit 0-9, or a punctuation mark - in
fact, most of the keys on a keyboard).
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The Hard Disc Drive
The hard disc drive is a sealed unit built inside of the
computer. You won't normally see your hard disc drive
unless you remove the computer's metal casing. The
magnetic disc surfaces on which programs and data are
recorded are an integral part of the drive unit, which also
contains the heads used for reading and writing data.

The hard disc is usually designated as the C: drive, and
consists of a set of metal discs, coated in a magnetic
material and rotating at high speed about a central spindle.
This makes it very fast at saving and retrieving data.

The amount of data which can be stored on a hard disc is
normally measured in gigabytes (GB). A gigabyte is
roughly 1000 megabytes (discussed earlier in this chapter).
At the time of writing computers are being supplied with
80-200GB of hard disc storage.
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The Contents of the Hard Disc Drive
The hard disc inside of the computer is like the filing
cabinet in a traditional office. When you switch the
computer off, the contents of the hard disc remain in place.
The hard disc normally contains:

The systems software such as the Windows XP
operating system needed to start and run the
computer. This may be pre -installed on a new
computer or installed later from the Windows CD.

The applications software (programs) such as your
word processor, database, desktop publishing (DTP)
and Internet browser. This may be included on a
new machine or bought as a separate package and
installed from the CD provided. Instructions pop up
on the screen after placing the CD in the drive.

The work you have produced by entering text at the
keyboard and perhaps including pictures and
photographs. Documents saved on the hard disc are
known as files. You need to save a document on the
hard disc as soon as it has been entered at the
keyboard. A long document should be saved at
regular intervals, each new version "overwriting"
the previous one on the hard disc. This can be set to
happen automatically every few minutes, say.

Always Back Up Important Documents
Although hard discs are very reliable, it is possible to lose
your work by accidentally deleting the wrong files.

Always make regular backup copies of important
documents on a separate magnetic storage medium,
such as a CD -R or one of the removable mini drives
which plug into a USB port on the computer.
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The Printer
A reliable printer is an essential part of your word
processing system - it's not yet possible to do everything
by e-mail or posting on Web sites. A brinter is needed to
produce paper copies of letters, reports, publications,
magazines, photographs, e -mails and Web pages.

Nowadays there are two popular types of printer used in the
home and small business. These are the inkjet and the laser
printer. You need to consider the type of work you will be
doing in order to choose a suitable printer.

The Inkjet Printer
Inkjet printers are good all-rounders and can be bought for
as little as £50, although models costing several hundred
pounds are also available. High quality documents can be
produced using a word processor and cheap inkjet printer.

You must also consider the price of the ink cartridges (both
black and colour) which can cost from £10-£20 or more.
Inkjet printers can produce high quality colour
photographs, though the cost of the cartridges and the
special glossy paper makes this an expensive activity.
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The Laser Printer
Laser printers are popular in business. They are fast,
produce high quality printout and tend to be quieter than
inkjets. At one time most laser printers were mono, i.e. they
printed only in black and white. Until recently colour laser
printers were too expensive for home use, costing
thousands of pounds. At the time of writing mono laser
printers can be bought for less than £100, while the colour
versions now cost from about £250 upwards.

Laser printers use a powder called toner as their "ink" and
the toner cartridges must be replaced periodically. A new
laser toner cartridge may typically cost around £50, but this
may be capable of printing several thousand sheets of A4
paper.

The Dot Matrix Printer
Dot matrix printers used to be popular as they are quite fast
and can print on continuous rolls of paper. The dot-matrix
printer is suitable for producing large quantities of
documents where high quality text is not essential, such as
address labels and invoices and delivery notes.
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The Scanner
The scanner is a desirable
extra rather than an
essential part of a word
processing system. A
popular version is the A4
flatbed scanner, a flat box
roughly the size of a large
folder, as shown on the
right. Scanners cost from about £50 upwards.

Using a scanner, an image of a piece of paper containing
text and/or graphics can be copied and inserted into a
document on the screen. Alternatively the scanned image
can be saved on your hard disc or sent to a range of
destinations such as e-mail or the Web. As shown from the
following menu (for an Epson scanner), the scanner can
also copy a document straight to your printer.

Copy

Photo Pi int

Scan to
E-mail

rumwrir..7

Suede
Scan to

Application

_. .

-. -, ....... ",

Scan to Scan to
Web RN

Scan to
OCR

t 4F

Scan for
Creativity
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Giving New Life to Old Photographs

The scanner is useful for copying (or "digitizing") existing
paper documents and incorporating them into a word
processing page. Shown below is an image which has been
scanned from an old family photograph. Once the image is
in the computer it can be saved as a file on the hard disc
and inserted into a word processing page such as this one.

Inexpensive software such as Paint Shop Pro and Adobe
Photoshop Elements allows you to improve images copied
from old photographs, e.g. to remove scratches or damage.
New Photographs

Nowadays photographs can be taken with a digital camera
and input directly into a computer using a special cable, as
discussed shortly. The images can then be edited and
enhanced on the screen, inserted into documents or printed
on glossy photographic paper using an inkjet printer.
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The Digital Camera
A digital camera will enable you to add your own
photographs to enhance your word processing documents.
First you take a photograph with a digital camera. Then you
transfer the image to your computer and save it on the hard
disc. Next the photograph can be polished up in a program
like Paint Shop Pro or Adobe Photoshop Elements. A copy
of the photograph can be included on the page of a word
processing document; for example, to illustrate an advert or
poster or to add interest to a letter to friends and family. As
discussed later, the position and size of the photograph can
be adjusted to give the best page result.
Cheap digital cameras can be bought for as little as £40,
while better quality ones may cost several hundred pounds.
The digital camera doesn't use film, but instead has a
memory card. The images are stored in the memory until
you "download" them to your computer. This is done by
connecting the camera to the computer using a special
cable as shown below.

Once your photographs
have been safely stored on
your hard disc, the
memory card in the camera
can be "wiped" ready to be
used again for your next
batch of photographs.

This subject is discussed in detail in our previous book:

Digital Phctography and Computing

for the Older Generation

Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd.
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The Internet Connection
It is essential nowadays for your home office to be
connected to the Internet. In a word processing context, you
could use the Internet in many ways, including:

Sending a large word processing document as an e-
mail attachment. I have sent whole chapters of
books to the printers in this way. In order to send
larger documents such as a complete book, for
example, you really need a broadband Internet
connection rather than the much slower traditional
"56K modem" (discussed shortly).

Sending e -mails to colleagues or friends, perhaps to
liaise about a word processing project such as a
local magazine or report.

Using the Internet to research material for any sort
of word processing document or report. The scope
of the Internet in providing information on any
subject, no matter how obscure, is incredible. It is
also a rich source of information on topics such as
family history and parish records.

There are two basic types of Internet connection:

The traditional connection
which uses a small box called a
56K modem or dial -up modem
to connect your computer to the
Internet via the telephone lines.

The newer system, known as broadband, which
connects your computer to the Internet using a
device called an ADSL modem.
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The initial cost of the modem and other equipment may be
under £100 or even free in some cases. The main cost is
your subscription to your Internet Service Provider - a
company such as AOL, Tiscali or BT.

The broadband system is more expensive, currently around
£16 - £25 per month compared with much less for the 56K
system.

If you can afford it, the broadband system has some
important advantages. It is much faster, allowing you to
send and receive large word processing documents and
other files much more quickly. In addition you can use the
Internet at the same time as a telephone handset connected
to the same telephone line. This is sometimes helpful if you
are talking to someone on the telephone but need to refer to
something on the computer screen. For example, a member
of a telephone support team can talk you through a
technical problem, giving you instructions via the
telephone while you carry them out on the computer; or
you might want to talk to a friend about a Web page
currently on the computer screen. This is made possible by
a broadband component known as a filter which divides a
single telephone line into two; one line for the broadband
Internet and another line for normal telephone use.

Networking
If you have more than one computer you may wish to
connect them to form a network. This will allow several
computers to share a single Internet connection and also
exchange files between computers. In order to network the
computers you need a device called a router. This allows
the computers to be connected together by cables or in a
wireless network as discussed earlier in this chapter.
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Glossary of Computing Terms
Application

A program used to perform a particular task such as word
processing. New application software is installed on the
hard disc (from a CD) then "launched" whenever required.

Attachment
A file such as a word processing document can be
"clipped" to an e-mail message. Then it can be sent and
received electronically along with the e-mail message.

Base Unit

The metal box containing most of the essential components
of the computer.

Broadband
The latest technology used to connect a computer to the
Internet via the telephone network. Very much faster than
the earlier system known as "dial -up" or "56K modem".

CD/DVD Drive

A small box which allows CDs and DVDs to be read and
(on some drives) to be created. Also called a Combo Unit.
CD -R

A cheap form of storage suitable for making backup copies
of your work. The CD -R can only be recorded on once.

CD-RW

A CD which can be used for recording many times.

CRT

A type of monitor or screen based on the Cathode Ray
Tube; many new computers use the much slimmer TFT
monitor, which is more expensive but saves desk space.
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Dial -up Modem

A device for connecting a computer to the Internet. The
dial -up modem (also known as the 56K modem) is rapidly
being superseded by much faster broadband systems.

Digital Camera
A camera which stores images on a memory card rather
than a film. The images are transferred to a computer where
they can be edited, printed or inserted into documents.

DVD Drive

A small box in the computer which allows video discs to be
viewed; some DVD drives also allow videos to be created
on a blank disc.

Expansion Card
A small circuit board plugged inside of a computer to
provide functions such as sound and graphics capability.
Some modems are available as expansion cards.

File

Documents saved on disc are known as files or sometimes
data files. Software or programs installed on a hard disc are
often known as program files or applications.

Gigabyte (GB)
A measure of the storage capacity of a hard disc. One
gigabyte is approximately 1000 megabytes.

Gigahertz (GHz)
A measure of the speed of a computer processor.

Hard Disc Drive
A magnetic disc fixed inside the computer. Used to store
your work and the software needed to run the computer and
to carry out applications such as word processing.
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Icon

A small picture on the screen representing a program or
action which can be launched by pointing and "clicking"
with the mouse.

Inkjet Printer
A popular printer used in the home and small business to
print colour and black and white documents and
photographs.

Laser Printer
A fast and quiet printer which uses toner powder to
produce high quality documents. Colour laser printers are
relatively expensive.

Magnifier

A feature of the Microsoft Windows operating system that
allows parts of the screen to be enlarged to help people
with impaired vision.

Megabyte (MB)

A measure of storage capacity, usually applied to the
computer's memory. One megabyte is capable of storing
roughly 1 million characters (letters, digits 0-9, etc.)
Memory

A set of chips plugged into the computer and used to store
the current program and also data - e.g. the text of your
word processing document. The memory is cleared when
the computer is switched off.

Modem

A device for connecting a computer to the Internet via the
telephone lines. The traditional dial -up or 56K modem is
currently being superseded by faster broadband systems.
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Monitor
The screen used to view your work. Traditional monitors
are based on the Cathode Ray Tube technology while much
slimmer TFT monitors are becoming very popular,

Motherboard
The main circuit board inside of a computer containing the
processor and memory chips and connections to all of the
main components. Scme functions such as sound and
graphics can be supplied "on board" the motherboard or
plugged in as separate expansion cards.

Mouse
A small device used tc move a pointer over objects on the
screen. A button on the mouse is "clicked" over an object
to initiate a particular action.

Network
A network is formed when two or more computers are
connected to exchange data files or share an Internet
connection. Traditional networks have used cables to
connect machines, while wireless "WI-FI" networks are
becoming popular.

PC

The name given to a Personal Computer which conforms to
the ubiquitous IBM-compatible standard. PCs can all run
the same software, usually written for the Microsoft
Windows operating system.

Processor
The main chip which carries out all of the instructions in
programs - often called the "brains" of the computer.
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QWERTY

The name given to the standard keyboard, based on the
layout of the first six letter keys.

Resolution

A measure of the coarseness or otherwise of the screen
display, usually measured in pixels - the small picture
elements which make up an image. Common screen
resolutions are 800x600 and 1024x768.

Scanner

A device which allows paper documents to be copied into a
computer's memory, where they can be edited or inserted
into other documents.

TFT

A very slim type of monitor which uses "Thin Film
Transistor" technology. Useful for saving desk space.
Tower Unit

A vertical box containing all of the main components of the
computer; often situated on the floor to save desk space.
USB Port

One of several small rectangular slots usually on the back
of the computer, allowing peripheral devices such as
printers, scanners, digital cameras, etc., to be connected.
Wireless (WI-FI) Network
A method of connecting computers using radio signals,
rather than cables, for the sharing of data files and an
Internet connection.

Writing

The process of recording data and programs on a magnetic
disc such as the hard disc or a recordable CD.
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Working With
Windows XP

What is Windows XP?
Familiarity with Microsoft Windows is essential if you are
to manage your word processing activities efficiently.
Windows XP is the latest in a line of Microsoft Windows
operating systems and controls tasks such as:

Displaying the Startup screen, known as the
Windows Desktop

Controlling windows and icons on the screen and
making selections from menus with a mouse

Starting programs such as the word processor

Saving your work as a file on your hard disc

Organising your work into a system of folders and
deleting unwanted and obsolete files

Printing documents on paper or sending them as e-
mail attachments

Connecting to the Internet

Managing devices such as scanners, printers, etc.

Shutting down the computer in a safe fashion.
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The Windows Desktop
The Windows Desktop appears at the end of the startup
process, displaying the Start button in the bottom left-hand
corner and the Windows TaskBar along the bottom, as
shown in the screenshot below.

Down the left-hand side of the desktop are icons
representing various programs. These icons are often called
shortcuts since you can start a program by simply double-
clicking its icon with the mouse, instead of going through a
system of menus. Shortcuts are often placed on the desktop
automatically when you install a new piece of software.
Alternatively you can create your own shortcuts, as
discussed later. You can also create a shortcut
on the desktop to open up a folder containing
your current work. For example I have created
a desktop shortcut to a folder containing all of
the chapters of this book

Shortcut to
Easy Word
Processing
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The Start menu shown below is launched by clicking on the
Start button at the bottom left of the desktop.

06
Internet
Internet Explorer

E-mail
Microsoft Outlook

ElMicrosoft Word

Paint

..
\.,/ EPSON Smart Panel

0 Windows Media Player

laAdobe Photoshop E ements
2.0

WordF'ad

*Microsoft Photo Editor

All Programs 611

My Documents

My Recent Documer ts

j My Pictures

My Music

91 My Computer

Con:rol Panel

Set 3rogram Access anc
Defaults

14 Printers and Faxes

Help and Support

dp.) Search

O Run ..

0 4 Windows Explorer EPSON SMART

Frequently -used programs such as the Microsoft Word
word processor are automatically placed in the Start menu.
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Simply click the name of the
program or its icon to launch the
program, as shown on the right,
ready to start a word processing session.

The Start menu also displays the
Turn Off Computer button for
shutting down the computer
safely, before you switch off the
power. Always use the Turn Off Computer button to end a
word processing session. Simply switching off the power
will cause work to be lost and may cause other problems.

Internet
Internet E . plorer.

E-mail
Microsott Ot.i1:106.

EMicrosoft Word

EMicrosoft Word

My Documents

My Recent Documents

J My Pictures

...J../ My Music

My Documents shown above right, is a special folder in
which your work is saved "by default", unless you specify
a different folder. (Creating your own folders and saving
your work is discussed later). As shown below, apart from
the documents and files you save, My Documents can also
contain saved copies of pictures, music and e -books.
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If you select My Recent Documents as shown on the
previous menu, you are presented with a list of the latest
documents you have been working on. Some recent
documents are listed on the right of the following extract
from the Start menu.

S choose best match.brnp

S Completing the wizard.brnp

CI Getting Set Up.doc

it Introducing Windows XP.doc

rEi John.doc

i

Please note that in this context a "document" is not just a
letter or report in a word processor. Drawings and
paintings, for example are also referred to as documents.

Also note that when a document is saved as a file, a file
name is given by the user. For example, I have named a
letter as John above. Then Windows has automatically
added .doc to indicate that this is a word
processing document. These file name CI John.doc
extensions can be switched on and off in
the Windows Explorer by selecting Tools, Folder
Options..., View and Hide extensions for known file types.
Then select Apply and OK. The document is further
identified by the icon for a word processing
document, shown right. A picture is saved with a
different icon and a fine name extension such as
.bmp, which stands for Windows "bitmap". There
are several other file name extensions for pictures and these
are discussed later in this book.

The feature My Recent Documents provides a quick way of
calling up a document you have recently been working on.
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My Computer
Referring to the extract from the Start menu shown below,
My Computer listed in the right-hand panel is a very
important tool used in the management of your computer

ErMicrosoft Word

Acrobat Distiller 4.0

My Music

gor My Computer

Clicking My Computer in the above Start menu brings up
the window shown below.

My CorrqXter

System Tasks

,..) V,ew system information

,5 Add or remove programs

13/. .=haT:ge a setting

Other Places

Ir4 My Network Places

j My Documents

Shared Documents

Or Control Panel

Details

Firs Stared an This Computer

Shared Documents

Hard Disk Drives

,;4.001100

Devices with Removable Storage

3'h Floppy (k)

j ]m's Documents

d010 LOCAL DISK (D:)

..4. CD-RW Dove (E:)

My Computer allows you to look at the various resources on
your computer, such as disc drives and CDs. Amongst
other things, you can carry out maintenance tasks such as

cleaning up your hard disc by deleting
unwanted files. When you click on the
icon for the hard disc drive as shown
above, the panel at the bottom left of
the My Computer window shows the
amount of free hard disc space.

Details

31in (G)
Local Disk

Fle System: NTF5

Free Space: 30.2 GB

Total Sze: 37.2 GB
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The Windows Explorer
To start the Windows
Explorer, click the right-
hand mouse button over the
Start button at the bottom
left of the screen. A menu
pops up from which you
click Explore.

'.41=1111111111111111111
Open
Explore

Search...

Scan Folders for Spyware

Scan Folders for Viruses

Properties

Open Al Users

Explore Ai Users

The Windows Explorer is one of the main ways to locate a
piece of work such as a word processing document (also
called a file). Then the document can be opened in the
program which created it. The Windows Explorer lists all
of the resources of your computer (disc drives, folders, sub -
folders, etc.) in a list down the left-hand side of the screen,
as shown below.

minuommeniumommenEmieums
File Edit View Favorites Tools itilp

0 Back
Address Fiat C:

Folders

at Desktop

10 My Documents

B Q My Computer

!II 4 31/2 Floppy (AO

fill foo 3Im (C:)

LOCAL DISK (DO

CD -RV/ Drive (E:)

130 Control Panel

0 Shared Documents
Bea Tim's Documents

Ili My Network Places

111 Recycle Bin

Li ADOEIEAPP

Documents
and Settings

1.J EPSON

I_J photos

Program

Fie I

Computing for the Cider
Generation

Easy Word Processing

My Documents

Backup Jim

Richard
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The right-hand panel on the
previous page shows the
contents of any discs or
folders you have selected by
clicking with the mouse. You
can carry out a variety of
management tasks on the
folders and files listed in
Explorer by right -clicking
over the appropriate file or
folder name or icon. This

Create Shortcut

Delete

Rename

produces a menu as shown on Properties

the right.

Amongst other things, the menu includes options to copy,
delete, rename and create a shortcut to a file or folder from
the Windows XP Desktop.

The Windows Explorer has a Menu Bar across the top with
several drop -down menus. For example, to change the way
the folders and files are displayed in the right-hand panel,
click View. The View menu drops down allowing you to
display the folders in various ways including Thumbnails,
Icons, Tiles, Icons, as a List and with all Details. In the
example below, the icons are displayed in the Tiles view.

Fie Edit

Back

Address

Folders

My C

Li 431/2
40 3m
iti
(ti
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Status Bar

Explorer Bar
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Creating Your Own System of Folders
Suppose you want to create your own system of folders in
the Windows Explorer in order to keep your work in an
organized fashion. Then you can find a document
straightaway, avoiding the frequently heard cry "The stupid
computer has lost all my work!" A possible system of
folders stored on the C: drive (the hard disc) might be as
follows.

C: Drive (Hard disc)

Word Processing

DTP Letters

Photographs

LMagazine

In the above diagram, I have decided to create a folder
called Word Processing on the C: drive. This will hold all
of my word processing documents in three sub -folders,
DTP, Letters and Magazine.

When this "filing system" is set up in the Windows
Explorer it looks like this:
Address

Folders

CAWord processing

cri Desktop

Ili Li My Documents
U4 My Computer

31, Floppy (A:)

9 440 Jim (C:)

 Cl Word processing
0 DTP
0 Letters

Magazine

^1 1"-- DTP it

Magazine

Letters
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Please note in the left-hand panel on the previous page, a +
sign next to a folder means there are sub -folders within.
Click the + sign to open the folder. A - sign now appears
next to the open folder. The contents _

Word processingof the open folder appear in the 0 DTP
right-hand panel of Windows 0 Letters
Explorer as shown on the previous 0 Magazine

page. Click the - sign to close the
folder.

In Windows Explorer you can display the details of saved
documents by selecting View and Details. In the example
below I have saved a file called Letter to council in my
Letters folder, all within the Word Processing folder on the
C: drive.

Name Size I Type Date Modified

CLetter to council 24 KB Microsoft Word Doc... 09105/2005 15:39

You can also display the file Letter to council as an icon as
shown below by selecting View and Icons from the Menu
Bar in the Windows Explorer.

etters

File Edit View Favorites Tools Help

COBack Search

Address CI C:\Word processing \Letters

k..2 Folders

Folders

El 4 31/2 Floppy (A:)
EJ Aso Jim (C:)

ci Word processing

0 DTP
Letters
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Launching Programs
We have seen that frequently -used programs can be started
from the left-hand side of the Start menu and also from
shortcut icons on the Windows XP Desktop. Many
programs, however, are launched by selecting Start and All
Programs, as shown below.

rem

Internet
Internet E-plor,

E-mai
Microsoft :.rut100

gi Microsoft Word

iff Paint

Wincbois Media Playl

EPSON Smart Panel

WordPad

ilk Adobe Photoshop Ell
2.0

fig Notepad

 Accessibility

ti Ganes . Communications

C5 Microsoft OFice Tools . Entertainment

C5 Nero . el System Tools

on Startup J Address Bock

4 Internet Explorer  Cakulator

Microsoft Access  Command Prompt

 Microsoft Excel 4 Notepad

 Microsoft FrontPage V Part

Microsoft Outlook ow Program Conpatibity Wizard

Microsoft Plusi

 Microsoft PowerPoint

Microsoft Word

MSN Explorer

di Outlook Express

Remote Assktance

 Wriclows /Axle Player

pj Wixdows Messenger

AzcSoft PNat.olmpresson

412 EPSON Scan to Web

fl EPSON Scanner

41 Synchronize

ID Tour Windows XP

YJ Windows Explorer

11, Windows Movie Maker

C _

Scanner and Camera Waard

The programs listed on the All Programs menu shown
above are a mixture of the software applications you have
installed (such as Micrcsoft Word or Works) and also the
programs included within Windows XP itself.

The Accessories menu shown above includes two simple
word processing programs, Notepad and WordPad and also
Paint, a drawing and painting program which can be used
to create illustrations for word processing documents.
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Accessibility Features

Windows XP allows you to set up a number of
Accessibility features to help with people with impaired
vision, hearing and mobility. These features are listed after
selecting Accessibility from the Accessories menu.

Communications

Entertainment

System Tools

\.4) Address Book

WQ Accessibility Wizard

Magnifier

Narrator

C3 On -Screen Keyboard

[1] Utility Manager

Please note that, as in the case of the Accessibility Wizard
shown above, a Wizard is a program which guides you
through the process of setting up a piece of hardware or
software. The Accessibility features are discussed in more
detail later in this book.

System Tools

An important feature within the Accessories menu is
System Tools, shown below. This menu includes a number
of maintenance tools intended to keep your computer
running efficiently, such as Disk Cleanup, and Disk
Defragmenter. These tools should be used regularly.

J Address Book

a Calculator

Command Prompt

Notepad
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 Activate Windows

III, Backup

410 Character Map

 Disk Cleanup

 Disk Defragmenter
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The Control Panel

This is an essential component of Windows XP, used
(amongst other things) for altering settings and adding and
removing new hardware and software. The Control Panel
can be launched by clicking its name in the previously
shown Start menu. Alternatively click Change a setting in
the System Tasks menu on the left of the My Computer
window. The Control Panel opens in the Category View
shown below. This view shows the tasks, under broad
headings, which can be performed using the Control Panel.

Fb Ea Aire Favoifts P.S 0*

0 s'"d'
Amens Carbd PA'S

aldos

G.

Pick a category

ISCA r ll.-.v PA. rr ,,,, OtArtlerA,..

Who

111

911111 1.1,,,t1, owl In, el.. ormet loons Ufl Ar, At. 
41.

Iwo, I ArAw .,04 Prormni
SI low..

LANAI, A. awl A.M. Devi. r orMINIA Ophon

7170. Pel le, nun, r and `tont r

Selecting, for example, Performance and Maintenance as
shown above, leads to some more specific tasks for you to
choose from, as follows:

F.--)1 Adjust visual effects

rij Free up space on your hard disk

Back up your data

(-1) Rearrange items on your hard disk to make programs run faster
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The Control Panel in Classic View
Earlier versions of Windows showed the Control Panel as a
set of icons representing the various tools. This
arrangement, now known as Classic View, is still available
in Windows XP. Classic View can be selected by clicking
the option Switch to Classic View in the Control Panel in
Category View shown previously.

Ilt

F E. V. Fwd.. Tale 14*

a Control Pearl

thtoc,,e,,

1111 %tondo -as Update

Help end Saport

Search idem M.

t& 7It
Accord:day Add Nrdwere Add a AckrawattaMe ALI Sand Dale and Taro GoOMY

DoNms Remo. Took Saks,

Is 0 INP
Fader Optons Twit Game New. Keyboard Mei Masse

Conoolees Opkont

411, L. '74
Network. Angle and To... Clottcns Proles and Cluck T Regard end Scernew and

Cceneckona Modem Faxes Language Carnets

4 ie
Schadied S arch end Speech SO., Takla rd Use Akommtr

T I Audio Grow+ Stan Meru

With the Control Panel in Classic View, as shown above,
changes are made to settings after double-clicking the
appropriate icon. For example, double-clicking the Display
icon allows you to change all of your screen colours and to
select a screen saver.

A screen saver is a display which occupies your screen if
the computer is not used for a few minutes. The screen
saver presents a constantly changing pattern or picture.
This is to prevent burning of the monitor which might
occur if the display remained fixed for a long time. There is
a choice of screen savers within Windows XP and many
others are available in all sorts of designs.
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Windows Update
Both views of the Control Panel
also give access to Windows
Update. Clicking this option
connects your computer to the
Internet (if your machine
already has a modem set up to
connect to the Internet.) Here
you are given the opportunity to
download the latest upgrades available for the Windows
software installed on your computer. (Downloading means
transferring files, i.e. programs and data, from the Internet
to your computer).

Deleting Files - The Recycle Bin

This is a container for your deleted files and folders. When
you delete a file by pressing the Delete key over the file
name in the Windows Explorer or My Computer, the file is
initially sent to the Recycle Bin. Files and folders in the
Recycle Bin are still taking up space on your hard disc.

The Recycle Bin is launched by double-clicking its icon on
the Windows XP Desktop. From here
the files can be permanently deleted.
Alternatively, files in the Recycle Bin
which have not yet been permanently
deleted can still be restored to their
original location on the hard disc.

VI .ntrol Panel

p. 5 -itch to Category irtew

See Also

Wandores Update

Help and support

That completes the tour of the main features of the
Windows XP operating system. The next section looks at
the different parts of a window and how we use them.
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Windows and Mice
Windows are rectangular boxes on the screen, used to
frame the current task.

A window might contain, for example:

A document in an application such as a word
processor, drawing program or a spreadsheet

A display of discs and folders in My Computer or
the Windows Explorer

The set of icons or a list of tasks in the Control
Panel, used for setting up hardware and software.

Although windows are used for such diverse purposes, in
general they contain the same basic components. Shortly
we will look at the make-up of a typical window. However,
since the mouse plays a central role in the operation of
windows, let's look at the use of the mouse in some detail.

You can tailor the mouse and pointer to work in the way
you prefer. Select Start, Control Panel and make sure you
are displaying Classic View. Double-click the mouse icon,
shown on the right, to make various
adjustments to the way the mouse and
pointer work. These include swapping the
functions of the left and right buttons and
altering the double-click speed.

(As discussed elsewhere in this book, many operations can
be carried out by simultaneously pressing certain
combinations of keys, as an alternative to using the mouse.
For example, Ctrl+P causes a document to be printed on
paper. Ctrl+P means, literally, while holding down the key
marked Ctrl, press the P key.)
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Mouse Operations
Click

This means a single press of the left mouse button. With
the cursor over an icon or screen object, a click will cause,
for example, a command from a menu to be carried out or a
folder to open.

Double -Click

This means pressing the left mouse button very quickly
twice in succession. This is often used to carry out
operations such as starting a program from an icon on the
Windows Desktop. Folders can be set to open with either a
single or double-click (discussed later).

Right -Click

Pressing the right button while the pointer is over a screen
object is a quick way to open up additional menus relating
to the object. For example,
if you right -click over the Open

Start button on the Taskbar, Browse With Paint Shop Pro 7

a menu appears giving, Explore

amongst other things, a Search...
quick way to start the Properties
Windows Explorer.

Dragging and Dropping
This is used to move objects about the screen. This includes
moving files and folders into different folders or disc
drives. Click over the object, then, keeping the left button
held down, move the mouse pointer (together with the
object) to the new position. Release the left button to place
the object in its new position. Dragging is also used to
resize windows and graphics on the screen.
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Windows in Detail
The parts of a window can be illustrated using My
Computer or the Windows Explorer. My Computer is
selected from the Start menu. The Explorer can be
launched by right -clicking over the Start button and then
clicking Explore on the menu which appears.

In this example I have clicked on a folder called Home and
then on a sub -folder called Holidays.

Similar windows are used for different purposes in
Windows XP. For example, if you were word processing in
Microsoft Word, your document on the screen would be
contained in a window with a Title Bar, Menu Bar, Toolbar
and Taskbar. Both vertical and horizontal Scroll Bars may
be displayed at different times.
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You can choose which Toolbars are displayed by switching
them on or off after selecting View and Toolbars.

Next, consider the three heavily used
buttons in the top right of the screen,
Maximize, Minimize and Resize.

The Maximise Button
Click this to make the window fill the entire screen.

The Minimise Button
Click this to reduce the window to an icon on the
Taskbar at the bottom of the screen as shown below.

letter to hotel.doc - untitled - P 4 micro5oft Excel -

The Taskbar above shows that the computer is currently
running three programs. These are:

A document, Letter to hotel.doc, open in Word.

A drawing in Microsoft Paint.

A spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel

Click the icon on the Taskbar to restore a minimised
window back to its original size. The icon on the Taskbar
can also be clicked to minimise an open window.

The Restore Button
After a window has been maximised, the Maximise
Button is replaced by the Restore Button shown
right. Clicking this reduces the window to its
original size.

Closing a Window
To shut down the current window, click the Close
Button, marked with a cross, in the top right-hand
corner of the screen.

OO
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Resizing a Window

You can change the size of a window by dragging arrows
on each of the four sides and in the corners of the window.
Move the mouse pointer over the border until the arrows
appear. Then drag the border to the required size.

The Menu Bar

The Menu Bar is a list of words across the top of the
window starting with File, Edit and View, etc. For example,
the menu bar from the Microsoft Word program is shown
below. The icons underneath the Menu Bar are the Toolbar.

LA Letter to travel agents.doc - Microsoft Word

A single click of a word on the
Menu Bar reveals a drop -down
menu, such as the File menu
illustrated. Then the required
command is executed, again
with a single click. Clicking the
two small arrows at the bottom
of the drop -down menu shown
on the right extends the list of
options.

Windows programs in general
have a similar Menu Bar with
the options File, Edit and View,
etc., although there are some
differences in individual programs.

File Edit View Inse

D New.. Ctrl+N

airs Open... Ctrl+O

Close

Save As...

Page Setyp...

Print Preview

Print... Ctrl+P _11
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The row of icons under the Menu Bar is part of the
Standard Toolbar in Word. Similar Toolbars appear in
other programs.

n a ibec/ 'IT

taw Insert

if a lib
Cut 1

Allow the pointer to dwell over an icon.
After a second or so a note appears
describing the function of the icon.. For
example, when you hover over the scissors
icon, the Cut command is revealed as
shown on the left. This is used to delete or

cut a piece of text in a document. (First you must highlight
or select the required text by dragging with the mouse).

You can switch various toolbars on and off after selecting
View and Toolbars from the Menu Bar as shown in the
following example from Word.

ElPrint Layout

Toolbars

[2] Header and Foote r

Zoom...

Standard

Formatting

Aut aText

Control Toolbox

Dat abase

Drawing
rrL
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Displaying Two or More Windows at a Time
When two or more programs are running at the same time,
normally only one of them is seen in a window on the
screen. However, it is sometimes useful to display two or
more windows on the screen simultaneously; for example,
when "cutting and pasting"
text or pictures from one Toolbars

document to another. This can Cascade W indows

be achieved after right- Tile 'Windows Horizontally

clicking on an empty part of Tile Windows Vertically

the Windows Taskbar at the Show the Desktop

bottom of the screen. Shown
below is a Window displaying

Task Manager

a photograph in the image editor Adobe Photoshop
Elements. The right-hand window shows the same image
copied into the word processor Microsoft Word. This was
achieved by selecting Tile Windows Vertically when running
Word and Adobe Photoshop Elements simultaneously.

ee be Yee Wee Free Yee rM 0.1.
2 .di i6 d% gal 2 c.1, 414 JIG17 Atonic, ", LT". :

toowsoomr. aacasitsw Satald11141ti.aa sea. w T

Image Editor

Creating a New Layer

Finn the photograi h containing the mallard u
Paint Shop Pro Ile shown below. Then it
drawing round it using the Freehand Select
the Took palette.

Word Processor
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2:1 aropl_letes

Find Prinbr... I

Prnt to fier Manual dupe&

Copies

Number of copes: la

Zoom

The Cascade Windows option shown in the menu cn the
previous page has the effect of arranging the windows on
top of each other in layers, but with the Title Bar of each
window clearly visible. Clicking on the Title Bar of a
window brings that window to the top layer.

Dialogue Boxes
Whereas the windows discussed previously contain running
programs and folders, dialogue boxes (as shown below)
usually require the user to enter information or specify
settings. (Microsoft Windows provides default settings and
names which will usually suffice until you are ready to
insert your own settings.)

Dialogue boxes appear after you select a menu command
which ends in an ellipsis (...) such as Save As... and
Print.... The Print dialogue box shown below contains
many of the most common features of dialogue boxes.

Print t?iX
PrMter

Nun.: I ..30 FP Laserkt 51. (PCL

Status: Ida
Type: HP Laserlet SL (PCL)

Where: IPTI:
Comment:

Page range

Currant page

r Pages: I

Enter page numbers and/or page range;
separated by commas. For exam*, 1,3,5-12

C

Pitt mat: 'Document

I
Ftint: IAN pages n range

Pages Per tint: I Page

Scale to paper site: IN° Scaling

ri Coke

OK
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The white circles under Page range on the
previous dialogue box are known as radio
buttons, switched on or off with a single
click. Only one of a group of radio buttons
can be switched on at a given time.

The white squares next to Print to file,
Manual duplex and Collate are known as
check boxes. Any number of check boxes can be switched
on or off at a given time.

Clicking the down arrow on the right of a
horizontal bar reveals a drop -down menu of
choices, such as several printers, as shown below.

a All
r Current

Pages:

17 Collate

HP LaserJet 5L (PCL)

1:46 Acrobat Distiller
(46 Acrobat PDFWriter

EPSON Stylus C60 Series
- Generic PostScript Printer

HP LaserJet 5L
I 4 HP LaserJet 5L (pa)

Some dialogue boxes have a text bar which allows you to
type in your own words, such as a file or folder name. For
example, when you select Save As... from the File menu,
the Save As... dialogue box appears. This
includes an icon to create a new folder, shown
on the right. Click this icon and then enter a
name for the new folder in the text box which
appears, as shown below.

New Folder 17-? I

OK I

Name: I Cancel
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Creating a Shortcut Icon on the Desktop
To provide a shortcut icon on the Windows Desktop for
any of your programs, from the Start menu select All
Programs. Right -click the name or icon for the program and
then click Send To. Now select Desktop (create shortcut) to
place an icon on the Windows Desktop.

4Pen
Run as...

Pin to Start menu

Send To

Cut

Copy

Create Shortcut

Delete

Rename

1] Compressed (zipped) Folder

0 Desktop (create shortcut)

Mail Recipient

tj My Documents

,gh 31h Floppy (A:)

%..9 NEW (D:)

You can also create shortcuts to frequently used files and
folders on the desktop. Right -click over the file or folder in
the Windows Explorer, then select Send To and Desktop
(create shortcut) as before.

Please note that you can also use the above method of
right -clicking a file or folder to make a copy to a floppy
disc or CD. Simply select the appropriate media, as shown
in the menu above. In this example NEW (D:) represents the
CD drive. As discussed later, this method is useful for
making backup copies of important work.

Compressed (zipped) Folder shown above is a feature of
Windows XP which stores files (such as word processing
documents) in a very compact format, saving disc space.
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70

Shown below are some shortcut icons on my Windows
Desktop which are relevant in the context of this book.

Double-clicking the shortcut icon for a program causes the
program to be launched, i.e. started up. In the case of a
shortcut icon for a folder, double-clicking the folder's icon
opens the folder in the Windows Explorer.

11

ISIMGI id -a GI "
1,1 i c r o art ii.ity'ord Adobe Goode.

F'hotosho...

Shortcut
Easy Word

-Prot..eAgng

The icons shown above are shortcuts to the Microsoft Word
word processor, the Adobe Photoshop Elements program
for editing images and the popular Google Internet search
program or "search engine". Google is extremely useful for
searching for any sort of information, such as material for a
word processing document or report.

Microsoft Works shown above is a suite of programs
including a word processor very closely related to
Microsoft Word. The Shortcut to Easy Word Processing
above opens up a folder containing files representing the
chapters of this book. The Recycle Bin is a receptacle for
any files you may have deleted in the Windows Explorer.

Nlicreisoft

roo
Recycle Bin
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Help for Users
With Special Needs

Introduction
Microsoft Windows XP contains a number of features to
help users with impairments in any of the following:

Vision

Hearing

Mobility.

The special needs features in Windows XP are fairly basic
and some users with special needs may require more
specialised accessibility software. However, the tools
included in Windows XP are free and should help some
users with special needs with their word processing
activities. The features are launched by selecting Start. All
Programs. Accessories and Accessibility.

Accessibility Wiza- d

d Communications Magnifier

 Entertainment Narrator

aSystem Tools Ea On -Screen Keyboard

O Address Book 30 Utility Manager

The next section looks at the five Accessibility options,
shown in the right-hand panel above.

1
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4 Help for Users with Special Needs

The Accessibility Wizard
A wizard is a program which leads you through a series of
interactive screens. The user makes selections from various
choices before clicking Next to move on to the next screen.
Wizards are frequently used in Microsoft Windows for
setting up new hardware and software.

Start the Accessibility Wizard by clicking Start, All
Programs, Accessories and Accessibility. First you see the
Accessibility Welcome Screen and on clicking Next you are
given the option to select a larger text size.

Accessibility Wizard

Text Size
Windows can alter the size of the items on you, screen.

Click or use the arrow keys to select the
smallest text you can read:

Use usual text size for Wndows

Use large window titles and menus

Use Microsoft Magnifier, and large titles and menus.

^text > Cancel

Further dialogue boxes in the wizard allow you to increase
the text size which appears in windows title bars and also to
increase the size of scroll bars.
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Then you are asked to specify your own special needs, by
ticking the check boxes for conditions which apply to you.

Accessibibty Wizard IX!

Set Wizard Options
You can configure Windows 101 your vision, hearing, and mobinty needs

Select the statements that apply to you:

DO am .bind or have 0.1.ficrtiL.;10Orit.rtr.9099actlari

I am leaf or have difficulty hearing sounds horn the compiisr

[II I have difficulty using the keyboard or mouse

 I want to set administrative options

< Rack Next > Cance

The Accessibility Wizard then proceeds in one of several
ways, depending on the ticks you have placed in the above
check boxes. For example, if your vision is impaired, the
option to display large icons is presented, as shown below.

Accessibility Wizard

Icon Size
You can choose the size of the 'sons on your desktop

Select the icon size you want

12j1

Normal
Large

Extra Large
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Another dialogue box allows you to select a high contrast
colour display and this is followed by a box giving a choice
of various colours and sizes of mouse cursor.

Accessiblitp Wire/id

Mouse Cuss
You can choose the we and cola at you mane cselot

Sid Maas anal NW is per Is ind cola 'au wart

Rapier

Lags

bts Large
Luna Comm I

I <I.* 11 to., 1

If you have difficulty using a mouse, the numeric keypad
on the right of the keyboard can be used instead. For
example, the cursor can be controlled by the arrow keys, a
mouse -click is replaced by pressing the number 5 key and
double-clicking is replaced by the + key. Finally a dialogue
box appears allowing you to swap the function of the left
and right mouse buttons, to work with your preferred hand.

Accessibility Wizard rl

Mouse Button Settings
You can change how the mouse buttons function

You may want to configure you mouse to work with the hand you prefer

How do you peeler to use you mouse?

eifift.14;iid
Left-handed
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After completing all of the dialogue boxes, click Finish to
leave the Accessibility Wizard. Please note that you can
also set the Accessibility Options without using the Wizard.
First enter the Control Panel from the Start menu. Make
sure the Control Panel is in Classic View. If the Control
Panel is currently in Category View, click Switch to Classic
View from the top left-hand corner of the Control Panel.

fie Ear yew Favootes Toots Hee

Search {C Folds: 7.
Control Panel

Switch to Category View

Accessibity 0 ohons Add Hsdwa e

Now double-click the icon for Accessibility Options. The
following dialogue box opens. A series of tabs (Keyboard,
Sound, Display, etc.) give access to many further options.

Accessibility Options

! Keyboard Sound Display Mouse General

ourid'-: entry

Use SoundSentry it you want Windows to generate visual
warnings when your system makes a sound

0 Use ioundS entry

Noose the

(None]

ShowSounds

Use ShowSounds to tel your programs to display captions for
the speech and sounds they make

0 Use SbowSouds

OK Cancel
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4 Help for Users with Special Needs

The Magnifier
This feature enables the person with impaired vision to
enlarge different areas of the screen, as required. The
Magnifier is started by clicking Start, All Programs,
Accessories, Accessibility and Magnifier, as shown below.

fyd Accessibility

in Communications

Entertainment

In System Tools

j Address Book

Accessibility Wizard

Or Magnifier

4 Narrator

M On -Screen Keyboard

M Utility Manager

A settings dialogue box also appears, giving you the option
to change the magnification level in the range 1 to 9.

RP Magnifier Settings I:- [RI

Magnification level: 3

T racking

Follow mouse cursor

Follow keyboard foam

2 Follow text editing

Presentation

El Invert colors

Start Minimized

2 Show Magnifier

Help Exit
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You are presented with a note stating that the Magnifier is
intended for users with slight visual impairment. Those
with more serious visual problems may need a program
with higher functiona:ity.

Note in the dialogue box on the previous page, you can set
the magnifier to follow the mouse cursor and the keyboard
focus. You can also invert colours to make the screen easier
to read. The magnifier appears in its own window above
the normal screen. As you move about the normal screen,
the magnifier tracks the cursor or keyboard and displays the
local text and graphics enlarged, as if viewed through a
magnifying glass. Shown below is a screenshot from
Microsoft Word, with the magnifier running. The area of
the screen around the current position is shown magnified
across the top of the screen.

The Paint Shop Pro Window
Once you have elected the image t.

10 la O. So hal Ira MY ed. so.
(atiost da17 A Apse ,.  mimosa z.

.  /  Elt41113 lE E arg, 0.  IL 

The Paint Shop Pro Window
Once you have selected the image to be edited, from
whatever source, the image is opened in Paint Shop Pro
ready for editing, as shown below.
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The Narrator
If your computer is fitted with a sound card and speakers,
the Narrator can read out the text in menus and describe
features such as buttons in dialogue boxes. The Narrator
can also read out the letters and keys pressed as you type
then into a document. To start the program, select Start. All
Programs, Accessories, Accessibility and Narrator.

1.0 Corrimunications

Entertainment

ti System Tools

Address Book.

Accessibility Wizard

p Magnifier

On -Screen Keyboard

:4:1 Utility Manager

After clicking Narrator, an introductory window appears
informing you that Narrator only works in English and may
not work well with certain software. The user is also
referred to the Microsoft Web site for details of other
"screen reader" software. After clicking OK a dialogue box
appears allowing the various options to be set in Narrator.

Narrator [<
Narrator can read aloud menu commands diaiog box
options and more.

Announce events on screen

E Read typed characters

[1] Move mouse pointer to the active item

Start Narrator minimized

Help I Voice Exit
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The On -Screen Keyboard
This feature is intended for anyone with mobility problems,
who finds it difficult to handle a normal keyboard. The On -
Screen Keyboard is launched from Start, All Programs,
Accessories, Accessibility and On -Screen Keyboard.

di Communications

I i Entertainment

el System Tools

Address Book

Accessibility Wizard

Magnifier

sr Narrator

On-Scr ern

GE Utility Manager

The on -screen keyboard is operated by a mouse or perhaps
another type of pointing device. The cursor is moved over
the required letter and the mouse is clicked, causing the
letter to appear on the page at the current cursor position.

Eh, OR yew insert Fp mat took T. workow trip

II a Si a le.4 91EACIMINWEE4 100*

rionmi . rs.nmovaanan . iz  II WE iE fir flf p,  .

The on -screen keyboard allows,

On Scrinsn Keyboard X

12 Milan MIME= MOE= M
MINE11:11313013E101111111111= 0EI= OEMClemoonamionno. 1MM= ROOM- CIECIEW1131111:111111111113bd IMMOMt aaaaeleea0 t OM=

0 kg
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80

The Utility Manager
The Utility Manager is started from start, All Programs,
Accessories, Accessibility and Utility Manager.

Accessibility

Communications

Id Entertainment

d System Tools

Address Book

Accessibility Wizard

7 Magnifier

Narrator

M On -Screen Keyboard

In Utility Manager

A dialogue box appears showing, within a single window,
the special needs programs which are currently running.
Here the programs can be started, stopped or configured.

Utility Manager

Ma.nifier is not runnin
Narrator 1? running
On -Screen Keyboard is running

Options for Narrator

Start Stop

Start automatically when I log in

Start automatically when I lock my desktop

Start automatically when Utility Manager starts

( Help OK Cancel

The previous pages describe the special needs features
provided free within Windows XP. The Microsoft Web site
gives details of additional specialist software and hardware
resources to help users with a range of impairments.
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Adjusting the Screen Display
Microsoft Windows allows you to adjust the appearance of
the various windows, menus and icons. You can also adjust
the screen resolution, so that text and screen objects such as
icons are displayed larger. These changes can be made
using the Windows Control Panel, discussed earlier. Select
Start, Control Panel and make sure the control panel is in
Category View. (It should be displaying Switch to Classic
View as shown below),If necessary click Switch to Category
View on the left-hand side of the Control Panel.

Control Panel

Fie Edit View Favorites Tools Help

(i) Back - 0  Lt 11. Search
.........

S :

Address 100 Control Panel

161.--- Control Panel

aSwitch to Classic View

See Ake

Pick a category

gt01 Appearance and Themes

Now click Appearance and Themes, as shown above. A list
of four tasks appears, as
shown on the right. If you

col Appearance and Themes

click Change the
computer's theme, you can Pick a task...
choose from a drop -down
menu of several colour
schemes for the various
windows and screen
objects.

in Change the computer's theme

g] Change the desktop background

Choose a screen saver

L el Change the screen resolution
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Click Apply and OK for the new settings to take effect.

The desktop background and screen saver can be changed
in a similar way. The screen saver is a constantly changing
display used to protect the screen when the computer is
switched on but not being used.

Change the screen resolution shown on the previous page
allows you to increase or decrease the size of the text and
icons, etc., displayed on the screen. The resolution is the
number of small squares (known as pixels or picture
elements) used to map out the screen. Typical screen
resolutions are 800x600, 1024x768, and 1600x 1200. Drag
the sliding pointer on the

Ifi
lscale under Screen

creep res

resolution, to make the
Less More

adjustment, then click Apply 1024 by 768 pixels

and OK.

Display Properties

Themes I Desktop I Screen Saver I Appearance sdrngs

Dug the monitor cons to match the physical anargement at your mongols

1. Del P991 on RADE ON 7000 / RADE ON VE F aney M Cr.pc.
Salem resolution

' 'SANWA*
Le" - More gheit 132 hr

1024 by 768 web ff-IME
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5

Getting Started with
Word and Works
Introduction
Even though the examples in this book are based on one
particular program, Microsoft Word, you can follow the
work with any of the popular word processing programs.
This is possible because most other brands of word
processor, such as Corel WordPerfect and Lotus WordPro,
also operate within the Microsoft Windows environment
and have a similar "look and feel". These various word
processing programs use similar menus and icons for tasks
such as saving and printing your work; once you've
mastered one program the others are easier to learn.

Two of the most popular word processing programs used
throughout the world and frequently referred to in this book
are Microsoft Word and the Microsoft Works Word
Processor, briefly outlined below.

Microsoft Word
This is the world's leading business and professional word
processing program; it can be bought separately or as part
of the Microsoft Office XP integrated software package.

The Microsoft Works Word Processor
This word processor is part of the very popular Works
integrated package. It is very similar to Microsoft Word. A
slightly more expensive version of Works, known as Works
Suite, includes Microsoft Word itself.
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5 Getting Started with Word and Works

Installing the Software
If you don't have Microsoft Word or Works installed on
your computer it's a simple matter to install it yourself. If
you also want to keep records and possibly manage your
accounts, etc., using a spreadsheet program, for example,
then you need to buy an integrated package such as
Microsoft Office XP or Microsoft Works or Works Suite.
To run the latest versions of these programs you do need to
have a fairly modern machine (bought in the last few
years), preferably running the Windows XP operating
system discussed earlier.

It only takes a few minutes to install the software; you just
place the CD in its drive and
sit back. The CD will
"autoboot", i.e. start up on its
own, and from then on you
simply follow the instructions
on the screen. The installation
process copies the important
program files onto your hard
disc and may also place the
name of the program on the
main Windows Start menu as *stain
shown on the right.

The installation process will
enter the name of the new
program on the All Programs
menu, as shown on the right
for Microsoft Works. A
similar entry on the All

Programs menu is created
when Word is installed.

EMicrosoft Word

Microsoft Works Word
Processor

AI Programs

84

Microsoft Works Database

igr Microsoft Works Portfolio

Microsoft Works Spreadsheet

a Microsoft Works Task Launcher

le Microsoft Works Word Processor

Windows Address Book
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Icons for the new program may be automatically placed on
the Windows Desktop during the installation process - if
not they can always be put on using the method described
on page 69. Shown below are desktop icons for both
Microsoft Word and the Microsoft Works Word Processor.

rr;
rg

ro so f t o r d Microsoft
0 r ks 0 r d

Processor

After you have installed the word processor software, each
time you use the program it will be run from the hard disc.
The CD is not needed to run the program and can be stored
away in a safe place. However, the CD might be needed
again at some time in the future if you ever need to re-
install the software after a technical problem. Or you may
wish to install additional features provided on the CD
which were not included in your original installation.
(Some features are optional and their installation can be
postponed until you find you need to use them).

Starting the Word Processor
Once installed on the hard disc, there are several ways to
launch the program ready for a word processing session:

Click the program's name on the Start menu

Click the program's name on the All Programs
menu

Double-click the program's icon on the Windows
Desktop.
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5 Getting Started with Word and Works

The Word Processor Screen
When you launch the word processor using one of the
methods just described, a blank white screen with a
flashing cursor appears, ready for you to start typing.
Across the top of the screen are the menu bar and the
various toolbars, which are discussed in detail later.

File Edit Dew Insert Format Tools Table Mndow deip

61 id rti tit/ a V e -'7f Ir) 44

A Normal + 16 pt Times New Poman 16 - B I U

Microsoft Word

46 Untitled Document - Microsoft Works Word Processor

He Edit View Insert Format Tools Table Help

YittisHocHiirmisil
z II Iri-w(Times New Roman

a 2 3 4 5 1

Microsoft Works
Word Processor

You can see from the above that both the Word and Works
word processors are basically very similar. The remainder
of this book will be mainly based on Word, but this should
present no problems for users of the Works word processor.
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Getting Started with Word and Works 5

Using the Keyboard
Most keyboards still follow the QWERTY convention,
which refers to the order of the first six letter keys.

Some Important Keys
Capital letters are obtained by
simultaneously holding the Shift key,
shown left and below, marked with an
upward pointing arrow. Or you can switch
the Caps Lock key on and off as required.

Where there are two characters on a key, the upper
character is obtained by holding down the Shift key while
the required key is pressed.
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5 Getting Started with Word and Works

The screenshot below shows another set of important keys
on the right of the keyboard.

! I I LI LI

ICJJ
  

uraa,

The cluster of numeric keys on the right above is the
numeric key pad. This is often used when a large amount of
numeric data is to be entered continuously.

The four keys marked with arrows, shown above, are the
cursor control keys. These can be used to move the cursor
about the screen or to step through the options on a menu.
Along the top of the keyboard are the function keys, marked
Fl to F12. These can be programmed to carry out various
functions. For example, F1 is often programmed to provide
help within a piece of software.

The Backspace key shown above is used to delete text to
the left of the current cursor position. The Delete key
removes text to the right of the current cursor position.

Also shown are duplicates of the Shift and Ctrl keys, which
are also present on the left of the keyboard.
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Getting Started with Word and Works 5

The Enter key shown left and on the numeric
keypad on the previous page, is used to start a
new line when typing. It is also known as the
Return key. after the term Carnage Return on
ordinary typewriters.

The Insert key shown left allows
you to switch between Insert and
Overtype mode. In Insert mode,
any letters you type in the middle
of a sentence push out the existing
letters. In Overtype mode the

existing letters disappear as you type over them.
The Home key moves the cursor to the beginning of a line
of text. The End key moves the cursor to the end of a line.

Ctrl+Home and Ctrl+End move the cursor to the beginning
and end of a document.

Page Up and Page Down enable you to scroll through a
document approximately one screen at a time.

Ctrl+Page Up and Ctrl+Page Down enable you to scroll
through a document a page at a time.

At the bottom of the keyboard, the long key (shown below)
is the Space Bar, used to insert spaces between words.

Also shown above and below is the Windows key, which
brings up the Microsoft Windows Start menu.

arm
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5 Getting Started with Word and Works

If you don't possess typing skills you may wish to practise
with one of the many typing tutor programs available such
as Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing. If you learn to type
properly, apart from saving time, this will allow you to
concentrate on the content of your work, rather than
constantly looking for keys on the keyboard.

Keyboard Shortcuts
Many people are happy to operate the computer using a
mouse, by pointing and clicking over screen icons and
menus. However, some people, such as trained typists, may
prefer to use the keyboard instead of the mouse.

As an alternative to using the mouse, many operations can
be carried out using special combinations of key presses,
known as keyboard shortcuts. For example, to turn bold
text on you would press the key marked Ctrl together with
the key for the letter B. To turn bold text off you would
again press CtrI+B.

In general, if an effect is turned on by a keyboard shortcut,
it is turned off by the same method. Keyboard shortcuts are
discussed later in this chapter.
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Microsoft Keyboards
Special Microsoft Windows keyboards are available which
contain, amongst other things, small round buttons for
connecting directly to the Internet and searching for
particular Web pages. Special buttons also give direct
access to Windows features such as a Calculator and My
Computer, which displays information about your discs and
files.

An on -screen keyboard is provided in Windows XP to help
anyone with restricted movement. The virtual keyboard is
displayed on the screen as shown below. The mouse is then
used to select the required key on the screen. Clicking a
letter or number causes that character to appear in the
document on the screen at the current cursor position.

' ' ' ' ' ,11.1111110
nng 111,11se. Mal v 4,erations can De Carried Oct ussug
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5 Getting Started with Word and Works

Tips for Healthy Typing
Get an adjustable chair so that you can sit at the
correct height with forearms and upper legs parallel
to the floor. Knees and elbows should form an angle
of 90 degrees. Back and thighs should also be at 90
degrees. Forearms and hands should be in line.

The chair should have 5 legs for stability and
castors for ease of movement. A good back rest is
necessary to keep the back vertical and supported.
A thick pad is desirable for comfort.

Avoid clutter and obstructions reducing leg -room.

Feet should be flat on the floor - get a foot rest if
necessary.

The head should be kept up to help blood flow.

Position the monitor so that there is no reflected
glare from lights, windows, etc. Obtain an anti -glare
screen if necessary. The top of the monitor should
be just below eye level.

Make sure the mouse, keyboard, etc., are within
easy reach, without stretching. To avoid straining or
twisting to read a document, use a document holder
with the paper at the same height as the monitor.

Take regular breaks, e.g. every hour. Do exercises
to reduce tension in the neck and shoulders.

Look away from the screen regularly and focus on
different objects to avoid eyestrain.

To reduce fatigue use only a light touch on the
keyboard and do not grip the mouse tightly.
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Starting a New Document
For many people, keeping in touch with family and friends
with a well thought out letter is preferable to a hastily
drafted e-mail. If you are a setting up a new venture, a
well -presented business plan and correspondence is

essential if you are to have a professional image.

The next few pages go through the main steps in using the
word processor to produce a simple document such as a
letter. Initially it is suggested that you read through the text
to get a feel for the skills involved. Then you may wish to
practise the skills by creating a letter of your own.

Microsoft Word can be started by double-clicking its icon
on the Windows Desktop or by selecting Microsoft Word
from the Start menu or the All Programs menu, as discussed
earlier in this chapter.
You are presented with a blank screen ready to start typing
at the current cursor position, indicated by a small flashing
black line as shown below.

Blet Ea taw Insert =2I'mat Dols Table Window Help

D arihx,ibe< .0- -I
Times New Roman B I U

C
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Default Settings
A word processor starts up with numerous pre-set or
default settings, such as the size of the page margins, for
example. You can safely accept many of the default values
provided by the program; however, the next few pages
describe some of the settings which you may prefer to
change before you start entering the text of a document.

Selecting a Font

The default lettering style or font (often Times New
Roman, size 12 as shown below) can easily be
changed after clicking the down arrows shown right
and on the toolbar below.

File Edit View Insert Fgrmat To. _.le Window

t j'd Et a
Times New Roman 12 B I U

Help

t=
4=

A drop -down menu appears as shown below, from which
the required font can be selected, e.g. the popular Arial font.

-Ot EMEMEEM 1112 - 7ii / 1Lili S ±= 1
I L i 12

M- E-

d 1 3 1 4

Tillnes New man
IIt &art DXg
it An al

It Arial Black

A similar drop -down menu allows the font size to be
selected from a range of sizes, measured in units of points
ranging from 8 to 72 points. Selecting 72 points, for
example, results in letters nearly an inch high. These might
be suitable for a heading on a poster or newsletter, etc.
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Setting the Paper Size
You need to ensure that the paper size in your document on
the screen matches the actual paper used by your printer.
Select File, Page Setup... and the Paper tab. From the drop -
down menu choose the size of the paper you are using in
your printer, typically A4, as shown below.

Page Setup

Margins Paper I Layout

PapeL size:

A4

Letter
Legal
Executive

The Margins tab shown below allows you to change not
only the top, bottom, right and left margins but also the
Orientation. In Portrait the printout is viewed with the long
sides of the page vertical while in the Landscape
orientation the long sides of the paper are horizontal.

Margins 1 Paper 1 Layout

Margins

Top: OEM l.1;J Bottom: 12.54 cm

Left: 1.3.17 i:m Right: 13.17 cm

Gutter position: !LeftGutter: IU

0 ientation

Portrait Landscape
95
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5 Getting Started with Word and Works

Creating a New File Using Save As...
Before entering the text of a document it's a good idea to
create a file with a suitable name. Then it's a simple matter
to quickly save the document at intervals while you are
entering the text. Select File and Save As... and enter a
meaningful File name: such as Holiday in Tuscany, for
example.

Ste A,

Save r:

My Documents

2_t
Favottes

MY Network
Places

jMy Documents .d e x TO* 

lie Dame: IEEE
1.1

Savo as D'Po: 'Word Docuner  du.

5sYm

Cancel

Saving Your Work
A new file will automatically be saved in the My
Documents folder shown in the Save in: bar above. If you
don't specify your own name for the document in the File
name: bar shown above, the file will automatically be
called Docl, Doc2, or Doc3, etc. Once you have saved your
work the first time click the Save icon every few
minutes to make a permanent copy of the latest
version of the document on the hard disc.

Saving and organizing your work in folders you have
created is discussed in more detail later in this book.
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Entering the Text of a Letter
Shown below is a short sample letter. After reading through
this chapter you may wish to practise entering this letter or
a similar one of your own.

Swallows Barn

Millers Dale

Staffordshire

SA3 ML6

5 June 2005

The Manager

The Eden Hotel

Chianciano Terme

Tuscany

Dear Sir/Madam

A friend has recommended your hotel to me and I would like
to arrange a holiday with you in May 2006, if possible.

I would be most grateful if you could send me a copy of your
latest brochure, including details of your facilities for the
disabled and car hire.

I understand that your town is famous for its health -giving
mineral springs; I wou'd therefore be grateful for any further
information you can provide on the various spas.

Yours faithfully

Sarah Railton
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Hints for Beginners:
You don't need to press the Enter or Return key at
the end of a line. Just keep typing and the word
processor takes care of everything in a process
known as word wrap.

Hold down the Shift key to obtain capital
or upper case letters.

You only need to press Enter or Return at the end
of a line if you want to start a new paragraph or
insert one or more blank lines.

Use the Tab key (shown on the right) to
jump across to a fixed point on a line -
e.g. to vertically align the left-hand
edges of the lines of an address.

Tab to each line of the address

Swallows Barn

Millers Dale

Staffordshire

SA3 ML6

5 June 2005
Correcting Mistakes While Typing
While you're entering the text, correct any typing errors by

deleting the mistake then typing the
correct text. Words to the left of the Delete
cursor are deleted with the Backspace
key (shown left), while the Delete key

removes text to the right of the cursor.

Remember to click the Save icon on the Toolbar
at regular intervals. This will place a copy of the
latest version of the document on your hard disc
and can save hours of work if there's a power cut, etc.
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Setting Your Own Tab Stops
When you need to start several lines of text a long way
from the left margin, the Tab key is used to make sure that
successive lines all start in exactly the same place. For
example, ensuring the lines of an address are vertically
aligned on the left. Beginners often use the space bar to
move across the screen to the point where text is to start.
Unfortunately, using this method, the alignment is often
lost when the document is printed on paper. Using the Tab
key however, the cursor jumps across to exactly the same
position on every line on the screen and the alignment is
maintained on the printout on paper.

1 I. test rePIP2=2:111111.1.1119IMP"1".1.11M1111111111risnrow /ask Tie
0 ti a a etc./ 411131715a u r ocft

ia And r.`Elf Ott f L. J. A. -
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L eft lab set at 1110mte

--V

Swallows Hain
Millers Vale
StaflotrIshite
SA3 1111 ri

In the screenshot above a left Tab has
been set at 100mm, as discussed later. (As . .1
described shortly, you can change the
units to inches or centimetres if you
prefer).
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Word processors normally have several default Tab stops
already set. However, it's useful to be able to set your own
using the Tabs dialogue box shown below and accessed
from Format and Tabs....

Tabs

ab st

100 mm

osition:

A ignment

l_efti

C Decimal

Default tab stops:

112.7

L.% Tab stops to be cleared:

_:J

r Center

C Bar

( Right

Leader

6. 1 None r 2 r 3

r 4

Set Clear I Clear All I

OK 1 Cancel

Enter the required measurement in Tab stop position: and
click Set and OK.
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If you prefer to work in inches or centimetres, select Tools,
Options... and the General tab. Click the down arrow to the
right of Measurement units: to change the units using the
drop -down menu shown below.

Measurement units: N illimeters

I- Show pixels for HT
Centimeters
tiMmeters
Points
Picas

E-mail Options.. .

OK Cancel I

Having set a Tab stop, press the Tab key to move to the
required position in the document. In the Tabs dialogue box
on the previous page, there are five different types of Tab
stop, allowing you to align the text on the Right, Left or
about the Center. The Decimal Tab causes columns of
numbers to be vertically aligned about the decimal point.
The Bar Tab places a vertical line at the Tab position.

Alignment

fLeiti r Center
' Decimal C. Bar

Right

You can also select the various Tab stops by clicking an
icon on the top left of :he Word screen, under the toolbars.
As you click the icon it

Times New Roman 12
changes, displaying in turn
the various types of Tab El
stop.

111
Click here to change the type of Tab stop.
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5 Getting Started with Word and Works

When you have selected the required type of Tab stop as
shown on the previous page, click the position on the ruler
where you wish to insert the Tab stop, as shown below.

Document2 - Microsoft Word

Fie Lcit yew Insert Fermat Toots TO Andow tale

D 616i ti - - nariaisA
Tines New Roman . 12 . B r LI rim EE c

Click here to change
the type of tab stop

Leaders

60

Ruler: click at the required
position to insert the Tab stop

Referring to the Tabs dialogue box previously, the radio
buttons under the word Leader enable the Tab position to
be preceded by a choice of dotted or continuous lines.

Leader -

O. 1 None r 2 r 3

r 4

This idea is often used in the contents page of a book, for
example, as shown below.

Chapter 7 85

Leader/v

Click the required radio button, 2, 3, or 4 above, to include
a leader up to a Tab stop. Leader 3 is shown in the example
above.
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Creating a Template for Your Own Headed
Paper
To save typing in your address at the top of every letter you
write, you could make a template for headed paper
containing your address and any other information. Start a

new document by clicking on the New Blank
Document icon shown on the left and on the
Toolbar extract below.

Document2 - Microsoft Word

le Edit View Inser: Format Tools Table Window Help

Et4 t-1
Eddr-4: DuLurr ',frit B I IJ

.20. . .4

Now use the Tab key to set up your name and address using
either the default Tab stops provided by Word or set up
your own as previously described.

hoes Din Vie - 04
-i; ,..1) .4 ill/ xica<, a to co

Atial I  0, o pis IS 5 I: sr dr #  A.- .
11111111MIK

Swallows Barn
Whirs Dale
Staffordshire
SA3 M16
5 Jun i 2005

Now click File and Save As... from the menu bar. The Save
As dialogue box opens up as shown on the next page.
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5 Getting Started with Word and Works

Now select Document Template from the drop -down menu
shown above. This is obtained by clicking the down arrow
at the right of the Save as type: bar shown above. Note that
the File name: is automatically taken from your address, as
in the Swallows Barn example above, but this can be
changed if you wish. Also when you click Document
Template, the Save in: bar above automatically changes to
display the Templates folder as the saving destination.

Note that the Normal file shown above refers to the default
template provide by Word. This will automatically be used
for all new documents unless you select a specific template.
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When you click the Save button in the Save As dialogue
box, the new template is saved alongside any existing
templates in the Templates folder.

You can now use the new address template whenever you
want to start a new letter.

NeFirst select File and New... w from template

from the Menu Bar. Under j General Templates...

New from template, in the 4J Templates on my Web Sites...

New Document panel on OE Templates on Microsoft.com

the right-hand side of the
Word screen, select General Templates... as shown above
on the right.

The Templates dialogue box opens as shown below.

Fshications I Reports Web Pages

General I Legal Pleadror I Leters & Faxes I Mad Merge I Memos I Other Documents

gl.J
Blank Web Page E-med

Document

U
Message

ilf]Of Of
Preview

Preview not avalab*.

[Create New

67. Qocument t^ Template

'1111111EIMIIIIMA,

OK J
C'ncel

Select the new template, Swallows Barn in this example,
and click OK. A new Word page opens up with the address
already inserted, ready for you to start entering the text of a
letter.
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5 Getting Started with Word and Works

Printing a Letter
Print Preview
Before you make a printout on paper, you might wish to
select Print Preview to give a screen view of how the docu-
ment will print on paper. Click File and iDrint Preview from
the word processor Menu Bar. Alternatively click
the Print Preview icon, shown right, on the word
processor Toolbar.

l, K 11. 100. Ira= to.
 're% in .

s 

Sera owe Bars
Milieu Dale
Staff. meter.
SA3111L5

6 Jure 2006

The Manager
Th. Eden Hotel
Chlanclarm Terme
Tuscany

Dew SInkladern

A friend hos recommended your hotel to me end I would Nk to smog* 
holiday with you In May 2006, S possible
I would Do most grateful If you could send me  copy of your latest
brochure, Including details of your facilities for the disliked ..d car 11,
I undoretwei Ole your teem Is famous for Its health -giving mlnerti .pr ngs.
I would therefore De grateful for any further Inforrnellon you on provide on
the serious spas.

Yours falthfulty

Ssrah Walton

PSI ea t in ft ISM InI3011 Off MX IC 0. 0011.04 a
tftg I110. Its1 1.0I I We. .11E41mo aro v.... s'111,10.).Dv.0,3141.9

The Print Preview allows you to check the layout of your
document before it is printed on paper. You may, for
example, decide to insert a few blank lines here and there
just to make the document more readable. When you are
finished with the Preview click Close to return to the main
word processor window.
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Propertir s

Fnd Prude.

r Print to file
E ma lual duplet

Copes

Number of copes: In

Zoom - -

Printing on Paper
Use File and Print... then click OK to make a copy of your
letter on paper. Notice that there are options to specify the
number of copies and the particular page(s) to be printed, in
the case of longer documents.

Printer

Same:

Status: Idle

Type: Sarnsung ML -1510_70 ries

Where: U5B001

Comment:

age range

61

r current page
r pages; I

Enter page numbers andfor page ranges
separated by commas. For example 1,3,5-12

Print what: IDoc,rrient

Print:
JPaws per sbott: II page

lAll pages in range

f7, caste

_7J

soh to moor VI: IN° Scalinc

OK

Alternatively, if you just want a quick print using the
existing Print dialogue box settings, click the P nt icon on
the word processor toolbar.

File Edit View Insert For Tools Table Window Help

ME

db

Using the Print icon does not allow you to alter any of the
settings as shown in the Print dialogue box above.
Appendix 2 describes the use of the Mail Merge facility
in Word to send personalized versions of a standard
letter to lots of different people.
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Keyboard Shortcuts
You may prefer to use the following keyboard shortcuts as
an alternative to mouse operations. For example, to switch
bold lettering on (and off), use Ctrl+B. This means "While
holding down the Ctrl key, press the B key."

Ctrl+C Copy text

Ctrl+X Cut text

Ctrl+V Paste text

Ctrl+Z Undo previous action

Ctrl+A Select entire document

Ctrl+B Switch bold text on and off

Ctrl+U Switch underline on and off

Ctrl+l Switch Italic text on and off

Ctrl+E Centre paragraph

Ctrl+J Justify paragraph

Ctrl+L Align paragraph left

Ctrl+R Align paragraph right

Ctrl+Q Remove paragraph formatting

Ctrl+1 Single-spaced text

Ctrl+5 11/2 spaced text

Ctrl+2 Double-spaced text

Ctrl+N Open new (blank) document

Ctrl+O Open existing document

Ctrl+S Save document

Ctrl+P Print document

In general, the above keyboard shortcuts are applied after
first selecting the block of text. As described earlier, text is
selected with the mouse or by holding down the shift key
and traversing the text with one of the arrow keys. Effects
such as Bold, Italic and Underline can be switched on
before the text is typed.
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Editing and
Formatting

Introduction
Once you've saved a document on your hard disc, you can
retrieve it for editing at a later date. Just load the document
into the computer's memory using File and Open... and it's
displayed on the screen. Now you can make any changes
you like - there's no need to type the whole document
again. You might wish to change the date or alter a few
names and addresses. Or you might want to make bigger

When you've finished editing you simply save and print
out the revised version including the changes.

The term "cutting and pasting" is still used to describe
moving a piece of text within a document or between
documents. This is done using the cutting, copying and
pasting icons from the word processor
toolbar as shown on the right and below. 1423

Ea Editing a Document - Microsoft Word

File Edit View Insert Format Tools able Window Help

ca: cfil ti a a Y. e -

Times New Roman . 12 . B I U ==

This topic is described in more detail later in this chapter
and in Appendix 1.
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6 Editing and Formatting

Retrieving a Document from the Hard Disc
Having created a document and saved it on disc you can
retrieve it at any time. From the menu bar select File and
Open.... As discussed in the previous chapter, a letter was
saved with the name Holiday in Tuscany. I: was saved in the
folder My Documents. You may need to click the down
arrow to the right of the Look in: bar, shown below, to
select the required folder on your C: drive (hard disc). If
necessary please see Chapter 10, Managing Your Word
Files, for more information on saving and organising your
work in folders.

Look ire

tilletary

My Documents

Desktop

Favorites

.107
-3

My Network
Places

L..) My Documents

Desktop

My Computer

3m's Documents

.10 Shared Documents4 31/2 Floppy (A:)

V (C:)

V LOCAL DISK (D:)
4 CD-RW Drive (E:)

My Network Places

My Documents

.,_) Unused Desktop Shortcuts
glip Locations

Add/Platy FTP Locabons

File name:

v in a v Teals 

Files of type: [All Word Documero, Cancel

When you have located the required folder containing your
file, click on the file name so that it is highlighted, as
shown on the next page.
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j My Documents

Hoidays

My Helves

Hatay

My Coamants

Nob*

F eyceltes

.-,s Fie name.

- Ct x - To*

My New
Maces Files of type: lAi Word Documeres Caned

Now click Open and the document is retrieved from the
hard disc and displayed on the screen in your word
processor.

10. WA OW. I/I Val I. 116
e7 getes- - sumangE110e

 tame IMMIX -.IRSPirial e Ite  
.0 

Alle
A MAY rma  ami r 111.0 Sm. ban.  Am  111.

I Ewa. In IMO pea. I A of I cow  P.. 1 
. Oldie IN  11 Awe la
I mamas/ .1 AMA Imo  td Ow As 1011.0.1. Adm  I =MO MIA.. As Ow  ANIMA A..

Teas SAMMY

'era.. .006140121 a.44 -E=
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6 Editing and Formatting

Now you can proof read the document on the screen and
improve it using editing operations such as the following:

 Deleting text
 Replacing text
 Moving blocks of text
 Inserting words or blocks of text
 Correcting spelling mistakes
 Adding text to extend the document.

Undoing Actions
When editing a document it's easy to make a mistake like
deleting the wrong words. Fortunately the Undo feature
accessed off the Edit menu shown below allows you to
reverse the last action. Or you can use the Undo
icon off the word processor toolbar, shown right 10
and below.

a Holiday in Tuscany - Microsoft Word

View Insert Format Tools Table Win

Undo Clear Ctrl+Z

B I U

w Help

-

Please note that the Undo feature can be used to reverse a
variety of editing tasks, not just deleting text as in this
example. If you prefer, you can undo an action using the
keyboard alternative Ctrl+Z, which literally means "Hold
down the Ctrl key and press Z".
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Block Operations on Selected Text
To delete or move entire lines, paragraphs or larger blocks
of text, first select the required text, so that it's highlighted
against a black background, as shown below.

The Spa Towns of Italy

It is traditional for many older people in Italy to spend
their holidays at one of the famous spa towns. Here you
can combine a holiday with treatment for a range of
illnesses from arthritis, liver conditions to lung and
breathin . difficulties.

he spa towns often include the word Terme in their
name. signifying that they are built close to natural hot

min( s with health-( ivint )owers.

CsVERukg, Inme, and .imam Um, in Tuscany
are two well-known spa towns. Some spas have an
indoor pool and comprehensive medical facilities as
well as a restaurant while others are simply outdoor hot i

Selecting Text Using the Mouse
To select any piece of text, keep the left mouse
button held down while moving the pointer
across the whole of the required text.

To select an individual word, double-click over
the word.

To select a line of text, make a single click in
the left margin of the document.

To select a paragraph, double-click in the left
margin.

To select the whole document, treble -click in
the left margin or use Edit and Select All off the
menus.
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6 Editing and Formatting

Selecting Text Using the Keyboard
In general, many of the menu
options have a keyboard alter-
native as shown on the right.
So, for example, you can
select the whole document
using Ctrl+A, as shown below
on the right next to Select All.
This means, while holding
down the Ctrl (Control) key,
press the letter A.

Edit

In Undo Clear Ctrt+Z

Repeal Clear CtrI+Y

Cut Ctrl+X

lib copy Ctrl+C

Office :Nptioard...

Paste Ctrl+V

Paste special...

Clef

Select ALI Ctrl+A

Using the Cursor Keys
Another method of selecting text is to place the cursor at
the beginning of the required block of text then,
while holding down the Shift key, shown on the is
right, use the cursor or arrow keys, shown below,
to move over the required text. The block of text should be
highlighted, i.e. selected, as shown on the previous page.

Deleting a Block of Text

Highlight the required text and press the Delete key. (Small
pieces of text can be deleted by placing the cursor on the
left of the required text and holding down the Delete key.)
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Inserting Text
Insert text by placing the cursor where the new text is to
begin then start typing. The new text should
force its way in without deleting any of the old Insert

text. If the new text over -types and replaces the
existing text rather than pushing its way in, press the Insert
key to switch off over -type mode.

Find and Replace
This facility allows you to replace a word or group of
words wherever they occur in a document. For example,
you might wish to replace the word "house" with an
alternative word such as "property". Select Edit and
Replace... to open up the Find and Replace dialogue box.

==1:=MIIIIIIIIMMIIIININIM1111111111111111111111, 2J2d,
Fwd. ReQtace I So To

--111- -
Fed what:

Replace with: IpropP,t

Search °Owns

Search:

r Match case

E Fnd whose words only

E Use wicker&

r- Sounds Ike (Engltsh)

r Find all word forms (English)

WNW
All

fiePLoce Replace Al Eincext Cancel

Enter the old word in F nd what: and enter the new word or
words in Replace with: as shown in the next dialogue box.
Now click Replace or Replace All to replace the old word(s)
with the new word (s) throughout the document.
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Moving a Block of Text - Cut and Paste
Sometimes you may decide that a document will read better
if the order of the paragraphs is changed; traditionally this
meant cutting and pasting the paper document with scissors
and glue. The word processor makes this operation very
much easier.

First select the block of text to be moved as shown below.

f The Spa Towns of Italy

It is traditional for many older people in Italy to spend
their holidays at one of the famous spa towns. Here you
can combine a holiday with treatment for a range of
illnesses from arthritis, liver conditions to lung and
breathing difficulties.

he spa towns often include the word Terme in their
name, signifying that they are built close to natural hot

)rim s with health ivint mwers.

co_ffsicArg T eigke and chimam jump in Tuscany are
two well-known spa towns. Some spas have an indoor
pool and comprehensive medical facilities as well as a
restaurant while others are simply outdoor hot springs.

Now click the scissors icon on the toolbar, as
shown on the right. This removes the selected
text and stores it on the "clipboard". The
clipboard is a temporary storage location where
text (and graphics) can be held until you are ready to place
them somewhere else in the document.
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Next move the cursor to wherever you want the
selected text to start. Now click the paste icon on
the toolbar (shown right) to place the text in its
new position, as shown below.

The Spa Towns of Italy

It is traditional for many older people in Italy to spend
their holidays at one of the famous spa towns. Here you
can combine a holiday with treatment for a range of
illnesses from arthritis, liver conditions to lung and
breathing difficulties.

Paragraph moved from here

Mr9con Temp, and miaow Two in Tuscany are
two well-known spa towns. Some spas have an indoor
pool and comprehensive medical facilities as well as a
restaurant while others are simply outdoor hot springs.

he spa towns often include the word Terme in their
name. signifying that they are built close to natural hot

)rim s with health-( Krim lowers.

If you prefer, cutting and pasting a piece of selected text
can also be achieved using the options on the Edit menu,
either by selecting with the mouse or by using the keyboard
alternatives Ctrl+X, CtrI+C and CtrI+V, as shown below.

View Insert FgrH

Unclip Typing Ctrl+Z

A c3nt arl+Y

A Cut

copy

Ctrl+X

Ctrl+C

Paste
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Copying a Piece of Text
If you want to duplicate a piece of highlighted
text rather than move it, then use the copy icon
off the menu bar shown right or the Copy
command off the Edit menu shown on the
previous page. Then use the paste icon Edit menu option to
place the copied text at the position where you have placed
the cursor.

Using the clipboard for moving and copying is a useful
skill in a variety of Windows applications, not just for
moving text within a document. Cutting, copying and
pasting using the clipboard are discussed in more detail in
Appendix 1.

Checking Spelling
The spelling checker invoked from Tools and Spelling and
Grammar... suggests alternative spellings, improvements in
grammar and spacing between words.

',twill' ill .11111 a an twat: fnghsh (I 111 .)

Here you can combine a holiday with treatment
for a range of illnesses from arthritui liver
conditions to lung and breathing difficulties.

Suggestions:

Dctionary language:

17 Check, grammar

Ignore Once

Ignore All

.1j Add to Dictionary I

'Er

c_1,ations...

Change

Change At

AutoCon ect

I In to Close
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Formatting a Document
After you have checked the content and spelling in a
document, you may want to change the appearance. This is
known as formatting and includes different fonts or styles
and sizes of lettering and text effects such as bold, italics
and underlining. Formatting also includes page layout
features such as the margins between the text and the edges
of the page, alterations to the space between lines of text
and various ways of aligning the vertical edges of the text.

If you know the formatting you want to use, it can be set
before you begin typing. For example, you could switch
italics on before typing a particular word then switch it off
after the word. Alternatively, you can enter the text of your
document without any effects and then apply the formatting
afterwards.

The Formatting Toolbar

Times New Roman 12 ./

On the left of the toolbar extract shown above is the font
name and size, changed by clicking the down arrows and
selecting from the drop -down menus.

Next are the three main text effects bold,
italic and underline. These effects can also
be switched on by holding down the Ctrl key and pressing
either B, I or U. Effects like these operate as "toggles" -
you use the same method to switch them on as to switch
them off.

B .1
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Moving along to the right the formatting toolbar, 4 icons
represent different methods of text alignment.

TB I U
Reading from left to right, the
actions of the 4 icons on the right
and their alternative keyboard
shortcuts are:

="--=--=

Aligned left edge, ragged right Ctrl+L

Aligned to the centre CtrI+E

Aligned right, ragged left CtrI+R

Justified text (aligned left and right) CtrI+J

Remove any of the above. Ctrl+Q

The problem with fully justified text is that in order to
achieve the vertical alignment on the right-hand
edge, the text may be filled with too many
spaces between words producing unsightly
"rivers of white".

The two icons towards the right of the
formatting toolbar above allow lists to be
highlighted with either numbers or
bullets.

The next two formatting tools shown on
the right are used to decrease or increase
the indent at the start of a paragraph.
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Applying Formatting Effects:
1 Select (or highlight) the required block of text.

2 Apply the formatting by clicking the appropriate icon
on the toolbar, or selecting the relevant menu
command or using the equivalent keyboard shortcut.

3 When the formatting has taken effect, remove the
highlighting by clicking outside of the selected area.

Changing Line Spacing
Sometimes you may want to set a paragraph or indeed a
whole document with extra spacing between lines. Double
spacing, for example, is often used on draft documents to
allow extra space for comments and suggestions to be
added by hand. Highlight the text to be altered then select
Format and Paragraph... from the Menu Bar. Line spacing
can be adjusted after clicking the Indents and Spacing tab.

IF Before:

Spacing

!Min°Pt Line spacing At:

Afttr: lo pt Double

r- Don't add space between pk3ragraphs of the sarre style

Preview

\ICii111001 COI 0:0037 elan rosy! :.a W i 3.33 .pad .bat b01.00,1 s ea ariacraMS. 3po

.111 U0, ,00 ® camb.00 o be! do, .3313 1,301133. le. 0 =00 11110..1.011-1hous.

1100 000,0003 b,aoh,o3 d. nsu,...

Labs... I o t Cancel

Spacing Before: and After: shown above allows you to
insert a precise mount of extra space (in units of points, for
example) before and after a paragraph.
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Changing the Page Margins
The margins are the spaces between the text and the edge
of the paper. The top and bottom margins are set by default
at 25.4mm (or 1 inch) while the left and right margins are
set at 31.7mm. (Please see the notes on page 101 if you
prefer to work in other units such as inches or centimetres).
You might want to increase the size of the margins to allow
comments to be written on a draft document or decrease
them to allow more text to fit on a page. To change the
margins select File, Page Setup... and the Margins tab.

Margins

Margins

Top:

Left:

Gutter:

1

Paper 1 Layout 1

Orientation

125.4 mm Bottom: 1".:5 4 rim)

131.7 rim) Right: 1-71 7 rim

Iu rrim Gutter position: ILerl:

Portrait Landscape

Pages

Multiple pages:

1_1

Normal

The Gutter: margin listed above refers to space along the
left or top side of a page. This might be needed if the
document is to be bound, to prevent the text being obscured
by the binding.
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7
Introducing
Desktop Publishing

Introduction
The first word processors were only used for processing
plain text and were a development of the electronic
typewriter. They were not capable of the effects we now
call desktop publishing, i.e. letters in various styles or
fonts, borders and shading in different patterns and colours
and everything needed to make the most elaborate poster,
flyer or advertisement, etc. In the early days of computing
it was usual to type the plain text of a document in a word
processor, then transfer the file to a separate program
dedicated to desktop publishing.

Nowadays, the ordinary user can probably fmd all of the
desktop publishing features they need in word processing
programs like Microsoft Word. However, specialist DTP
programs are still used by publishing professionals and the
most popular software includes Adobe PageMaker, Adobe
InDesign, QuarkXpress and Corel VENTURA. For the
home and small business user there are cheaper DTP
packages such as Serif Page Plus and Microsoft Publisher.

However, as the following chapters attempt to show,
Microsoft Word has a great deal of DTP capability which
should enable you to produce a wide variety of documents
such as newsletters, magazines, leaflets, flyers, invitations
business cards and complete books.
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The desktop publishing features covered in this chapter are:

Fonts or different styles and sizes of lettering

Pages of text divided into two or more columns

Inserting a picture or photograph into a page of text
and adjusting its size and position

Selecting clip art from an online library and
inserting it into a Word document

Capturing screenshots including Web pages and
Web pictures and inserting into a Word document.

Working with Fonts
A font is a style of lettering in a particular size. You can
see the different fonts installed on your computer by
clicking the arrow to the right of the current font name,
shown below.

Desktop Publishing - Microsoft Word

File Edit View Insert Format Tools Table

124

EMEEMIEME 12 B I U

Aria l

.3c,,4ft arff

Arial
lt Arial Black

Arial Narrow

 Arial Unicode MS
 BatanE



Introducing Desktop Publishing 7

You will probably find there are far more fonts than you
can ever use. Many beginners, when first seeing the huge
variety of fonts available, produce documents using an
excess of different fonts. It's a good idea to look at a few
professional documents - you'll often find that in more
formal documents no more than two fonts, such as Times
New Roman and Arial have been used. Even with only
two fonts, you can still emphasise words using features
such as bold, italics, underlining and capital letters.

Of course in more light-hearted material such as invitations
or greetings cards, etc., you can et away with the more
exotic fonts such as 'QlPed4 or Zfackadder gYG
The text size is selected from the drop -down menu to the
right of the current font size, 12 in this example.

Desktop Publishing - Microsoft Word

File Edit Vie Ai Insert Format Tools

Times Nev.! P.Dman

caroiazylAk21
B I U

If you can't see the font size you want in the drop -down
menu, try typing it manually into the slot at the
top, as shown on the right.
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This book is mainly set in the Times New Roman font at
size 12. The commonly used unit for font size in the
printing world is the point; there are 72 points to the inch.
The example below is set at 36 points or half an inch.

Times New Roman
Applying a Font

You can select the font name and size as previously
described, before you begin typing.

You can take an existing document and change the
fonts throughout the whole document or just in
selected parts of it.

Changing Fonts in an Existing Document
Highlight the text to be changed as shown below then
select the new font and font size as described on the
previous page.

done fy kigkligktinq tie text as require.
t ken ctin 'le' new 'nta cf nt
When you are happy with the new font and size, click
outside of the selected area to remove the highlighting.

Even more control of fonts is given by the Font dialogue
box, shown on the next page and opened using Format and
Font... from the Word Menu Bar. Apart from selecting the
font and font size as discussed earlier, you can specify bold
and italic, the Font Color and various Effects such as the
Outline font shown on the next page.
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Font

Font I Character Spacirg I Text Effects

Font: Font style:

Times New Roman

Times New Roman
Times New Roman MT E,,tr 3 E old

Trebuchet MS
Tunga -J
erdana zj

Font plot:

IP egular

Re ular

Size

IT
Italic 2C

Bold 22

Bold Italic 24

Linierline style: Underline colo';

Automatic ..7j I Prone) Id'EW°
Effects

 Strikethrough
 Double strikethrough
SuQerscript

1- Subscript

Preview

r Shadow

f Outline
I- Emboss

E Engrave

E Small caps
1 All caps

I- Hidden

Tm©s New Roman
This is a Trne.Type font, This fort be used on both printer and screen,

ault OK I Cance

To switch on one of the Effects, use the mouse to tick the
box at the side of the effect, as shown above next to
Outline. Then click OK to apply the effect as shown below.

Outifn Ef ect
The Subscript effect shown above might be used in
chemistry, for example, to refer to a chemical formula such
as 02. Superscript might be used to refer the reader to a
footnote, as in The Sistine Chapel3, for example.
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Using Text in Columns and Inserting Pictures
This section discusses the leaflet on Venice shown on the
next page. This format might also be useful for a newsletter
or magazine. I arrived at this simple design after looking at
one or two commercially produced documents. Only two
fonts have been used although the sub -headings have been
emphasized by the use of bold, italics and capital letters.

Although a two -column format has been chosen, it's just as
easy to use three columns, as employed by some
magazines. The setting of columns is discussed shortly.

The three Venice photographs were "downloaded" from
my digital camera and saved on the hard disc. To reproduce
photographic prints in a Word document, they will need to
be scanned and saved on the hard disc. If you are not
familiar with handling photos from a digital camera or
scanning existing prints, more details are given in my book:
"Digital Photography and Computing for the Older
Generation" from Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd.

Before starting work you need to have your pictures ready
in a known location on your hard disc. My photographs
were stored in the folder C:IVenice 2005, as shown below.

Ramo fr..) CAVerice 2005

't2 View es e side show

Order pints mine

Prrit pictures

15 Copy ell Item to CD
gondola
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Venice
STAL4RE'3 SQUARE
There is so much to see in Venice that you
may need more than one visit to take ni :he
major sights A good place to start is St
Manes Square The square was ongmlly
just a space in front of the Basilica of St
Mark, the private chapel of the Dcge or
head of the Venetian state

As well as the magnificent archoecurx of
the Basilica. there are shops and open air
cafes around the square The Basilica was
originally dedicated to St Mark in 832 but
was destroyed by fire in an uprising in 976
The ruined buildings were restcred and
consecrated in 1094 Next to St Mark's
Basilica is the Ducal or Doges Palace,
started in the 9th century and built for the
Doge and the justices of Vance

THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS
This connects the Doges palace to the
Prisons and derives its name from the
reaction of the prisoners on their Way to
begin their sentences

THE GRAND CANAL
Perhaps the greatest wonder of Venice is its
location in the lagoon off the mariLand of
Italy The Grand Canal through the middle
of Venice and the network of smaller
canals around it are the main route by
which most visoo-s arrive and all supplies
are delivered to the city As there are no
cars or lorrieg this makes walking around
the city a great pleasure
Of rouse, no visit to Venice wo.ild be
complete without a ride on the canals us
one of the many famous Gondolas

Setting the Margins and Paper Size

First a new blank page was selected using the
New Blank Document icon on the Word Toolbar,
shown right. The Paper size was set at A4 using
File and Page Setup... as previously discussed. Page Setup
was also used to set the top and bottom margins each at 25

mm and the left and right margins each at 15 mm.
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Entering the Heading
The font for the heading Venice was set at Georgia 36 point
with bold, italic and centred text switched on.

a Venice - Microsoft Word

File Edit View Insert Format

Eit.p ti a- [a
di Georgia

Tools Teble Window Help

Specifying Text in Two Columns

After typing the heading Venice it was necessary to set the
remainder of the page in two columns. To do this, place the
cursor on the first line where you want the two column
layout to start. Now select Format and Columns... from the
Word Menu Bar. The Columns dialogue box opens as
shown below:

Columns

-Presets -

-EE

One Two three Left Right

Number of columns:

OK

Cancel

[2 f l Line between

Width and spacing

cols: Width: pacing:
TT- 169.9 mm 112.7 mm

127- 169.9 mra 1

ri Equal column width

apply to: 'This point forward

Preview

1.1 I- Start new column

2i1
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As shown in the Columns dialogue box on the previous
page, the number of columns has been set (under Presets)
to Two. A Line between the columns has been specified
with a tick. It is also essential to make sure that This point
forward has been selected in the Apply to bar at the bottom
of the Columns dialogue box.

Entering the Text in the Columns
Next the body text was entered, starting at the top of the
left-hand column. In this example, the body text has been
set at Times New Roman size 14 point as shown
below. Fully justified text is switched on by
clicking the icon shown on the right.

Times New Roman 14 I B I U
The sub -headings can be formatted by switching on bold
and italics before typing and using the Shift key
shown right or the Caps Lock key to get capital
letters. Or you can apply these effects after typing
the text by highlighting the sub -heading and selecting bold
and italic. Capital letters can be obtained by highlighting
the sub -heading and selecting Format ard Change Case....

Change Case

( Sentence ose.

lowercase

SifiititA51
C Title Case

tOaGLE cASE

OK
1

1J2d

Cancel

Make sure the correct Case option is selected and click OK.
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Working with Pictures
Pictures can be inserted at the appropriate place in a Word
document as the text is entered. Alternatively, you can
insert pictures after all of the text has been entered. As
stated earlier, you need to know the file name and the
folder in which the picture is located, such as C:\Venice
2005 shown below.

C:Wenice 2005

2 View as a side show

 Order writs wine
kb Mt Ochres

Caor al Ions to CD

al MI obi
basica.ipg btid9e of scins.P0 gondola. pg

You can see in the above extract from the Windows
Explorer that the files all end in the file name extension
.jpg. This is the JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group)
format, a popular way of storing digital photographs. If you
want to switch on the display of file name extensions, in
the Windows Explorer select Tools, Folder Options... and
View. Now click to remove the tick in the box next to Hide
extensions for known file types as shown below.

Folder Options

General View I File Types I Offline File

Folder views

You can apply the view (such as Details or T tl;t1
you are using for this folder to all folde-s.

Apply to All Folders

Advanced settings:

Reset All Folder:

0 Hide extensions for known file types
ra Hide protected ocieratina system files Illecommendedl
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Inserting a Picture into a Word Document
Place the cursor at the position where you want the top left-
hand corner of the picture to appear, as shown on the lower
left below.

Venice
ST.MARK'S SQUARE
There is so much to see in Venice that you
may need more than one visa to take in the
major sights A good place to start is St
Mark's Square The square was ringinaIly
Just a space in front of the Basilica of St
Mark, the pnvate chapel of the Doge or
head of the Venetsan state

Cursor

THE GRAND CANAL
Perhaps the greatest wonder of Venice is its
location in the lagoon off the mainland of
Italy The Grand Canal through the middle
of Venice anc the network of smaller
canals around it are the man route by
which most visitors amve and all supplies
are delivered to the city As there are no
cars or lciti= this makes walking around
the city a great pleasure
Of course, no visa to Venice would be
c lete without a nde on the canals in

Now we need to retrieve a copy of the required photograph
from the hard disc. This is done using Insert, Picture and
From File... from the Word Menu Bar. Next select the
folder containing the pictures, from the Look in bar shown
below. In this example the required folder is Venice 2005.
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In this example, basilica.jpg has been selected and is shown
highlighted in the previous screenshot. Now click the Insert
button shown on the previous page. The picture is inserted
in the Word document at the current cursor position. If you
click anywhere over the picture you will see that it is

immediately surrounded by eight small black rectangles.

Formatting a Picture
The eight rectangles allow the picture to be resized and
moved by dragging. However, you can obtain far greater
control and precision by formatting the picture first. To do
this first click over the picture so that the solid black
rectangles appear. Then select Format and Picture off the
Word Menu Bar and click the Layout tab as shown on the
next page.
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Format Picture

Colors and Lines I Size Layout I Picture

W apping style

In line with text Square Tight

Horizontal alignment

C Left r .Center Right

Behnd text In front of :ext

r Sher

There are various ways to wrap the text around the picture,
such as the Square and Tight styles as shown above. When
you've set the Wrapping style and Horizontal alignment
click OK and the small squares around the pictures change
to eight empty circles as shown below.
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You should now have precise control to resize the picture
by dragging the empty circles with the mouse. The picture
can be moved after allowing the cursor to hover anywhere
over the picture until four arrows appear. Now, if
necessary, use the mouse to drag the picture to its final
position anywhere in the document.

There are several other formatting effects which can be
applied to pictures. First select the picture by clicking over
it so that the eight empty circles appear. Now select
Format, Picture and Colors and Lines. This will allow you
to put a frame around the picture with a choice of Line
Color, Style and Weight i.e. thickness.

Line

Color:

Dashed:

Z_I Style:

Weight: 17.75 pt

If you intend to print your pictures in colour, then make
sure the Color is set to Automatic in the Picture tab of the
Format Picture dialogue box shown in the extract below.
For these particular books, as there is no colour used, Color
is set at Grayscale.

Color:

Brightness:

Contrast:

lenznimmilj
_J L1

50

You can also adjust the Brightness and Contrast in a
selected picture by dragging the slider bars shown above.
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The Picture Toolbar
When you select a picture in Word, by clicking anywhere
within it, the Picture Toolbar shown below appears. This
can also be switched on permanently by selecting View,
Toolbars and Picture from the Word Menu Bar.

You can see the function of any of the icons on the above
toolbar by allowing the cursor to hover over the icon.
However, in the present context, the four icons shown on
the right below are of immediate interest. These allow you
to adjust the contrast and
brightness of a selected picture.

Cropping
This removes actual areas around one or more of the sides
of a picture in the same way as a photographic print could
be cut down with scissors or guillotine. To crop a picture,
select it so that the eight empty circles appear. Next
select the Crop tool shown right from the Picture
Toolbar shown above. Eight cropping handles
appear around the picture. The picture is cropped by
dragging the handles inwards as required.

r 1
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Inserting Clip Art into a Word Document
Once you've got the hang of working with pictures you can
move them about and resize and crop them as much as you
like to get the desired result. Photographs are obviously
very useful to add life to a letter to be sent to friends or
family. However, if you're producing a magazine, flyer or
advertisement, etc., you might want to introduce some
more humorous cartoon -type material. Libraries consisting
of thousands of ready-made drawings and paintings are
available on the Internet and sometimes given away on free
CDs. These images are collectively known as clip art. With
so much choice, you can usually find a relevant picture,
whatever the subject or event you are illustrating.

To insert clip art in Microsoft Word select Insert, Picture
and Clip Art... from the Menu Bar. This opens up the Insert
Clip Art Task Pane down
the right-hand side of the See also

screen. At the bottom of I] clip Organizer...
the Task Pane are three if Clips Online
options including Clips

CI Tips for Finding ClipsOnline shown right.

This is a link to a Microsoft Web site providing thousands
of pictures. Clip art is often free, although it's advisable to
obtain permission if you intend to reproduce an image for
commercial purposes

If your computer has an Internet connection, select Clips
Online shown above to open up the Microsoft Office
Online Web site reproduced on the next page. There are
lots of categories of clip art (and other media) many of
which contain more than 100 pages of "clips".
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FEATURED COLLECTIONS

Summer Birthdays Flowers Office Supptes

COP tiPs
 See larger clip at thumbnails  Find answers to chp at questions

BROWSE CLIP ART AND MEDIA CATEGORIES

 Abstract  Emotions  Realistic

 Academic  Fantasy  Religion

 Agriculture  Flags  Sciences
 Animals  Food  Seasons
 Arts  Govemment  Signs

The small sample of was obtained by
selecting the Flowers FEATURED COLLECTION shown
above.

Al media types lowers

Searched all media types for: "Flowers"

r
4

r
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Now select one or more clips by
clicking the adjacent tick box. A
Download button on the left of the
screen enables you to transfer your
selected "basket" of clips from the
Internet to your computer. The
downloaded clip art is automatically
placed in a folder called the
Microsoft Clip Organiser, shown
below.

th Microsoft Clip Organizer

Re EdIt View Favorites Took Rip

Selection Basket

Selected items: 1

Download size: 62
KB
(<1 min © 56
Kbps)

Review basket

Download 1 item

CADocuments and Settings \Jim \My Documents \My Pictures\Microsoft Clip Organizer

0 Computing for the Older Generation

0 Documents and Settings

All Users

CI Jim

0 Cookies
El 0 Desktop
E 0 My Documents

dMy Music
El a My Pictures

O t...) Microsoft Clp Cvganizer

'0233040.mi )0398567.wmf

The method to insert the clip art into a word document is
now exactly the same as that described earlier for the
Venice photographs. The picture is inserted by clicking
Insert, Picture and From File... and then selecting the
correct folder and file. Then click the Insert button to place
the clip art on the page at the current cursor position. Next
the clip art is clicked to highlight or select the image on the
Word page. Finally the picture is formatted by selecting
Format and Picture... as discussed on the next page.
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Wrapping Text Around a Picture
In the Format Picture dialogue box shown below, the
Layout tab has been selected and the Wrapping style has
been set at Tight.

Format Picture

Colors and Lines I Size Layout

W apping style

Picture P- I Web I

In line with text Square Tight

Horizontal alignment

r Left r- Center

Behind text In front Of text

Right 6- Other

Advanced...

OK Cancel I

In the example below the Advanced button shown above
was used to set the text a distance of 2mm from the picture.

Gardening
Gardening is a hobby which can be enjoyed by young and

old and male and female alike. Whether you
have a small window box or rolling acres you

can get pleasure from this most natural of
..6 activities. Even if you live in the city, you

4 may be able to rent an allotment and
enjoy producing your own fresh fruit

and vegetables. Apart from the friendships which develop
amongst fellow gardeners, there are health benefits such
as getting exercise and being out in the fresh air.
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Inserting a Screenshot into Word
It's very useful to be able to capture a copy of your
computer screen and incorporate all or part of it into a
Word Document. For example, if you want to explain to a
friend how to do something on the computer - after all
without such a facility books like this one would be all text.
Alternatively you might want to capture extracts from a
Web page currently displayed on the screen and put them
into an article, magazine or newsletter.

Although there is specialist art and image editing software
capable of this task, you already have the means to do the
job perfectly well. This is the print screen key on the right
of the keyboard, usually labelled Print Scm or something
similar. Pressing this key makes a copy of whatever is on
the screen and places it on the Windows clipboard. As
discussed earlier, the clipboard is a store which temporarily
holds text and images. After the image of the screen has
been placed on the keyboard it can be inserted into a Word
document at the current cursor position. This is
done by clicking Edit and Paste on the Word Menu
Bar or by clicking the Paste icon on the Toolbar.

a Desktop Publishing.doc - Microsoft Word

File Edit View Insert Format

Lai; !A Et a ABc,

Tools

X k

et

Table

Once inserted on the Word page the screenshot can be
formatted, moved, resized and cropped just like any of the
pictures, photographs and clip art discussed earlier in this
chapter. Cutting, copying and pasting using the clipboard
are discussed in more detail in Appendix 1.
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Editing a Screen Image
Instead of pasting a screenshot straight into Word, I often
paste it into the Microsoft Paint program Start, All
Programs, Accessories and Paint.

ai Accessories

Games

Microsoft Office Tools

Nero

StartupJ

it Accessibility

Communications

F'.3117.

d Entertainment

System Tools

This is a drawing and painting program and is provided as a
component of Microsoft Windows. Paint has a range of
tools which allow you to edit the screenshot, cutting out
unwanted areas, making drawing alterations and adding
annotations, etc. Then you select the area of the screenshot
you require before using Edit and Copy from the Paint
Menu Bar to copy the image to the clipboard. Now open up
the Word document and use Edit and Paste off the Word
Menu Bar to place the edited screenshot into the Word
page. Alternatively click the Paste icon on the Word
Toolbar as shown on the previous page. Cutting, copying
and pasting using the clipboard are discussed in more detail
in Appendix 1.

Capturing the Entire Screen
Sometimes you can't copy the whole of a screen display
because essential parts of it are obscured by various
toolbars, etc. This can be remedied by selecting View and
Full Screen from the Word Toolbar. When you press Print
Screen, the entire screen is captured excluding the toolbars,
etc. To return to the normal screen, press the Esc key or
click Close Full Screen on the small pop-up
menu which appears, as shown on the right.

Full Screen

Qbse Ful Screen
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Capturing a Picture from a Web Page
A picture on a Web page can be saved as a separate file,
instead of capturing the whole screen using the Print Scrn
key as just discussed. Of course, before using a picture
from a Web page for any commercial purpose you should
obtain permission from the owners of the site.

Thistleyhaugh
Welcomr Sleeping Dining Sightseeing Finilig U. triees/Bisquiri

111 11=1111n IntalIK
Welcome

Iltistleyhaugh is a picturesque Georgian Linn]
on the banks of the River Coquet near Ahmick

Morpeth
in the heart of rtual Nor

Seve Prcture As...

E-mal Pcttre...
Prnt Picture...

kio to My Pctures

Set as Background

Set as Dasitop Item

copy

Add to Favorites...

Prooertres

Right -click over the required picture on the Web page and a
menu appears, as shown above. This allows you to Save
Picture As..., for example, a JPEG file, in a folder of your
choice. Then the picture can be inserted into a Word
document using Insert, Picture and From File..., from the
Word Menu Bar, as discussed on page 133. Then, if
necessary, the picture can be formatted, moved, resized and
cropped, as discussed on page 134 onwards.
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Getting Creative

Introduction
This chapter looks at some of the more spectacular desktop
publishing effects available in Microsoft Word to make a
document more eye-catching and interesting. These effects
apply more to short documents such as flyers, leaflets,
advertisements and greetings cards, etc.

The main desktop publishing effects and features described
in this chapter are:

Text boxes which can be moved around the page

Borders and shading in different styles

Bullets and numbers to emphasise lists

Microsoft WordArt to manipulate and distort letters
into various shapes and along curved paths

Ready-made templates providing designs for special
documents such as flyers, greetings cards, etc.

As previously stated, it's worth having a look at a few
professionally produced documents for inspiration. The
following leaflet is intended to advertise a charity event,
but the same skills could be used to create any sort of
single -page flyer, poster, or greeting card, etc. The finished
leaflet is shown on the next page; subsequent pages explain
the various steps needed to create the leaflet.
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Coffee Evening

Wednesday 296 March

7 CIO pin

The Village Hall

KES
. . . . . . .

: 0 :4:.PtAtits; :

Supporting Local Charities

The poster shown above relies heavily on the use of text
boxes. Apart from the cup and saucer sketch ("clip art" was
discussed in the last chapter) and the curved lettering or
WordArt (discussed shortly), the leaflet consists entirely of
text boxes.
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Working With Text Boxes
The text boxes in this example are the five rectangles
shown below, each displaying the temporary cross -hatched
border and eight empty circles which appear when a text
box is selected. Entering text into text boxes has several
advantages in a document of this type, compared with
entering text straight onto the main Word page. Firstly,
each text box can be moved around independently to adjust
its position. Secondly, each text box can be formatted
separately with its own fonts, borders and fill patterns and
colours.

Coffee Evening

0
Wealuday Much

,OC

The Villap Hall
tio

CCFFIE

RAFP,E

+TOME% A

In the above screenshot, for the purpose of this explanation,
all of the text boxes have been selected simultaneously. In
practice it is usually more convenient to select and work on
individual text boxes.
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Selecting Text Boxes

To select a single text box, click anywhere over the
box so that eight white circles appear. The text box
can now be resized or moved by dragging.

To select several of the text boxes simultaneously,
hold down the Shift key while clicking over each
text box in turn. The text boxes now form a group
and can be moved, copied or deleted as a single
entity.

To deselect a text box or group of text boxes, click
anywhere outside of the box(es).

Inserting a Text Box
A text box can be inserted after selecting Insert
and Text Box from the Word Menu Bar.
Alternatively click the Text Box icon on the
Drawing Toolbar, shown right and below.

Dow' Q I AubshaPes- \  0 2 4 0 1.0.1
If you can't see the Drawing Toolbar as shown above, click
View and Toolbars from the Word Menu Bar. Then click
Drawing from the list of toolbars. Drawing should now be
ticked in the list and the above Drawing Toolbar should be
displayed on your screen.

After clicking the Text Box icon, the drawing canvas
appears containing the message Create your drawing here. I
usually press Esc at this point to get rid of the drawing
canvas and simply use the cursor (now in the shape of a
cross) to drag out a text box of the required size.

0
Insert your text here I

/AZY/
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Entering Text into a Text Box
Now start entering the text into the text box. You can select
the font before or after entering the text. In fact you can
format existing text inside a text box in the same way as
text on the main Word page. Just select the text first by
dragging over it with the mouse so that the text is

highlighted.

The text for the flyer
heading was entered
first then selected and
formatted as Georgia 36 point bold.

Adding a Border to a Text Box
The text box was selected by clicking inside the box, so
that the eight white circles appeared. Then Format and Text
Box... were selected from the Word Menu Bar. The Format
Text Box dialogue box appears as shown below.

Coffee Evening

ormat Text Box

Colors and Lines

Fill

Color

Transparency:

Line

Color:

Dashed:

Size i Layout I

Style:

IJ2i
Text Box I Web I

Weight: Ire pt

With the Colors and Lines tab selected as shown above,
you can use the drop -down menus under Line next to Color,
Dashed, Style and Weight to choose text box borders in a
variety of colours, patterns and styles.
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White Text Against a Black Background

The black background for the Coffee Evening text box was
obtained by selecting the text box and then selecting black
from the drop -down menu which appears next to Fill and
Color on the Format Text Box dialogue box, shown below.

or.

Thansparency:

Line

1100Cglor :

Dashed:

or style:

Begin size:

NOFI11.11.ip...
More Colors...

Fill Effects...

End size:

To obtain the white text in the
heading Coffee Evening, the
text box was selected then
Format and Font... were
selected from the Word Menu
Bar. The Font tab was selected
in the Font dialogue box and
then white was chosen from the
drop -down menu under Font
color:.

2j x

Web

Coffee Evening

Font golor: Underline

(none)"

111 Automatic
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Using Bullets and Numbers in Lists
In the middle of the flyer shown earlier, it was decided to
emphasise the list of attractions by the use of bullets. These
are usually solid circles or other shapes down the left-hand
side against each item in a list. In this example, a more
elaborate bullet has been selected as shown below

4;corFEE

+RAFKE

+TOMBOLA

. . . . . . . . . . .

*CAKES.. 
. . . .

.1`.13QQ ... 
. . .

:9131-4.1(NTS : .

Note in the above example that the list of attractions has
been split between two separate text boxes. This enables
bullets to be used down the left-hand side of each list. If
you simply use Tab (without a separate text box) to produce
the right-hand list, you would not be able to use bullets.

In general, to apply bullets to a list, first enter all of the text
for the list. Then select the list so that it's all highlighted.
Now select Format and Bullets and Numbering... from the
Word Menu Bar. The Bullets and Numbering dialogue box
opens allowing you to select the appropriate tab as shown
on the next page.

(You can, of course, use bullets and numbers to highlight a
list in any type of Word document, not just in text boxes as
shown in this particular example. For example, plain round
bullets are used to emphasise lists in the ordinary text of
this book on page 145 and 148.)
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Bullets and Numbering

aulleted I Numbered I Outline Numbered
I

List Styles

ijJ

None
1

.

° -

.

After selecting the style of bullets or numbering click OK to
apply them. To remove bullets or numbering, highlight the
list then select either the Bulleted tab or the Numbered tab.
Then click None to remove the bullets or numbering. The
Customise... button shown above allows you to select
bullets based on a large range of special characters in
different fonts and also use pictures as bullets.

Customize Bulleted List

Bullet character

In'

. - 7
Font... Character... I Picture... I

Bullet position

Indent at: 16.3 mm
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Pattern:

71117E.
17-111M717

1181MMMET ::::

Applying a Patterned Background
In the coffee evening flyer, a pattern was
used as the background to two of the text
boxes. The background is applied after first
selecting the text box (or to select both text
boxes simultaneously hold down Shift
while clicking each box). Now select Format, Text Box...,
Colors and Lines. Under Fill, select the drop -down menu to
the right of Color as shown on page 150. From the drop -
down menu select Fill Effects... and then click the Pattern
tab on the Fill Effects dialogue box shown below. Click the
required pattern before clicking OK to apply the
background shading to the text box(es). As shown below,
there is a choice of foreground and background colours for
the pattern.

+COFFEE

+RAFFLE

TOMB 0! A:::::::

J J

Gradient I Texture IFichte
,DY I

Foreground: aackground:

Cancel
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Using WordArt
As mentioned previously, WordArt is a feature in
Microsoft Word which allows you to bend words into
different shapes. An example is the following extract from
the Coffee Evening leaflet on page 146.

MI Are weicem
To insert a piece of text in a WordArt format, click
the Insert WordArt icon on the Drawing Toolbar,
shown right and below.

Dow AutoshaPes \ 0 WI LC

The WordArt Gallery opens as shown in the extract below.

WordArt Gallery

Select a WordArt style:

Emeitit It0r44rt
or41 &lir, Ilieldin

illordArt 'll'ir:I;r!

Oat %Vora A rt Wore Vt

Eadit Ilk.,

WordArl

IIMit

\orclAti

lige?!

7 w
A

sv
A

7 kV
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When you've selected a WordArt style click OK and the
following window appears, allowing you to enter the
WordArt text.

Edit WordArt Text

IA. Impact

text:

177J Lei _LI

our Text Here

Just delete the words Your Text Here and replace with your
own words. At this stage you can also change the font and
font size using the drop -down menus launched by clicking
the arrows shown above. After clicking OK the WordArt is
inserted in the Word page at the current cursor position.

Editing WordArt
Once on the page, a piece of WordArt behaves rather like a
picture. It can be formatted in the same way as a picture by
setting the text wrapping and moving and resizing. If you
now click over the WordArt to select it, eight small
rectangles appear.

NI Are "pia*
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Now select Format and WordArt... from the Word Menu
Bar and click the Layout tab shown below.

Format WordArt

-Colors and Lines I Size

aPPing style

In line with text Square

Horizontal alignment

C. Left C Center

Layout I Picture I Text nx

-U2-1

Web I

aelind text In front of text

C Right a Other

Next select the Wrapping style, such as Square, shown
above. Also select the Horizontal alignment such as Left,
Center or Right. After clicking OK, the small black squares
are now replaced by empty circles as shown below.

111 ire tilicomi
Now the piece of WordArt can be resized or moved around
the page by dragging in the same way as a picture,
discussed earlier in this book.

Rotating a Piece of WordArt
The extra circle above the W in the above example allows a
piece of WordArt to be rotated. Remember to select the
WordArt first so that the circles appear as shown above.
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When you select a piece of WordArt, a small toolbar
appears as shown below. This toolbar enables you to
modify a selected piece of WordArt.

You can find out the function of each of the icons by
allowing the cursor to hover over the icon. For example,

4 the first icon on the left allows you to insert another
piece of WordArt, whereas Edit Text... allows you to

change the words. The next icon allows you to
select a different style from the WordArt Gallery as
shown at the bottom of page 154.

WordArt can be formatted after clicking the icon
shown on the right. This includes changing the
colours, the text wrapping and the horizontal
alignment. The icon shown on the right and on the
WordArt Toolbar below allows you to select a
WordArt Shape, complementing the WordArt
Gallery on page 154.

WordArt

4 J Eat Text... 6 AyC Q Aa bJ = A,IGV

A up

OAVA40Qa
rN-i0.8^%.008
146101111ftwowiam

11104111A1~ 411
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A few examples of the use of WordArt are shown below.

gappy Birthday!

Season's Greetings

Ati

Congratulation

Creating a Page Border

The page border shown above and also on the earlier
Coffee Evening leaflet was applied after selecting Format,
Borders and Shading... and the Page Border tab. Then you
can set the Color and Style, etc., for the page border.
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Putting the Skills to Work
We have now covered all of the skills necessary to produce
a document like the Coffee Evening flyer shown earlier.
These skills, together with clip art mentioned in the
previous chapter, can be used to produce virtually any sort
of flyer, greeting card, etc. When I was a teacher I found
these skills invaluable for creating posters, etc., to advertise
forthcoming events and more recently for promoting a local
charity event. The finished posters, etc., can be made more
attractive by printing on coloured paper or thin card.

Mass Producing Tickets
If you are helping to organize an event you can use Word
to produce the tickets. Simply create one ticket in a text
box, then Copy it to the clip board and Paste it repeatedly
onto the Word page in the form of a grid. Leave enough
space for cutting up the finished cards. (To select a group
of tickets for "pasting", hold down the Shift key and click
over each ticket). Then print as many pages as you require,
preferably using a stiff, coloured card.

ii

Coffee Evening

VIageogadey 21' lie MI
Ilito Vale Ss II

Cahn & Medi Sep

Wig Rao egMIPIL

caw Banc

Coffee Evening
VIodaway 2r 116 rclo

Wise& liscali Mp

Molls 011110110.

s Rank

gg" g. *: ..ig*   '  . ig 'I.:  g.

QM
iii dbc

Coffee Evening

Vhdoggsdey 2/' ra
116* Vila. 2611

Cidlet & Discoid; Sep

ws 1110011114.

c Mast

Coffee Evening

Wagims4loy tr 116 rde
ilo Whim Bs II

Case& Womb Sep

"bile

Non c

Immo.
Raids

g,,gg

iiiiiiiiii;iiiii;iiiigiiiiii; i.

Egggigigigiggiggigg'::: :gg ' igi
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Using Ready -Made Templates
If you want to obtain some quick results, you can use a
Word template. Whenever you type a Word document it's
based on a template, usually the Normal or Blank Document
template provided by default. This sets up the various page
details including the margins and font style and size, etc.

However, you can also base a document on a more
elaborate template which is really a complete ready-made
page including text and graphics. There are libraries of
such templates on the Internet covering almost every
conceivable occasion or purpose; there are templates for
greetings cards, special occasions such as birthdays and all
sorts of business and educational stationery.

The basic idea is that you open a new document in Word
with a selected template, then modify the text to suit your
particular requirements. The advantage of the template is
that the art and design features have already been done for
you. For example, to make a birthday card, you could open
the template shown below and change Robert to the name
of your friend or relative, etc. (Unless of course their name
is Robert). All of the text is in separate text boxes and can
easily be edited as shown earlier.
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Using an Existing Template to Create a Document
To start a new document based on an existing template
already stored on your hard disc, select File and New... from
the Word Menu Bar. The New Document Task Pane opens
up on the right of the
screen and includes the

New from template

ICNew from template extract General Templates...

shown on the right. I* Templates on my Web Sites.

Clicking on General j Templates on Microsoft.com

Templates.... shown right
opens up your Templates folder, as shown below.

0211121M11111.11.1=11111.1111111.1111.111OR

General

JJ
Publications Reports I Web Pages

Lewd Pleadings I Lett . Fazes I Marl Merge I Memos I Other Documenss I

Nan' wpb Pg0. E n.,l bat, Jot
DC, ,ent

...J
birthday dot businessca event . iot Letterhead.

711171
Preview

Preview not available.

Crests Now

Qacumert r jampiale

Cancd

Blank Document, Web Page and E-mail Message shown
above are all templates provided in Microsoft Word.
Letterhead... and Swallows Barn.dot are templates for
headed note paper as discussed on page 103. The templates
birthday.dot, baby.dot and event.dot have been downloaded
from the Microsoft Office Template Gallery on the Internet.
Downloading templates is discussed shortly.
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Referring to the Templates folder shown on page 161,
select the template you wish to use, such as baby.dot, and
click OK. Microsoft Word opens up displaying the selected
template, as shown below.

____)"1 Announcing...

`-:_)1:,Nlichael Greg
Place Baby Photo Here

To insert a photo of you' been here:
1. Highlight all the text in the box.
2. On the Insert menu, point to

Retire, and then click Fran Fib.
3. Click a picture in the dialog box,

and then dick boat.
4. Depending on the size of your

image, you may need to resize

Or Hebb this teat to create an
announcement vvilheut a photograph.

-/.4--',
f/r i

June 1
lth,,p.

2005  9 I bsB...3 .. ,,,_b/ / //// 4-rx??

The template includes a space and instructions for inserting
a photograph. The names and other text are all in separate
text boxes which can be selected and edited as discussed
previously. Once you have edited the template, the page is
then saved as a normal Word Document with the file name
extension .doc. (Unlike a Document Template which is
saved with the file name extension .dot.)

Save as type: Word Document (*.doc)

Web Page (*.htm; *.html)
Web Page, Filtered (*.htm; *.html)
Web Archive (*.mht; *.mhtml)
Document Template (*.dot) 1
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Downloading Templates from the Internet
When you select File and
New... from the Word
Menu bar, one of the
options on the New
Document Task Pane,

under New from template is Templates on Microsoft.com, as
shown above. If your computer is connected to the Internet,
clicking Templates on Microsoft.com opens up the Web site
Microsoft Office Templates Gallery. This is a library of
online templates which can be downloaded and saved on
your hard disc, where they can be used to create Word
documents.

New from template

CI General Templates...

4 Templates on my Web Sites...

1E Templates on Microsoft.com

BROWSE TEMPL,ATF

Business ar Kd Legal

eLfrif%FirrTlie Lega
wetngs and Projects More...

CAM IddiS, I dbeiS, Plan it iers,
and Stationery

Cale days Stationery
Schedules and Planners
More...

Education

For Teachers For Parents
For St dents More..

hiealthcare and Wellness

Coet axi Exercise For
Providers info:Pah Medica
Farms

Microsoft Orike Progrdr is

Word Excel PowerPotit
More...

Holdays and Occasions

Greetng Cards Wedays
Occaskns and Evens

Home and Community

Community and Funcraisng
Families Health, Diet, and
Exerase More...

VOL.- Career

Resumes Cover Letters
Intervievg Letters axi Tccis
Mere.
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Selecting one of the categories shown on the previous page
presents a grid of "thumbnails" or miniatures of the
available templates. An extract from the Easter section of
the Holidays collection is shown below.

Easter Help 1

Templates > Holidays arid Occ,asioris > Holiday:.

Templates 1-6 of 6, s9rtielabtmbilicalt

II) Easter card (with basket of eggs)
- ercAon Recures Word 2000 or later

P ating : (1 vote)

el Easter card (with bunny and eggs)
,ion Rewires Word 2000 or later

P KJ: ArrArra (2 votes)

le Easter card (with flowers)
version: RecUres Word 2000 or later
P at:ng: (1 vote)

4] Easter card (with My)
vtr:kA Reckires Word 2000 or later

PAM, LL].,
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If you now click on one of the thumbnails shown on the
previous page, a full-size edition of the chosen template is
displayed, together with a Download Now button, as shown
below.

Doviload Wu I

Happy Easter

Depending on the configuration of your computer, you may
have to click a second Download Now button before the
template is downloaded to your computer. Then it can be
opened or saved using the dialogue box shown on the next
page.
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File Download

Do you want to open or save this file?

Name: 01181025,cab

Type: Unknown File Type, 1.42 MB

From: office.microsoft.com

Open I Save I

1-47 Always ask. before opening this type of file

Cancel
1

While files from the Internet can be useful, some files can potentially
harm your computer. If you do not trust the source, do not open or
save this file. What's the risk?

Click the button to Save the file; it is initially in a
compressed format with the .cab (cabinet) file name
extension. Select a folder in which to save the compressed
file, named 01181025.cab as shown below. I have created a
folder C:10ffice Templates for this purpose. Creating folders
is covered in more detail in Chapter 10.

Address 1:,j C:\Office Templates

Folders
Ci01181025.cab

1,458 KB

Now open the folder in which this compressed file is saved,
CAOffice Templates in this example, as shown above and
double-click the file.

The file will be expanded into a folder which you must
select, as shown on the next page.
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_J

I have selected the Templates folder in which all of my
other templates are saved. In my computer the Word
templates are all stored in the folder shown below.

Z: \Documents and 5ettings%Jim\ Application DataNicrosoft\Templates

Your templates are probably in the corresponding folder on
your computer, except it will be your user name, not Jim,
after Documents and Settings as shown above.
Alternatively click Start and Search and enter Templates to
search for your templates folder.

Select a Destination Ii2L1

Select the place where you want to extract the selected
item(s). Then click be Extract button.

Office

Outlook.

Proof

fi 0 Speech

0 0 Systemeertificates

OM=
E ,_j Windows

Word

1MIIIMMINEMP

To view any subfolders, click a plus sign above.

Make New Folder Extract Cancel

Clicking Extract shown above expands the compressed file
and places a copy of the template into the selected folder.
You can see the new template 01181025.dot alongside the
templates discussed earlier, as shown on the next page.
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uments and SettingskImkApplication DatakMicrosoft \Templates

faVars x
joir Jim (C:)

E lj ADOBEAPP
Computing for the Older Generation

B t, Documents and Settings
E IV AI Users
BEI 0 Default User

0 0 Jim
0 0 Amkation Data

El 0 Adobe
AdobeUM

Broderbund

EI F -Secure

El 0 Identities
(43 mamma&0 Microsoft

_t1

01181025.5ot

IN 1

letterhead dot

baby .dot

Normal . dot

To change to a more meaningful name, such as Easter, for
example, right -click over the template's icon and select
Rename fom the resulting menu. Enter the new name
easter.dot to replace 01181025.dot.

baby.dot

Now to use the new template, open a new blank page in
Word using File and New.... Then from the New Document
Task Pane on the right of the screen, select General
Templates.... under New from template. Your Templates
folder should open as shown above. Then select the new
template and click OK. The Word page should open
displaying the new template.
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Once the Word page has opened with the new template, it
becomes an ordinary Word document which can be edited
and saved in the normal way.

Please note in this example, the Easter
picture appears upside down when the
new Word page is opened. This allows
any additional messages to be added in
text boxes before the card is printed and
folded into four to give the finished card
shown on the right.

Templates for Business Cards
The Microsoft Office Template Gallery also includes a set
of templates for business cards. These cover various types
of business as well as the general card shown below. When
you download this template and use it on a new page, as
previously described, a table of 10 cards appears, as shown
in the extract below. These can be edited on the screen by
inserting your own details to replace the text provided.
Then print off the business cards in sheets 10 at a time.

gooks for The Older Generation

1Iso Gott',
Sorbs
Rosh e.

SI elf unthre Pocrierst

Phone 01283 SIIOXI
Ps 02381511001

pryer. 11.1. en*

Name of Bkesiness

Orb POW.
Poston Tit

1234 Win SI.4°
latt. BEDS. LW 034

Phone 11234 511003
Fa 01234 S111311

soossoseesotisom

Name of Business

_1110

Name of Business

Ora nem
coon Telt

1234 HO Street
lain KOS. 1.113 874

Ohms 01234 511000
F.0:234 511031

onssosotogenst4no

Name of Business

Ono raw
room Mt

1234 Ptis 2.44I
lam RDS. U13 Om

Flora 01234 S1103)
to 01234511001

1.1.11110111{15.1k

Name of Business
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Finding More Templates
If you can't find what you want in the Microsoft Office
Template Gallery, try searching the Web by entering Word
templates using a search program such as Google. You
should find lots of templates which you can download, save
and customize in the way just described.

0. .1 tit. 0 3
GI Web Images Groups News more oogie

Search the web r pages from Wm UK

Results 1-10 of Iliad 5.200.050Web

Microsoft Office Templates Home Page
Microsoft Office Template Gallery offers over 3000 templates for
calendars, resumes, gmeting cards, business plans and mom...
office microsoft cornien-usRemplatesrdirfault espy  43k - 1 Jul 2005 -
cacilltra  Similar Pages

Free Microsoft Word Templates - Find Microsoft Word Templates
and ...
Speed up docianent creation with both commercial end free Microsoft Word
templates to create newsletters, letterbeed, resumes, and colhor forms.
desktoppub about.corniodRemplatesword/ - 28k - Cached - Similar pages

ExceLTriaWes,Word Terriplgpl - Business Mamma - Office ..
KMT Software, Inc. develops Word Templates, Excel Templates, and
Business Planning software for Microsoft Office lhat increase your
product/Ay end help
wimckrnt cam/. 12k Cached - Similar pages

Termite*, in Microsoft Word - one of the Tutonals in the ...
Template Basks in Microsoft Word. Normal AM. global templates. user
templates, workgroup templates are examined and explained.
mow addbelance comersersguideftemplates htrn  132k 
Cached  Smiler page,

PCWOrkl.COnl -11118114_0MS Of Wad MatestemgAlieg

for WM asees (0.05 seconds)

Sponsored Links

Waft Templates
Al Windows Stationery - Free Demo
Letterheads, Email Templates etc
www fontware corn

Iherosalt Word Templates
Pre -designed, editable layouts for
brochures. newsletters I more
www stocklayouts corn

MEM
We develop templates to mach
e corporate odenlity
www operandi co uk

Microsoft Word Tefigelatee
Simple. powerful & professional
templet's to make your job easier)
www TemplateZone corn

Over 46 Tools for Word
Get Organized with Our Produckvity
Package Designed for MS Word
WordaddOns corn

That completes our look at the capabilities of Word for
manipulating text and graphics to create short single page
leaflets, posters, greeting cards, etc. The next chapter looks
at the use of Word for the production of longer documents
such as booklets, reports, magazines and complete books.
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Introduction
This chapter shows how you can use some of the features
in Microsoft Word to help in the production of longer
documents such as magazines, newsletters and even
complete books like this one. In fact I have used this type
of software to produce over 20 books including several of
the Older Generation series, of which this book is a part.

Longer documents may use various page layouts and
incorporate within the text objects such as pictures, tables,
spreadsheets and graphs, etc. Also headers and footers,
which are strips across the top and bottom of the pages in a
chapter, into which text such as chapter headings, page
numbers, file name and the date can be inserted.

These additional features will enable you to produce longer
documents such as, for example:

A magazine or newsletter about your community

A booklet describing the history of a village or
industry, etc.

A technical report including tables and graphs

A business plan for an enterprise you intend to start

A text book based on the expertise you may have
acquired during your working life

The best-selling novel you always wanted to write.
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9 Longer Documents

Page Layouts for Various Documents
This will obviously vary depending on the type of
publication, but the starting point is the Page Setup
dialogue box obtained by clicking File and Page Setup... on
the Word Menu Bar. The Page Setup dialogue box below
shows the settings used for this particular book. The
Preview panel at the bottom right below shows the effects
of changing any of the Page Setup settings.

[Margins I Paper I Layout I

Margins

Top: 117 fin,

Inside: 11 7 rrim

Gutter: 10 mu!

Orientation

Portrait

Pages

Multiple pages:

Preview

Apply, to:

L21
Landscape

Bottom: 1 i:; mrr

Outside: 112 rrin-

Gutter position: I L.-J

'Mirror margins
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Using Mirror Margins in a Book Format

The margins of 17 mm, 18 mm and 12 mm shown below and
on the previous page were part of the original page design
specified by the publishers for this book.

Page Setup

Margins I Paper I La /out I

Margins

Top:
I1

7 riirn ''' Bottom: I 18 111111

Inside: 117 mm Outside: 112 mm

Gutter: 10 mm  Gutter position: 1. eft Li
Being a book, larger margins are required at the centre to
allow for the binding, so Mirror
margins has been selected from
the drop -down menu shown on
the right and on the previous
page. The result of this layout is
shown below.

5

Mirror margins

Normal
tlr ror margins
2 pages per sheet
Book fold

A.111I4 - A Arid 011.Tr 1/ 11. mt. I... 
11.11  ... S... ft Ie. 111 MY  ON

1../. TomI.    mott 1.1.1 Y   
  4=11,4 11....11 me. TlAs to . e. of.1. Y. r do c.o. id.
Wm.& v.. Aim  1 
/Meld MP de coupon mos.. 1811
A 11110111181 met of  1 o. msg.. ht A dee.. E...
 af. *de INA fib 1.
tem 1.1.11 cm  tent =M. 111
m. af a.m.  pa. co PIM
at.solo .1 WNW As Os sr.alltd
A cbt A ea comin
MAIN et  aro  A.. a I* 1.1. Om VI.
sod tam Ata a 
Aktela. ad Y. an   ol.we  

1111110111_1

1.1.000. OM./  . 
 I. Woo .111.12111  Mtlf .
haIIIISaDemommid. . .o wt. r. at  do of Os . my . no.  itsA.* 

 VW
blu

AA. le... as gm. .  a'1 0. fon 11.61.1 1  1 Awn  ..1Iw
11. sow  sit* %A.m. 

Alm eat 1st 1.01111,11
nstwe do.r 1 1. Am 

as us on.
1.104.1111.1.111.At  rm sm. woom
. mow dlosIi.Abava 11. t.  YD. elf   p.m.
1.1. a. OW r ...at   uf 1111 anon( I...  we. t TN mt. lqA end S..
11 W.. be. At1 Wm.
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Producing A Folded Booklet
It's often convenient to produce a booklet with two pages
of the booklet on one sheet of
paper. This is achieved using
the Book fold option in Word.
From the Page Setup dialogue
box select Book fold as shown
on the right. After printing, fold
the paper so that it opens like a book. You can print a Book
fold document on both sides by
switching on (with a tick) the Manual r print to ho

duplex option in the print dialogue box.

Mirror margins

Normal da

Mirror filar girrS
2 pages per sheet
Book fold

Print

Printer

Name: Samsung ML -1510_700 Series

Status, Idle

Type: Samsung ML -1510_700 Series

Where: U58001

Comment:

2J25.1

Properties I

Find Printer... I

Print to file
s Manual duplex

All of the pages on one side of the paper will be printed
first then you will be prompted by Word to turn the paper
over to print the remaining pages.

Word Pellegatallel ere 1,1Th lei!:
I the advantage) .1

m.. ess, r enxate I mth 1=1..
methods sue h as the manual
typewrites we

Cectnns can be made on
thoe rr screen before prinung on
paper. so there u no endence
of any &aeration. Several
copws can easily be printed

Documents we saved on du,
dna rerneved Mn Thu
allom  document to he used
spa. perhaps nth small
changes such as a new date
There r need to spend

tune retyping the wbok
document
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Ten c. be *dual more
eastly whole blocks a tent
can be m erted, deleted or

moved to r new p0.00
the document

The Mad and Psplon feature
enables a word (or geoup of
words) to be exchanged for
another word or words.
wherever tiny occur in

document For =ample,
replace 'house" with

PblVeXT-
Ten canx formatted 'nth
effect. suc-i 1 bold and rube
end a venom fonts (movies of
letterum) as shown a the
French St mpt example below
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Using a Gutter for a Ring Bound Document
If you intend to present a document in a ring or spiral
binder, you can use a Gutter to add extra space down the
left-hand side or along the top side of the paper. This will
prevent the binding from overlapping the document.

Margins

Margins

Top:

Left:

Gutter:

Paper I Laycut 1

125.4 mm

131.7 rrim

125 vim

Bottom: 125,4 mm

Right: 131.7 mm

Gutter position: 'Left

In this example, a gutter of 25 mm has been set down the
left-hand side of the page, as shown in the Preview below,
extracted from the Page Setup dialogue box shown
previously. The gutter is shown chequered down the left-
hand side of the preview page.

eview

Apply to:

ANL

.411.14.101.1111.

Fole document

document
This point forward

auk... el

You can also see from the drop -down menu above, that
changes to a document can be applied to the Whole
document or from This point forward.
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Setting the Paper Size
For most word processing work you will probably use the
M paper size which is standard in the United Kingdom.
You may find the paper size specified in your word
processor has been set by default at the Letter size, which is
slightly different from M. To make sure your word
processor is set at a particular size, select File and Page
Setup... as before and select the Paper tab, as shown below.

Page Setup

Margins Paper 1 Layout I

Paper size:

A4

Letter Ilb

Legal
Executive

ns

When you click the arrow at the right of the Paper size: bar,
the drop -down menu shown above appears, from which
you can select M or whatever size you require. Click OK to
apply the Paper size:.

Setting Your Own Custom Paper Size
If you scroll further down the previous drop -down menu
there are many different options for the paper size,
including Custom size, shown below.

apex size. -1Ir-
Custom size

C6 Env.
ISO B5
Monarch Env.
A6
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Custom size allows you to specify your own paper size in
terms of Width and Height. The units of measurement, such
as mm used in this example, are those selected in Word as
discussed on page 101 of this book.

For this particular series of books a non-standard paper size
of 130.5 mm x 198 mm is used and this is set in the Paper
tab of the Page Setup dialogue box as shown below.

Margins Pacer

Paper size:

Custom size

Paper sour

Eeet Page Otter Pages:

Layout

1130.5 mm

11% mm

tr . Aurc., :r..

Auto Select
Manual Feed

Preview

Apply. to:

'Whole document

Print Options...

Default 7a,. (Auto Select)
Auto Select
Manual Feed

&fault- CK Cancel I
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Page Numbers
A substantial booklet, magazine, report or text book, etc.,
needs numbered pages, enabling you to refer to material on
other pages and to create contents and index pages.

To insert page numbers in a document, select Insert and
Page Numbers... from the Word Menu Bar. The Page
Numbers dialogue box appears as shown below.

Page Numbers

eosition:

panconseaseamtd
went:
'Right

R7 Show number on First page

Format...

Preview

OK .1

2121(

Cancel I

You can choose between Bottom of page (Footer) and Top
of page (Header) for the Position of the page number.
Headers and footers are discussed shortly, but briefly these
are lines across the top and bottom of the page in which
you can place text such as chapter headings and numbers
and page numbers, as shown on the pages of this book. The
Alignment option shown above allows page numbers to be
placed on the Left, Center, Right, or on the Inside or
Outside of a page.

By default the page numbering of a document starts at page
1; however, if you use a separate document to represent
each of the chapters of a book, for example, then you need
to start the second and subsequent chapters with a different
page number.
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You can set the starting number for a page in the Page
Numbers dialogue box, after clicking the Format... button,
shown on the previous page. In the example below, a
chapter has been set to Start at page 137.

Page Number Format

Number format:

2_<_1

Onumummozi
r Include chapter number

Chapter starts kAri style

Use separator'

Eamples. 1-1, 1-A

Page numbering

r Continue from previous section

(1" Start at: 11:7

OK I Cancel

There are further options for the page numbers, such as to
include the chapter number with the page number as in 1-1,
1-2, etc., and also different page number formats, such as
Roman numerals and letters instead of numbers.

Page Number Format

Number format:

P Include chapter number

Chanter starts with style

Use separator:

Examples: 1-1, 1-A
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Headers and Footers
These are used in longer documents and allow a title or
chapter heading and information such as the page number,
document name or date to be added along the top or bottom
of the pages in a document.

For example, on the pages of this book, the chapter title,
e.g. 9 Longer Documents, has been set up as a header. The
page number has been set up as a footer.

From the word processor Menu Bar, select View and
Header and Footer. Empty boxes for the header and footer
appear on the page.

Header

3 Walking in the Lake District

You can type your own text freely into the header and
footer boxes, as shown above. Or you can use the header
and footer toolbar, shown below, to insert current
information onto the page. The toolbar appears
automatically on the screen, after you click View and
Header and Footer. This allows you to insert information in
the header and footer on the pages throughout a document.

Header and Footer

The above toolbar allows you to insert information
in both the header and the footer. An icon towards
the right of the toolbar allows you to switch
between the header and the footer.
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A drop -down menu obtained by clicking the arrow to the
right of Insert AutoText on the Header and Footer toolbar
displays a wealth of information which can be inserted
automatically in the headers or footers throughout the
document.

Header and Footer

Iniert AutoText gEff leon chitin vrn!chm
- PAGE -

Author, Page St, Date

Confidential, Page 5, Date

Created by

Created on

Filename

Filename and path

Last printed

Last saved by

Page X of Y

Moving along the toolbar shown above, the next three
icons allow you to Insert Page Number,
Insert Number of Pages and Format
Page Number as discussed earlier in this
chapter.

The next two icons on the toolbar allow you
to enter the Date and Time in the header or
footer.

ZIO

The next icon on the toolbar opens the Page Setup
dialogue box discussed earlier, which appears open
at the Layout tab as shown on the next page.

I]
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The Page Setup dialogue box open at the Layout tab below
shows the settings for the headers and footers used in this
particular book.

Page Setup

Margins
I

Paper Layout

Section

Section start:

r Jppr e5.:: eridnote

Headers arid footers

F.7 Different odd and even

P Different first page

imecommasoli

From edge: Header: I- rim

Footer: lin null

As shown above the Page Setup dialogue box allows you to
set the distances of the headers and footers from the edge of
the paper. Under Headers and footers shown above
Different odd and even has been switched on with a tick.
As you can see at the top of the pages of this book, the
header is on the left on the even pages and on the right on
the odd pages.

Different first page has also been switched on in the above
Page Setup dialogue box. This is because the header is not
required on the first, i.e. title page, of each chapter in this
book.

After you have inserted the required information using the
icons on the Headers and footers toolbar shown previously,
click Close. The selected information will now appear in
the headers and footers throughout the document.
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Inserting a Table
From the Table menu on the word processor menu bar,
select Insert and Table.... The following dialogue box
appears:

Insert Table

able size

Number of columns:

Number of rows: 14

AutoFit behavior

a* Fixed column width:

C AutoFit to contents

r. AutoFit to windcw

Table style: Table Grid

AUtO

AJtoForrnat... I

Remember dimens ons for new tables

OK Cancel

You specify the number of vertical columns and horizontal
rows, as shown above and click OK to insert the table in
your document, as shown on the next page. The top left-
hand corner of the table is placed at the current cursor
position.
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The cursor appears in the top left-hand box or cell, ready
for you to start entering the headings and data.

Fri

The table can be moved by dragging the small square at the
top left shown above. The table can be resized by dragging
the small square shown at the bottom right above. Words
and numbers are typed straight into the cells in the table.
To move to a cell, click in the cell or use the cursor keys.

The cells in a table can be selected and edited using the
drop -down Table menu shown below.

a Longer Documents - Microsoft Word

File Edit View Insert Format Tools Tgblej k ffindow tielp

Drew Table

Times New Roman - 12 - B I U Insert 0

I I

Delete

Select 0

TEble AutoFormat...

AI
2 Scrt.

Table Pmperties...

In the Table menu shown above, Table Properties... allows
you to set the alignment of the table Left, Right and Center.
You can also set the way the text in the main document
wraps around the table. The row height and column width
of an existing table can be altered and rows and columns
can added and deleted.
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In the Table menu shown on the previous page, the Table
AutoFormat... option presents a choice of ready-made
styles of table, incorporating different fonts and
background shading. The Table AutoFormat can be applied
before a new table is inserted or an existing table can be
selected and a new AutoFormat applied, as shown below.

Table AutoFormat

Category:

All table styles

Table styles: ,

Table Classic 4
Table Colorful 1
Table Colorful 2
Table Colorful .3
Table Columns 1
Table Columns 2
Table Columns 3
Table Columns 4
Table Columns 5
Table Contemporary
Table Elegant
Table Grid

Preview

I.1

Mocify...

Default...

Jan Feb Afar Total
East -7 5 19

'Vest 6 4 7 17

South 8 9 24

Mkt] 21 18 21 60

Apply special formats to

1 Heading rows

P First column

1 Last row

F Last co urrin

apply I Cancel I
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Copying a Spreadsheet into a Word Document
A spreadsheet program like Microsoft Excel is used to do
calculations on tables of figures. A simple spreadsheet for
calculating household spending in a fictitious household is
shown below.

Microsoft Excel - Household spending

Elle Olt

D 61
L16

DOW Insert

a
Format 1.004s 12ata wrxlow

[I) - y
belo

Arial

A ie CLD E L F

Weekly Spending2
3
4 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Total Average

Food 42.65 37.97 46.41 48.57 175.60 43.906
7 Heating 19.28 21.42 23.42 21 48 85.60 21 413

8 Electricity 9 47 11.97 10.97 12 01 44 42 11.11
9 Rent 85.00 85.00 85.00 85.03 3413.00 85 00
10 Petrol 17.27 18 43 21.57 20 87 78 14 19.54
11 Car 19.00 17.00 21.49 26.93 84.42 21.11
12 Total 192.67 191.79 208 86 214.86 808 18 202.05
13

It's often useful, when writing a report as a Word
document, to be able to include all or part of a spreadsheet
within the text of the report. For example, if you were
campaigning for a new bypass you might include in the
report a spreadsheet giving traffic statistics.

The method for incorporating a spreadsheet into a Word
document is given on the next page. You will need to have
the spreadsheet table open in your spreadsheet program.
This could be Microsoft Excel or the spreadsheet program
in Microsoft Works, for example.

More details of creating spreadsheets is given in our book
"Computing for the Older Generation" from Bernard
Babani (publishing) Ltd.
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First select the area of the spreadsheet you wish to copy
into Word. This is done by dragging the mouse (keeping
the left-hand button held down) over the required cells.
This highlights the required area with a coloured
background as shown shaded below.

EJ Microsoft Ex( el - Household spending

Eie [dit View Insert F2rnat tools Data Window Help

C.11 *-1 a ":.; q,2.' vi -

fir

AA1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

13

IPU

Week 1

Weakly Spending

Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Total Average

Food 42.65 37.37 46.41 48.57 175.60
Heating 19.28 1.42 23.42 21 48 85 60
Electricity 9 47 11 37 10.97 12 01 44.42 1 1

Rent 85.00 E5. JO 85.00 85 00 340.00
Petrol 17.27 18.13 21.57 20 87 78.14
Car 19.00 17.33 21.49 26 93 84 42 2'
Total 192 67 151.79 28186 214 86 808 18 202

Now select Edit and Copy from the spreadsheet Menu Bar.
The copy command places a copy of the selected
spreadsheet cells onto the Windows clipboard. The
clipboard is a temporary store in the computer's memory.

Next, switch to Word and place the cursor at the position in
the document or report where you want the top left-hand
corner of the spreadsheet extract to appear. Now select Edit
and Paste to place a copy of the spreadsheet extract in the
Word document, as shown on the next page.

Cutting, copying and pasting using the clipboard are
discussed in more detail in Appendix 1.
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Weekly Spending

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Total Average

Food 42.65 37 97 46.41 48.57 175.60 43 90
Heating 19.28 21.42 23.42 21.48 85.60 21 40
Electricity 9.47 11 97 10.97 12.01 44.42 11 11
Rent 85.00 85.00 85.00 85.03 340.00 85.03
Petrol 17 27 18.43 21.57 20.87 78.14 19 54
Car 19.00 17.00 21.49 26.93 84.42 21 11
Total 192 67 191 79 208.86 214.86 808 18 202 05

The spreadsheet extract can be moved around the Word
page by dragging the small square containing four
arrows at the top left-hand corner. Use this to place
the spreadsheet extract in its final position.

The spreadsheet extract can be resized by
.42

dragging the small square at the bottom 18
right-hand corner.

I y.04

21.11

202.05
a

A graph or chart produced in a spreadsheet program or an
extract from a database can be copied into a Word
document using Edit, Copy and Paste in a similar way to
that just described for a spreadsheet extract.

Word Count
If your document is =rnmiimp, ii2g
restricted to a certain Statistics.

number of words, as in
the case of an article for
publication, for example,
there is an automatic
word count facility in
Word, accessed off Tools
and Word Count....

Pages 17

words 2,084

Characters (no spaces) 9,536

Characters (with spaces) 11,564

Paragraphs 76

Lines 284

E Include footnotes and endnotes

Show Toobar I Close 1
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Getting Printed and Published
Whether you intend to produce a few hundred copies of a
magazine aimed at your local community or a book selling
thousands of copies for world-wide publication, you are
unlikely to be able to print and bind the copies yourself. At
the very least you will need to use a local printing firm. The
next two pages outline some of my experience of producing
text ready to send to a printing company.

While the world in general has adopted the PC standard
using Microsoft Windows (and predominantly Microsoft
Word), many printers and publishers have favoured the
Apple Macintosh computer. This was because for many
years the Mac was well ahead of the PC with an easy -to -
use windows "user interface" and powerful desktop
publishing software such as Aldus Pagemaker. While
Microsoft Windows and programs like Microsoft Word
have done much to redress the balance for the PC, many
printing and publishing firms continue to use the Mac.

Although you can find printing firms who will accept files
straight from your PC, this will inevitably limit your choice
of company. The solution is to convert your Word files to a
standard format which can be handled by any printing
company no matter what equipment they use. Such a
standard is the Adobe Acrobat PDF or Portable Document
Format. This format is also widely used for documents to
be downloaded from the Internet. (For downloading and
viewing Internet PDF files you need the freely available
Adobe Reader software.)

However, to create your own PDF documents to be sent to
a printing company, you need to purchase a full copy of the
Adobe Acrobat software, which includes a component
called Acrobat Distiller.
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Adobe Acrobat 4.0 Acrobat Catalog 4.0

Microsoft Works  a Acrobat Distiller 4.0

1 Microsoft Office PowerPoint Viewer 2003 0 Adobe Acrobat 4.0
RI Microsoft Word 01 Register Acrobat 4.0

Microsoft Works Task Launcher Uninstall Adobe Acrobat 4.0

Once your documents have been edited and proof read in
Word, they can be converted to PDF format using Distiller
and saved as separate PDF files. Then you can be confident
that any printing company should be able to handle your
text. Although small alterations are possible using Adobe
Acrobat, major editing needs to be done in Word, before
you create the final PDF file.

Finding a Publisher for a Book
If you're submitting a speculative book proposal to a
publisher, it's normal to send a few sample chapters rather
than the complete book. Remember that publishers are
inundated with proposals from hopeful authors; if it is to
succeed, your magnum opus must stand out from the pile.
Make sure you are meticulous in the material you send;
sloppy spelling and punctuation will imply a similar
cavalier approach to factual accuracy within the text.
If your book is to be commercially printed, the ability to
send the finished "manuscript" in PDF format on a CD will
enable the printers to typeset from disc. This is obviously
much more attractive to a publisher than a book sent as a
printout on paper which still has to be expensively typeset.
A substantial book in PDF format can easily be
accommodated on a CD costing a few pence.
For more details of Adobe Acrobat and Distiller please
have a look at:

www.adobe.co.uk
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Managing Your
Word Files

Introduction
It's all very well being able to produce impressive
documents embracing all of the stylish effects which Word
has to offer. However, unless you can organize and manage
your work efficiently and safely, disaster could easily
strike. For example, if you accidentally make a mistake
while naming and saving a file, an entire document could
be lost - not at all funny if the file represents a major effort
such as a newsletter, magazine or your autobiography.
Fortunately, as discussed in this chapter, there are simple
and inexpensive methods of protecting your work.

This chapter looks at methods of saving, managing and
protecting your work as follows:

Naming and saving your work as a file

Creating a hierarchical system of folders in which
to save your work

Moving, copying, deleting files and folders within
the system of folders in the Windows Explorer

Making backup copies of important work on a CD

Protecting your computer against viruses or illegal
access from the Internet

Sending a Word document as an e-mail attachment.
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10 Managing Your Word Files

Files and Folders
A common cause of frustration is not being able to find a
piece of work which you know you saved somewhere on
your hard disc. This can be avoided by saving your work in
an organized system of folders with meaningful names -
just like a traditional filing cabinet. In the following
example a folder called Holidays has been created on the C:
drive (the hard disc) and is shown open in the Windows
Explorer.

Within the Holidays folder shown below is a sub -folder
called Tuscany and also a file called Enquiry about Rome.
The file is a letter created and saved in Microsoft Word.

'kr Holidays

Flle EdIt View Favorites Tools Hobs

° Bad" 5.arch I
Faders [71'

LAddress 1(j C: \Holidays

'ciders x
My Computer

E 3V2 Floppy (A:)

[--.1 :so Jrn (C:) Folder

0 Tuscany ---- Sub -folder
S 0 My Documents0 New Feick(0 Office Templates

EE C3 photos

Sub -folder

The path name for the letter shown above is:

CAHolidayskEnquiry about Rome

Enqury about Rome

File
(A Word
document)
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Creating a New File Using Save As...
Before you start entering the actual text of a document it's
a good idea to create a new file with a suitable name on the
hard disc. Then it's a simple matter to quickly save the
document at intervals while you are entering the text. When
you select File and Save As... from the Word Menu Bar, the
following dialogue box appears.

Sow. As

SWAPO lj My Documents

History

My Documents

Favates

diR
Ply Network

Places

File name:

 rn ) El  TOPIC

inimi
Sava as SYPe: 'word Docurncl (V do: 1.1

5eve

Cancel

In the Save As dialogue box shown above, the Save in bar
at the top is already displaying a folder, My Documents.
This is the default folder provided by Windows. You can
either leave the folder My Documents selected or use the
drop -down menu to choose another folder in which to save
your work. The drop -down menu also includes any folders
which you may have created, as discussed shortly.
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Naming a File

When you open the Save As: dialogue box shown on the
previous page, the File name: bar displays the default name,
Doc3, in this example, provided by Word.

File name: (Doc3

Save as type: 'Word Document

You could continue to use the default file name but it's
preferable to use a more meaningful file name of your own.
Delete the default name, Doc3, and enter your own name
(up to 255 characters long) such as Enquiry about Rome,
for example.

File name: !Enquiry about Rome

Save as type: !Word Document

Now click the Save button on the bottom of the Save As
dialogue box shown on the previous page.

Quick Saves

Once you have saved the document using Save As, it now
exists as a file on your hard disc, with its own file name. In

the future, whenever you want to save the file
with the same name, simply click on the Save
icon shown left and on the Word toolbar shown
below.

File it View Insert Format Tools Table Window

d a[a R d -c
Times New Roman . 12 - B I U 1111--
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Saving Only the Latest Version of a Document
If you keep saving a document with the same
name, by clicking the Save icon as just described,
then as the document develops over a period of
time, new versions overwrite, i.e. wipe out, the
earlier versions on the hard disc.

Saving Different Versions of a Document

If you want to keep several versions of the same document,
save the document with a different name each time using
the Save As... option off the File menu on the Word
Toolbar. Enter the new file name as described on the
previous page. You might use Doc1, Doc2, Doc3, etc., but
more meaningful names for each version are preferable.

BIM Eat taw Insert Fermat Iods Table Endow lid
D New... fte,oikr)-(-4-1
la Save Ctrl+S 12 11 111a +-

Save As... MINE . 1 .

Please note: The Save option on the above File menu has
the same effect as clicking the Save icon on the Toolbar.

Saving Long Documents
When working on a long document it makes sense to save
the document regularly - you wouldn't want to lose several
hours' work if there's a power cut, for example. I avoid this
problem by clicking the Save icon on the Toolbar every 10
minutes or so. You can also set Word to Save AutoRecover
info : 10 minutes, say, after selecting Tools, Options... and
the Save tab from the Word Menu bar.

E Make local copy of files stored on network or removable drives

[7 Save AutoRecover info every: Itu minutes
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Creating a New Folder
Using the Save As Dialogue Box

Note that by default a document is saved as a file in the
Windows folder My Documents, unless you've selected
another folder. You can create a new folder
within the folder My Documents after clicking
the icon shown right and also shown below in
the extract from the Save As dialogue box.

E1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r

Saw PI: I;.1..j My Documents Jam- 41

_Ws
U.1 Tools -

The New Folder dialogue box appears, as shown below, in
which you enter the name of your new folder.

New Folder

Same: !Holidays

OK

Cancel 1

Please note that the new folder, Holidays in this example,
has been created in the folder My Documents, as this was
the folder currently selected in the Save As dialogue box
shown below.

rSave As

Save in: 43 My Documents

Holidays
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Creating a New Folder Using the Windows Explorer
Instead of using the Save As dialogue box, you can create
new folders in the Windows Explorer. This will help you to
see how the new folders fit into the overall hierarchy or
structure of folders on your hard disc.

First we might create a folder for word processing
documents on the C: drive. In this folder, called word
processing, we will create a sub -folder called letters.

C: Drive (Hard disc)

word processing

DTP letters

photographs

magazine

Open up the Windows Explorer by right -clicking over the
Start button at the bottom left of the screen. Select Explore
from the menu which pops up. Highlight the C: drive and
select File, New and Folder from the Explorer Menu Bar as
shown below.

Jim (C:)

File Edit View Favorites Tcols Help

New

Create Shortcut

_j Folder

Li Shortcut
1
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A box containing the words New Folder appears in the
right-hand panel of Explorer, as shown below.

E
El ADOBEAPP

El 11=I Backup Jim

El 0 Computing for the Older Ger
El LI Documents and Settings

IEasy Word Processing
CIEPSON

1011My Documents

OPhotos

Delete the words New Folder and enter the name of your
new folder, in this case word processing. When you press
the Enter key the new folder
word processing will be added Ei ADOBEAPP

to the list of folders on the C:
drive, as shown on the right.
(The plus signs indicate folders
which contain sub -folders.)

To create a sub -folder called letters within the folder word

O Documents and Settings

O 0 Easy Word Processing
O WINDOWS

0 word processing

processing, highlight the folder word
Windows Explorer. Now select File,
New and Folder from the Menu Bar as
before. The New Folder icon appears
in the right-hand panel as before.
Enter the name letters and
press Enter to create the new
folder. The new folder letters
is a sub -folder within the
folder word processing on the
C: drive. A minus sign
indicates a folder open to show
its files and sub -folders.

processing in the

El coo

El ADOBEAPP

ID 0 Backup Jim
El 0 Documents and Settings
El Li Easy Word Processing
[3 0 WINDOWS

B CD word processing

0 letters

The path name to this folder is:

CAword processingUetters
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Saving a Word File in a New Folder
Whenever you want to save a Word document in a folder
that you have created, simply click File and Save As: from
the Word Menu Bar as shown below.

1:=11111111111111.1111111111111111111111111111111 11311

History

My Documents

Save In, j letters et y f- - S.
sj DecsStp

4 My Computer

an's Docurnenis
_) Shared Documents
S 31/2 Floppy (A

1n (C:)

word processing

ei
V. LOCAL DISK (C. )

CD-RW Drive (L)

Desktop
My Network Places
My Documents

Unused DesIdop 5scrtcuts
FTP Locations

no:/Modify FTP Locate+ 
Favorites

My Network
Maces

He name: IManaoinc Your Work

Save as LVOn: 'word Dourrent

5ors

Cancel

Then select the newly -created folder from the drop -down
menu next to Save Ir: as shown below. Finally click the
Save button as shown at the bottom right above.

Save As

Save in: letters

Desktop

I

My Computer

Jim's Documents
History 0 Shared Documents

31/2 Floppy (A:)

*0 Jim (co0 word processing
My Documents
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Common File and Folder Tasks
The Windows Explorer enables you to manage your files
and folders. This includes moving files and folders to other
folders within the hierarchy and renaming and deleting files
and folders. Many of these tasks can also be carried out
using the File and Folder Tasks pane in Windows XP and
this is discussed in detail later in this chapter.

Renaming Files and Folders
Start Explorer by right -clicking
over the Start button and
selecting Explore from the pop-
up menu. A folder or file can be
renamed by right -clicking over
its name or icon in the Windows
Explorer, then selecting Rename
from the menu which appears
(shown on the right).
Alternatively the folder or file
name can be highlighted,
followed by selection of File and
Rename from the Menu Bar
across the top of the Explorer
window. The folder or file name
appears in a rectangle with a
flashing cursor. Rename the
folder or file by deleting the
existing name and typing in the new
one, then press the Enter or Return key.

!IIL..7ttrriate. do,:

,1 -rn.-rift- '..'m'corl Finn I

Open
New

Print

CCuteFTP upload

Open With

Add to Zip

Send To

Cut

Copy

Create Shortcut

Delete

P en Y1 ,=

Properties
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Deleting Files and Folders
Highlight the file or folder in the Windows Explorer then
press the Delete key. Or you can select Delete from the File
menu. (The File menu can be selected from the Menu Bar
or by right -clicking over the file or folder). When you
delete a folder in Windows XP then all of the subfolders
and files contained within are also deleted, i.e. moved to
the Recycle Bin. Some earlier versions of Windows require
a folder to be empty before it can be deleted.

Using the File and Folder Tasks Menu to Delete Files
and Folders
If the File and Folder Tasks menu is not displayed, select
View, Explorer Bar and click the word Folders in the drop -

down menu to remove the tick. Highlight the file or folder
and select Delete this file from the File and Folder Tasks
menu on the left of the screen, as shown below.

File Edit View Favorites Tools Help

0 Back - w - Search Folders

Address f C:\word processing\letters

File and Folder Tasks

fo4 Pei-Ianle This [-Ile

bio Wive this He

n Copy this file

Publish this file to the Web

E-mail this fie

6 Print this file

Delete this fie

A

 in
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Undoing a Delete Operation
If you make a mistake and delete the wrong folders or files,
you can use the Undo Delete option in the Edit menu
(provided you spot the mistake straightaway.) Fortunately
files and folders are not lost forever when they are deleted.
Windows XP merely transfers them to its Recycle Bin.

The Recycle Bin
The Recycle Bin is invoked by clicking its
icon on the Windows Desktop. It is effectively
a folder into which all deleted files are
initially sent. As shown below, you can view
the contents of the Recycle Bin at any time by clicking its
icon on the Windows Desktop.

File Eck View Favorites Tools Help

Back - - D Search Folders C7'
Ilei Recycle Bin

Recycle Bin Tasks

Empty the Recycle Bin

Restore al items

Holiday in Tuscany
Microsoft Word Document
L4 KB

Once in the Recycle Bin files and folders can be left for a
time, but as they are still taking up hard disc space they
should eventually be permanently deleted using Empty the
Recycle Bin shown above. Restore all Items shown above
returns all files and folders from the Recycle Bin to their
original location on the hard disc.
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Moving and Copying Files and Folders
The following tasks are described in the context of files,
but the methods apply equally to folders.

Moving a file deletes the file from its original location and
places it in a new location.

Copying a file places a replica of the file in a new location
and leaves the original edition of the file in the original
location.

Files can be copied or moved between different locations
on the same hard disc, between two hard discs in the same
computer or between different media such as a hard disc
and a CD.

Dragging and Dropping
With the required files and folders displayed in the
Windows Explorer, a common copying method is to drag
the file or folder with the mouse and drop it over the new
location. Different results are obtained depending on
whether you are dragging and dropping to the same or a
different medium:

The file is moved if it is dragged and dropped into a
different location on the same hard disc.

The file is copied if it is dragged and dropped onto a
different disc such as a CD or floppy disc, etc.

To copy files within the same hard disc the Control key
(marked Ctrl) must be held down while dragging with the
left-hand mouse button continuously held down.

You can copy between different locations on the main hard
disc drive C: or to and from any other drives such as the
floppy disc or CD.
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Open the Windows Explorer and make sure the folders or
files you wish to copy or move are visible in the right-hand
panel. If you can't see the resources such as the hard disc
(C:), CD drive (usually D: or E;), etc., in the left-hand panel
as shown below, select View, Explorer Bar and make sure
Folders is ticked.

Back . Search Folders
    

AddressI;C:\word process naetters

Folders X

El IL) Easy Word Processing

CI 10 EPSON

ID 0 Holidays
0 0 My Documents
El 0 Richard

0 Venice 2005
El 0 WINDOWS
El 0 word processing

I=1 io LOCAL DISK (Di)

CI CD-RW Drive (E:)

Holiday in
Tuscany

Now highlight the file(s) or folder(s) tc be copied or
moved. (To highlight multiple files and folders, hold down
the Ctrl key continuously while clicking with the mouse.)
Next hold down the left-hand button and drag the
highlighted files and/or folders to their destination in the
left-hand panel. Release the mouse button to drop the files
into the new location. This method would typically be used
to copy some files onto a floppy disc or CD in order to
transfer the files to another computer.
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Using the Right-hand Mouse Button to Copy or Move
Files and Folders
Drag the icon for a file or folder Copy Here
using the right-hand button on
the mouse, then release the Move Here
button to drop the file or folder Create Shortcuts Here
over its new location. The menu
on the right appears, allowing Cancel
you to copy or move the file or folder.

Copying, Cutting and Pasting Using the Edit Menu
You can also copy and move files in the Windows Explorer
by using the Edit menu Select the file or folder then use
Edit and either Copy or Cut to place the file or folder on the
Windows clipboard. Now select the destination folder and
use Edit and Paste to place the file or folder in the
destination folder.

Using the File and Folder Tasks Menu to Copy or Move
Files and Folders
The File and Folder Tasks pane, shown below, can be
switched on and off in Explorer by clicking View, Explorer
Bar and Folders.

b. letters

File Edit View Favortes Tools Help

Back -
I .01-

Search Folders 77 -
Address L) prim-Ficcing Oetters

File and Folder Tasks

Al Rename th-,!.. r H

Move this hie

a Copy this file

Holiday in
Tuscany
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Please note that the Windows Explorer displays the
appropriate menu in the File and Folder Tasks pane
according to whether a file or a folder has been selected in
the right-hand pane of Explorer. This is shown in the two
panes below.

File and Folder Tasks

Rename this file

frit Move this file

Copy this file

File and Folder Tasks

Penane this folder

Move this folder

n Copy :his folder

Moving or copying is made easy with special Copy Items
and Move Items windows appearing when either Move this
file (or folder) or Copy this file (or folder) are selected. As
shown above the same method is used for both files and
folders, depending which has been highlighted in Explorer.
The Move Items window (shown below) and the Copy Items
window allow the destination to be selected.

Search Folders . -

(Award processinaetters

141 Ransom this He

tit Move this be

a Copy this fie

Publish this fb to the Web

6:11 E-ead the fib

o Nit this fie
)( Delete Misfile

it word wocessing

a My Dooments

el Shared Doaments
a a.,

Move Items
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For example, the file called Holiday in Tuscany, shown
highlighted on the previous page, is to be moved. Move this
file is selected from the File and Folder Tasks pane on the
left. Then the Move Items dialogue box appears enabling
you to select the destination for the file or folder being
moved. This could be another folder on the C: drive, a
floppy disc or writeable CD in drive D: or E:. Click the
Move button shown below to complete the operation. The
Copy process is carried out in a similar way.

Move Items

Select the place where yOJ want to move 'Holiday in
Tuscany'. Then click the Move button.

+ Document!,

El Computer

El AIL 31/2 Flopp, (4: ;1

Aso Jim (C:)

440 LOCAL DIEK (D:)
 )

LI 0 Shared Do:uments
Jim's Documents

Drue (E:)

To view any subfolders, click a plus sign above.

Make New Folder I Move I

2jc

Cancel

Warning!! Moving, copying, deleting and renaming of files and
folders should only be appl ed to the files anc folders you have
created - never to the Windows and oil-er program files
essential to the functioning of your computer.
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Backing Up Your Work to a CD
The Need for Backups
It often seems a nuisance to have to stop work to make a
duplicate copy of important files. However, I have heard of
two people who each lost the best part of a year's work
through not making backup copies. Using the simple
methods described in this chapter I have been able to
produce over 20 books without ever losing any work at all.

New computers are generally equipped with CD drives
capable of writing files to a blank CD. The CD is an
excellent and cost-effective backup medium. There are two
main types of writeable CD, the CD -R and the CD-RW.
The CD -R can be written to only once. The CD-RW can be
written to many times. I use the CD -R for backup work, for
the following reasons:

The CD -R can cost as little as 10p at the time of
writing, especially if you buy a pack of 100 or
more.

The CD has a storage capacity of nearly 700MB,
compared with the meager 1.44MB of the floppy
disc. You can easily store the equivalent of several
books, like this one, on one CD.

CDs in my experience are extremely reliable,
accurate and virtually indestructible.

Although my main backup medium is the CD, I also make
interim backups several times a day onto a second hard
drive fitted inside of the computer, to save accumulating
too many CDs. This is a fast and reliable method and
means that at most I can only lose a few minutes work. One
disadvantage of relying solely on a second hard disc would
be that the work would be lost if the computer was stolen.
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Each week I copy all of my work (i.e. the current book
project) from my hard disc onto a CD -R. You could do a
backup every day but this creates a lot of CDs to handle.

Obviously it's important to have an efficient system of
labelling and storing your backup media in a secure place.
Backup copies of important work should be kept in a
separate location away from any risk of fire, theft, or
flooding, etc.

For peace of mind, after backing up important files, it's
always a good idea to check that the backup was
successful. Try opening the backed up files from the
backup media. This can be done using File and Open... or
by double-clicking the file names or icons in the Windows
Explorer as discussed shortly.

The Storage Capacity of a CD
As an indication of the storage capacity of a CD, I have put
several of my Older Generation books onto one CD. Each
of the six books is in the form of Word files representing
nearly 1400 pages of text and graphics.

These 6 books in total only take up a fraction of the CD's
storage space - 226MB out of a total capacity of 680MB -
not bad for a CD costing less than 20 pence.
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Making a CD Backup
There are several programs for copying files and folders to
a CD. For a long time I have used the CD "burning" facility
built into Windows XP; it is easy to use and has always
been reliable.

To make a CD backup, first place a blank CD in the drive.
A small dialogue box appears, from which you select Take
no action and click OK.

There are several ways to proceed from now but I find the
Send To option quick and easy to use. Open the Windows
Explorer by right -clicking over the Start menu and
selecting Explore from the menu which pops up. Now
select the file and/or folders to copy to the CD by left -
clicking. To select more than one file or folder hold down
the Ctrl key while clicking with the mouse. When the
required files and/or folders are highlighted, right -click one
of them. This causes a menu to appear which includes the
Send To option. From the menu shown below, select CD
Drive (E:) or possibly CD Drive (D:), depending on your
computer's configuration.

ern Open
Holid New
Tusc Print

Open With

Scan Holiday in Tuscany.doc for Viruses

Send To Li Compressed (zipped) Folder

Cut

Copy

Create Shortcut

Desktop (create shortcut)

ecipient

j My Documents
Delete 3'h Floppy (A:)
Rename

Q CD D lye (Ei)Properties1
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A balloon appears at the bottom of the screen informing
you that You have files to be written to the CD.

[4) You have files waiting to be written to the CD.

To see the files now, click this balloon.

Click anywhere inside of the balloon and a window appears
displaying Files Ready to Be Written to the CD as shown
below.

CD Drive (E:)

de Edit View Favorites =_ools Help

Search Folders 7 -

Q Write these flees to CD

 Delete temporary files

File and folder Tasks

O Make a new folder

 Publish this folder to the
Web

Files Ready to Be Written to the CD

Easy Word Draft
Processing for Contents

the Older
Generation

Now click Write these files to CD from the CD Writing
Tasks menu shown on the left-hand side above. This starts
the CD Writing Wizard shown on the next page, where you
are able to give a name to the CD (if you don't want to use
the current date supplied by default as the CD name).
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CD Writing Wizard

Welcome to the CD Writing
Wizard

This wizard helps you write, or record, your files to a CD
reitOrdIng drive.

Type the name you want to give to this CD, or lust click Next
to use the name below.

CQ name:

New Pies being written to the CD will replace any files
already on the CD if they have the same name.

r Close the wizard after the hies have been written

Next > I Cancel

After clicking Next a window appears showing the progress
being made in the copying process.

(D Writing Wizard

Please wait...

Writing the data files to the CD...

Estimated time lett: 2 minutes

2.ci

When the files have been copied, another window appears
telling you that the copying process has been successful.
Click Finish to complete the backup process. The CD
should now be labelled and stored in a safe place.
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Recovering Files from a Backup CD or Disc
If you ever need to restore the files you've backed up onto
CD (or floppy disc), place the CD in the drive and use the
standard File and Open... commands which appear on the
Word Menu Bar. Select the CD drive (usually (1):) or
(E:))from the drop -down menu in the Look in: bar shown
below. Then browse to find and select the file you want and
click the Open button.

Look in:

History

Fc>,_

My Documents

I! My Documents

Desktop

My Computer

Jim's Documents

Shared Documents
3V2 Floppy (A:)

:do Jim (CO

:op LOCAL DISK (D:)

 MEGEN
My Network Places

My Documents

11'1 Unused Desktop Shortcuts

Another way to open a file from a CD (or any other disc) is
to display the file name in the Windows Explorer. Now
double-click the name of the file or its icon. In the case of a
Word file, the Word program will be launched with the
chosen document open and ready for reading or editing.
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Sending a Word Document with an E-mail
The e-mail is a very fast and convenient way of
communicating with friends and relatives or business
colleagues. A brief message can be typed straight into an e-
mail program such as Microsoft Outlook Express or MSN
Hotmail. However, you may want to send a longer
document to a friend or colleague - perhaps to obtain their
opinion on something you have written, for example.

Copying and Pasting from Word into an E-mail
For a small amount of text and pictures it may be possible
to copy material from Word and paste it into the e-mail
message. With the document open in Word, select the
required text and any graphics then use Edit and Copy off
the Word Menu Bar. Next switch to the e-mail program and
display the page for creating a message. Now use Edit and
Paste in the e-mail program to embed the copied text and
any graphics into the e-mail message. (Cutting, copying
and pasting are discussed in detail earlier in Appendix 1).
You should be able to edit the text pasted into the e-mail
program and type further text, if necessary.

E-mail Attachments
For longer documents it is not feasible to copy and paste
text and graphics into the e-mail message. The e-mail
attachment enables complete files such as a Word
document, to be sent by e-mail. The attached file is
"clipped" onto an outgoing e-mail message and sent along
with the e-mail to the required destination e-mail address.
When someone receives an e-mail with an attached file, the
message and the attachment can be downloaded to their
computer. The recipient can then view the attachment in
the appropriate program such as Microsoft Word.
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Creating an E-mail Attachment
For this exercise a copy of the Venice leaflet discussed
earlier will be prepared as an e-mail attachment. First the e-
mail program is opened up and the recipient's e-mail
address and a Subject: are entered. Then the accompanying
text of the message is entered. The example below uses the
Outlook Express program.

111% Leaflet on Venice

1
File Edit View Insert Fornat Tools Mess 44 Help

Cfb te 4! -
Send Paste Undo Check Speing Attach Priority

03 To: landreinigatenbygieotip-ifir idge

ea Cc: I

Subject: 'Leaflet on Venice

`Anal

Ir Andrew

I thought you might be interested in the attached leaflet.

Your comments would be appreciated.

Next click the Attach (paper-clip) icon off the
Outlook Express Menu Bar. This opens up the
Insert Attachment dialogue box shown on the
next page.

Attach
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tem= I I Imm EN 110 IIII 11
Look in I word processing mk) 71 -

letters

File name: [Venice

Files of Ipe. All Files (")

E Make Shortcut to this file

Attach 1

Cancel

In the above Insert Attachment dialogue box, open up the
drop -down menu on the right of the Look in bar. Then
select the folder containing the Word file which is to be
sent as an e-mail attachment. I have opened a folder called
word processing and selected the file called Venice. Now
click Attach and the name of the selected file will appear on
the top of the e-mail message as shown below, to the right
of Attach.

ell To: Iandrewgatenby@egtonbridge.corn

co Cc:

Subject:

Attach: Venice.doc (504 KB)

Arial

Leaflet on Venice
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The e-mail and its attachment are now ready to send as a
single entity. When the recipient looks at their e-mail
Inbox, the e-mail message is listed along with a paper-
clip icon denoting the presence of an attachment.

Inbox- Outlook Express

File Edit View Tools Message Help

Send/pee,.

Outlook Expi.v.._. ]Iirn Gat,- Leaflet on Venice

[49 Local Folders

Inbox

When the recipient double
Subject: Leaflet on \.eniceclicks the e-mail to open
Attach: Openice.doc (517 KB)it, the file name and icon

for the attachment appear
next to the word Attach as shown above. If you now
double-click the attachment name or icon, the following
dialogue box appears, giving you the chance to open the
document, in this case a Word document.

Do you want to open -his file?

Name. Verice.doc

Type: Microsoft Word Document

Open

Allays ask before openi-19 this type of file

Cancel
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If the recipient feels confident that the e-mail and its
attachment are from a genuine source, then they click Open
as shown on the previous page. In this example, the Word
program opens displaying the Venice leaflet which has
been sent as an e-mail attachment.

0 10 0. 00 0.I 01. .111. 111.6. VIA ,

7' agi,;t1 a 13 ,:04 - elr121111:M1 -, -1:.J. ..,..

45 ,-...-L.... . . , u w ig 71):... 1, r n, 0.0...  0.,
. \ME . - - Mr- ... .. ..

Venice
straars SQUARE
Tore u so much to fuel Venue...you
or need ulcer then one Wk. to b. so de
=la aghle A good Ore to in o at to St
Mort's Sehre T. epee tom ortgoar
'AA  tpac o bee:. ofRom of .e . of
Mirk the hr.. <1.O o! the T-che 3
use at. venom mu

Il I  I
ier

) ii,

Al well as Me magathr ent ovtotootwe of
Lt., Sto.,.. A. or o.^P, .., 9...
Cafe. a .e quire T. bath. on
tread, cheerer to A Net a 833 hut

TN/ GLAND CANAL
.'ortps the amt. tnxtier , Verso e u to
..abon o Mr lap. off t. hard. ,1
hely The Grad .al 1A the mate
tf Ventre and the neertrt of maim
cads rmnd e me the ern tette .7
fib mot eta.e arrive ad ell nAppl.
are Odreerett to the cry . there re so
crt or 1.th. Au la warn/ rotted
tW, s", 1":''.7: v
ttorogdet%"%whout a Mt o a We oath

oath
maoirb, ..... 50,m

ti hem.. t1,3 he st a .... e. h'f,
1 3

.3.. . : J '----. :24,) !L.: 1.g0ffii, r.  r .
.... I . 3 In a ter. ust cei is ,ec in tel 'At ONO 00
NMI 2  cul..... -1 l,....., jib- Orimilta.......... moor- -.0., w.........1 V..0. ' 110 6 - sew_ j

The recipient of the e-mail can now read the Word
document. If necessary they could make changes to the text
then e-mail the amended version back to the sender for
further discussion.

I have used these methods to send whole chapters of books
to the printers, saving several days compared with the
conventional letter post. For very large files, such as a
complete book, you really need to be using a broadband
Internet system - otherwise the times for uploading
(sending) and downloading (receiving) are too great.
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Viruses in Word Files
The Mall Attachment dialogue box which appears when you
attempt to open an attachment contains a warning about the
dangers of opening files received from the Internet.

Mail Attachment

Do you want to open this file?

Name Ven ce .doc

Type Micr-oslt Word Document

mow

Open

Always ask before opeiir g this type of file

Cancel

While files from tl'e nternet can be useful some files can potentially
harm your complier.. If you do not trust the source, do nct open :his

Whet' k the rick"
___AummummEmma__

Viruses are small programs, usually written by malicious
young men, and designed to cause damage and
inconvenience to computer users. A virus may simply
display a "humorous" message or it may cause the entire
contents of a hard disc to be destroyed. There are thousands
of different viruses and a huge industry producing anti-
virus software designed to intercept and destroy them.

Word files can themselves contain viruses and files sent as
e-mail attachments have the potential to spread viruses
between computers. So if you are unfortunate enough to
pick up a virus on your machine, you might also
contaminate the computers of your friends or colleagues.
The source of a virus on your machine might be a floppy
disc, CD or e-mail of dubious origin.
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Anti -Virus Software

It's essential that your computer is equipped with up-to-
date anti -virus software. Well-known brands include
Norton AntiVirus, McAfee VirusScan and F -Secure.
Typical prices are in the range f20-£40; this could save a
great deal of time and inconvenience if a damaging
infection is prevented. The software should also include
regular updates to the virus definitions. These should
enable the anti -virus software to detect and destroy the very
latest viruses, which are constantly being invented.

The F -Secure Internet Security package illustrated below
also includes Internet Protection as well as virus protection.
The Internet Shield is designed to prevent "hackers"
gaining unauthorized access to your computer over the
Internet.

I Se, ore Interne, Se, wit y ?MS

INTERNET n 05
SECURITY S. II

Haffe

11111W-
1;tesnetield

la Spam 1

Corltrd

Patera.
Control

0 Vim Protection Nana
0 Real -lime Scarmg Derned Nes

o Eanai Scannitg Inconting/Outgoing

O Scheduled Scanting Neat Friday

Ustram.
Egoism-

Lathan-
 vita airborne MUCCI 20050629_03

a Fin scanned 012021  No infections

0 Scarring watt Nov moat ayablio

estancid...

modllsclusgto I LOIribnbadarnalM I lalO28
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Appendix 1
Cutting, Copying and Pasting
Earlier in this book the use of the clipboard as a temporary
storage area was discussed. The clipboard can be used for
the following tasks:

Moving text and graphics from one part of a Word
document to another.

Moving and copying text and graphics between
different programs such as copying an image from a
painting program into Word. Extracts from other
applications such as spreadsheet and database
programs can also be copied into Word.

As discussed in the last chapter, the clipboard can
also be used in the Windows Explorer when moving
or copying files and folders to different locations,
such as a different folder or a different disc.

The basic method is that text and/or graphics (or files and
folders) are selected so that they appear highlighted on the
screen. (In a drawing program such as Microsoft Paint, an
area of a picture is selected using the rectangular selection
tool.) The selected text or graphics is then copied to the
clipboard using Edit and Copy from the Menu Bar. If you
want to move the selected text and/or graphics then use Edit
and Cut from the Menu Bar. Cut removes the selected
material from its original location. In Word, in addition to
the Edit menu there are also Cut, Copy and Paste icons on
the Toolbar.

file Edit yiew Insert Form Table

ca
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The Cut and Copy operations are the main methods of
placing objects such as text, graphics, files and folders on
the clipboard. However, a copy of the current screen
display can also be placed on the clipboard using the Print
Scrn key, as discussed earlier. Once on the clipboard, items
are placed in new locations using the Paste command off
the Edit menu. For example, after placing an image from a
drawing program on the clipboard, you might open up
Word and paste the image onto the Word page at the
current cursor position.

It's possible to do all of your cutting, copying and pasting
on single objects, one at a time. However, Microsoft Office
XP, of which Word is a part, provides the Office Clipboard,
in addition to the basic system Clipboard. The Office
Clipboard can be used to temporarily store multiple items
and paste them into various locations. To view the Office
Clipboard in Word select Edit and Office Clipboard....The
clipboard appears in its own pane on the right of the Word
screen. The Office Clipboard can store up to 24 cut or
copied items. The example on
the right has two items, an
extract from a graphics
program and a piece of text
from Word. Each item has an
individual drop -down menu
with Paste and Delete options.
Buttons at the top allow you to
Paste All or Clear All items. An
Options menu at the bottom of
the pane allows you to select
the way the Office Clipboard
is displayed.

I  2 of 24 - Clipboard v X

eaPaste AI 1/4 Clear AI

CO( an ten to paste:

#71-

It's possible to do all of y
calory, copying and
on single objects, one at i

15 Baste

X Qelete

_-.
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Appendix 2
Using the Mail Merge Feature in Word
This facility is a time-saver for anyone who needs to send
the same basic letter to lots of different people. The mail
merge is particularly useful for club secretaries, etc., and
organizations with a large mailing list. The basic letter only
has to be typed once; this is then used as a template to
produce a large number of personalized letters. The main
features of the mail merge are:

The basic letter, most of which is the same for
everyone

"Place holders" in the standard letter into which
personal details such as name and address are filled

A data source or file which is a list of all of the
names and addresses, etc., of the people who are to
receive the letter

The merge process itself which infills the details of
each person, enabling individual personalized
letters to be printed.

The Mail Merge Wizard :s very easy to use and guides you
through the process giving instructions at each stage.
(Word also has a Mail Merge Toolbar which can be
displayed by clicking View, Toolbars and Mail Merge.)

To start the Mail Merge Wizard, in the Word program select
Tools, Letters and Mailings and Mall Merge Wizard.... The
Mail Merge Wizard opens in a pane on the right-hand side
of the Word screen, as shown on the next page.
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First you select Letters from
a list of document types, by
clicking on the appropriate
radio button. Then you click
Next at the bottom of the
Mail Merge pane to move
onto Step 2 of the wizard.
Here you select Use the
current document and start
typing in the basic letter in
the main Word window.
(You can edit the basic text
of the letter later if you
wish).

Next you need to create a
list of recipients or select an
existing list. We need to
create a new list so click
Type a new list. Click the
Create button shown on the
right. Then you have to
enter the names and
addresses, etc., of all of the
people who are to receive
the letter, as shown on the
next page.

Once created as a file on

Select document type

What type of document are you
working on?

0 Letters

0 E-mail messages

0 Envelopes

0 Labelf.

CJ Direcbry

Letters

Send letters to a group of people.
You can personalize the letter that
each person eceives.

Merge

Select recipients

Use an existing list

Select from Outlook contacts

Type a new list

Type a new list

Type the names and addresses of
recipients.

in Create...

disc this list of names and
addresses can be called up and used whenever you want to
send a "mail shot" to all of your contacts, etc.
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New Address List

Enter Address information

Address Line 1 114 V-trnon 5r

Address Line 2 IP akourne

City 104' ord

State 10x;ondshire

ZIP Code 10)64 6RA

Cou-ttry !Engle -id

Home Phone I

Uew Entry I Delete Entry 1 Eind Entry ... I Filter arid `sort... I Customize...

View Entries

View Entry Number
111

Net I Last

Total entries in list 2

Close I

When you have entered all of the details of the recipients of
the letter, click Close and you are asked to save the
addresses, etc., as a database file with a name of your
choice, as shown in the following fictitious extract.

Mail Merge Recipients

To sort the list, tick the appropriate colunn heading. To narrow down Mire recipients displayed by a
specific criteria, such as by city, dick the arrow next to the cokrinn heading. Use the check boxes at
buttons to add or remove retipimits from the mail merge.

List of recipients:

Last Name . Frst Name I 7 Ttle I T Company Name I Address Line

ilateribv drew Mr. Andrev:..;.;tenb Ltd Goa lard Farm
[1] Austin Miss Martins 6a:il Mar let Place

The wizard now tells you to write your letter in the main
pane in the centre of the screen, if you have not already
done so. At this stage you also enter the place holders for
the personal information to be added to each letter.
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For example, place the cursor
at the point in the letter where
you want the recipient's
address to start and click
Address block... off the Mail
Merge wizard, as shown on the
right. You are given a choice
of formats for the address
block and having chosen one,
click OK. The place holder
<<Address Block>> is placed
in the document at the current
cursor position as shown
below. This is repeated for
other information such as the

Write your letter

If you have not //ready done so,
write your tatter now.

To add redpient information to
your letter, dick a location in the
document, and then dick one of
the kerns below.

Address block ..

fl Greeting ine...

Electronic postage...

lo Postal bar code...

Ei More kerns...

When you have finished writing
your letter, click Next. Then you
can preview and personeize each
recipient's letter.

Greeting line... (as in Dear Jill, etc.)

Puffin Cottage
Plamboroujah Head
Near priclltratog
North Yorkshire
BD76 8QR
28 July 2095

e«<AddressBlocko»

Place holders for personal
details infilled from file

««GreetingLine>»>

I am writing to all members of the club to let you know that our next trio will be

Next the Mail Merge wizard allows you to preview the
finished letters with the personal information added. There
are buttons to scroll through each of the individual letters.

Finally click Next to complete the merge and print the
letters.
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Accessibility features 56, 71
Accessibility Wizard 72
All Programs menu 55, 84

Files and folders
moving, copying

Find and Replace

191
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115

Anti -virus software 220 Folders, creating 53, 196
Fonts 94, 124

Backup files 32, 208 Formatting 3, 109, 119
Beginners, hints 98
Block operations 113 Getting published 189
Bullets and numbers 151
Business card 169 Hard disc drive 31

Headers and footers 180
CD/DVD 28 Healthy typing, tips 92
Clip art 140 Home office - creating 15
Columns, text in 128, 130
Computer Image, editing in Paint 143

glossary 40 Inserting text 115
myths about 20 Internet connection 38
obtaining 21

Control Panel 57 Keyboard 23
Copying text 118, 221 on -screen 79
Creating shortcuts 69 shortcuts 90, 108
Cropping, picture 137 using 87
Cut and paste 116, 221

Leaders, used with tabs 102
Deleting text 114 Letterhead 103
Desktop publishing 3 Line spacing 121
Dialogue boxes 67
Digital photographs 37 Magnifier, screen 76
Document, retrieving 110 Mail merge 223

Margins 122, 173
Editing 109 Measurement units 101
E-mail Memory 30

attachment 214 Microsoft
word document 214 Word 83

Employment (self) 19 Works 83
Entering text 97, 98 Monitor 25

Mouse 24, 60
File Moving text 116

name 49,
saving 96, 193,

194
199

My Computer
My Documents folder

50
48
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Narrator
Networking 17,
New document
New file, creating

On -screen keyboard

78
39
93
96

79

Tab stops 98,
Table, inserting
Template, letterhead
Templates 8,
Text boxes
Text in columns 128,
Text wrapping

99
183
103
160
147
130
141

Page numbers 178
Paper size, setting 95, 176 Undoing actions 112, 202
Patterned background 153 Units, measurement 101
Personalised letters 223 Utility manager 80
Picture,

formatting 134 Viruses 219
inserting 128, 132

Print preview 106 Web picture, capturing 144
Printer 33 Windows Desktop 46
Printing 106 Windows Explorer 51
Processor 29 Windows Update 59
Programs, launching 55 Windows XP 45, 62
Publisher, getting 189 Windows, displaying 66

Word count 188
Recycle Bin 59, 202 Word processing 1
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Easy Word Processing for the Older Generation
Word processors like Microsoft Word and Works can be used in many
different ways to increase your creativity. You can learn word processing
at any age - it's not difficult and you will very soon be producing
professional looking documents.
This book explains word processing from the very beginning, avoiding
technical jargon and using only plain English. Large clear type has been used
for easy reading.

Amongst the many useful topics covered in this book are:

Setting up a home office for word processing.
Becoming familiar with the basic equipment in a word processing
system.
Learning how to manage your word processing activities with the
Windows XP operating system.
Accessibility - help for users with special needs.
Getting acquainted with Microsoft Word and Works.
Using the mouse and keyboard, in some detail.
The essential basic skills to create, save and print a document, create a
letterhead and check spelling.
Formatting a document with different styles of lettering and changing
the margins and page layouts. etc.
Creating attractive posters, flyers and reports including pictures from
various sources such as a digital camera or scanner.
Using ready-made templates for greeting cards, etc.
Longer documents such as reports, magazines and books including text
in two or more columns.
Using mail merge to personalise each copy of a standard letter sent to
many different people.
Sending a Word file as an e-mail attachment.

igBeginners Older Generation
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